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'Guerrilla' Jet
Lands In Cairo
Ik CAIRO (CP) — Four Black 
September guerrillas, who 
HRnzed the Israeli embassy in 
^Bangkok for 19 hours and held 
six Israelis hostage, arrived 
here by air today'with appar­
ently none of their aims 
achieved.
The guerrillas, accompanied 
by two Thai cabinet ministers 
and the Egyptian ambassador 
to guarantee their safety, freed 
their hostages—four Israeli dip­
lomats and two of their wives— 
and surrendered their arms be­
fore flying back to the Middle 
East.
The plane, a DC-8 of Thai In­
ternational Airlines, made a re­
fuelling stop at Karachi, Paki­
stan, en route to Cairo.
What sort of reception 
awaited them’ in the Egyptian 
capital was uncertain, but some 
Arab newspapers' have already 
called the operation in Bangkok 
a failure.
“Total fiasco ip swift Black 
September blow in Bangkok,” 
said 'this morning’s headline in 
the French-language Beirut 
newspaper Le Soir, while As- 
Safa, another Beirut newspaper, 
said “failure at Bangkok.” 
NO CONCESSIONS
The Israeli government made 
dear today that it had not 
made any concessions to obtain 
the release of the Israeli hos­
tages.
Foreign Minister Abba Eban 
told reporters in Tel Aviv that 
the government never had con­
sidered making concessions to 
the guerrillas, who had de­
manded the release of 36 Arab 
guerrillas held in Israeli jails.
Their other demands included 
the return of the bodies of two 
guerrillas killed in the abortive 
hijacking of a Belgian Sabena 
airliner last May.
Thai embassy officials were 
at the Cairo airport to meet the 
Thai airliner.
The guerrillas’ plane was im­
mediately cordoned off when it 
arrived in Cairo and reporters 
and cameramen were kept well 
away. •
The four guerrillas were 
taken to a car and whisked 
away from the airport. .
Egypt’s under-secretary for 
foreign affairs, Hassan Bolbol, 
met the eight Thai officials who 
had arrived on the plahe and 
escorted them to another car, 
together with the Egyptian am­
bassador to Thailand, Moustafa 
el Essaway, and they were 
driven away.
Officials said the Thai offi­
cials were expected to spend 
oqe day in Cairo before going 
home.
The Arabs had vowed to die 
with their hostages if Israel did 
not release 36 Arab and Japa­
nese terrorists it holds prisoner.
The Israeli government re­
jected the demand, maintaining 
its position that any concession 
to terrorism breeds more ter­
rorism.
The Arabs gave up after 
negotiating all night.
Ruth Hadass, a hostage along 
with her husband, Nitzan, the 
embassy’s first secretary, 
clutched a wine glass and 
danced as she shouted in 
Hebrew: "I didn’t know it was 
so good to be alive.” 1
Too Many Migrants Flock In 
To'Upset Canada Job Picture'
TORONTO (CP) — Since 1967 meeting labor market pres- 
Canada has had more immi- sures. Since 1967 there has 
grants than toe working force probably been more immigra- 
can cope with, William R. Dy- tion than the labor market 
mond, a University of Ottawa, would absorb and so it may 
professor, said Thursday. very well have added to unem-
He said the federal govern- Payment while playing only a 
inent’s Canadian Manpower .marginal role m meeting job 
Centres (CMC) are not as sue- shortages.
cessful at fining jobs^for the integration NEEDED 
unemployed as other job-locat- Dymon(jt now an econo- 
ing methods. mist and manpower specialist,]
Dr. Dymond, a former official sajd federal manpower policies 
of the department of manpower should be integrated with over- 
and immigration, told a meet- all social and economic policies 
ing of the Allied Social Science for the 1970s.
Association here that while He claimed that millions of 
CMC was approached by 76 per dollars are being spent on adult 
cent of all job hunters, only 11 retraining for jobs that exist for 
per cent were successful, com- on]y a small proportion of the 
pared with ratios of up to 27 per graduates.
cent by other means. He was speikii: J at one of the
Canada’s manpower policy meetings of the American Eco- 
had been influenced by political inmic Assniatlon conference 
and institutional pressures, he which about 8,000 government, 
said. business and academic econo­
AFTER HIGHWAY 97 CRASH
A three-car accident on hospital for head and knee




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Go v er n m ent and people 
throughout the world continued 
today to call on the United 
States to halt its relentless 
bombing of the populated North 
Vietnamese heartland.
In Rome, Italian Premier 
Giulio Andreotti’s centre gov­
ernment called for an imme­
diate end to the bombing and 
the resumption of peace talks.
At the end of a cabinet meet­
ing, which heard a report on 
Vietnam by Foreign Minister 
Giuseppe Medici, the premier’s 
office issued a statement say­
ing: :
“The council of ministers—in­
terpreting the common feeling 
of the Italian people—has in­
structed the foreign minister to 
renew his insistence for the 
bombing to be stopped and 
peace negotiations to be re­
sumed.”
Norway also called today oh 
the United States to stop the 
bombing, warning that goodwill 
towards the U.S. could be at 
stake.
Foreign Minister Dag Finn 
Vaarik, in an interview with the 
Norwegian news agency, also 
said that should the bombing 
continue, the Norwegian gov­
ernment would again discuss 
the Vietnam situation thor­
oughly. He declined to elaborate 
on what likely steps would be 
taken.
DEMOCRATS PROTEST
In Washington, a country­
wide campaign'to mobilize pub­
lic opposition in the United 
States to the bombing was 
urged by 18 Democratic mem-
bers of the House of Represen­
tatives.
They sent a letter to Robert 
Strauss, newly elected chair­
man of the Democratic party, 
asking him to convene a special 
session of the party’s national 
committee to organize the cam­
paign.
The Washington Post re­
ported, meanwhile, that Chinese 
Premier Chou En-lai has asked 
that the American people be 
told U.S. bombing would have 
an adverse effect on Sirio-Amer- 
lean relations.
China Taking A Second Look
Ponderosa Road, Westbank, 
was not injured in the acci­
dent. Police estimated that 
the*  damage to the vehicles 
was $2,400. No cause of the
Highway 97 near Westbank __  .... .
Thursday sent three people another vehicle, William Col-
to Kelowna General Hospital len of Oliver was treated for
with minor injuries. Bruce head injuries also. AU three
Close of Penticton, the driver were reported in good condi- accident has been given,
of one vehicle, and passenger tion. The driver of the third . (Courier Photos by
Brenda Close were treated in vehicle, Roland Morgan, of Perry' Flett)
Bombs Across Border
Leave 2 Dead In Ireland
BELFAST (AP) — Bombs ex-
“In the early ’60s, immigra- mists from all areas of North ploded on both sides of the bor­
tion certainly contributed to America are attending. der between Northern Ireland
and the Irish republic Thursday 
night, killing two teen-agers and 
shattering the centre of two 
small towns in the republic.
Police said a lOO-pound bomb
Woman Held In Dual Shooting 
Refused Bait In Athabaska
ATHABASKA, Quo. (CP) - 
Montreal lawyer Frank Shoofey 
lost a bid Thursday to obtain 
the release of 24-year-old Su­
zanne Francoeur, being held on 
a coroner’s warrant in the 
shooting deaths of two game 
wardens.
Mr. Shoofey termed her de-
hidden in a car with Northern 
Ireland licence plates exploded 
on the main street of Belthur- 
bet, about 75 miles northwest of 
tention a “flagrant Injustice” Dublin and two miles from the 
and said she was still being „ ,,. „ ,r
questioned by police at all killed Geraldine Reilly, 1j, 
hours of the day and night. ™ n"c°
He said testimony to date has *ng a* a ca*c ^lly nn(
Cold Hero 
Saves Woman
The premier made the re­
quest to Post reporter Marilyn 
Berger Thursday night in Pe­
king before a banquet given for 
Mme. Nguyen Thi Binh, the 
Viet Cong’s chief negotiator at 
the Paris peace talks.
The ’Post report said that 
Chou’s statement marks the 
first time a Chinese official has 
said U.S. bombing of North 
Vietnam would affect the recent 
detente between the United 
States and China.
In Moscow, Soviet Premier 
Alexei Kosygin today met North 
Vietnamese Ambassador Vo 
Thue Dong for the second time 
this week to discuss the situ-
TORONTO (CP) — A young A brief Tass news agency re- 
Y oma^L wa? r®scue<* before por£ they discussed bilat- 
dawn Thursday by a man who eral relations, blit observers 
.swam 140 feet in the near-freez- Relieved, they also debated lat- 
ing waters of Lake Ontario. est prospects for a peace ^settle- 
■ Robert Heywood, a foreman ment following the. breakoff in 
with the Toronto Harbpr Com- the Paris talks. CHOU EN-LAI 
, . detente dentedmission, said he and another One Communist source said 
man were looking for two, white the Soviet Union may make an 
ducks that usually swam there official statement in protest 
when they spotted what they against the bombings and the 
first thought was a black duck failure to sign a ceasefire 
70 feet from shore, . agreement, and it was thought
“Then we saw it was a person possible that this was discussed 
floating, making a. sound like a today. ______
moaning or crying baby,” Mr.
Heywood said. r
chips for her family, and Pat- from the northern side of the 
rick Stanley, 16, making a call border.
in a phone booth. At least 14 In Northern Ireland, mean­
cars were wrecked and 30 build- while, five explosions wrecked 
ings damaged. bars, a shed and an employ-
Another explosion occurred ment bureau. No casualties 
about 10 miles east of Clones, were reported from these blasts 
which Protestant terrorists either, but the' body of a part­
claim is a base for Irish Re- time militiaman, a Protestant, 
publican Army raids across the was found in the cab of a dig­
border into Northern Ireland, ging machine, raising the death 
The blast knocked down tele- toll in Northern Ireland to at 
phone poles and blew in doors least 680 in more than three 
arid windows within 100 yards, years of communal warfare, 
but nobody was hurt. A British army spokesman
These two bombings were said a large bomb factory, con- 
blamed on Protestant terrorists taining nearly a half ton of
Also on the Soviet front, the 
London . Evening News said 
Communist party leader Leonid 
Brezhnev may delay a U.S. 
visit he was expected to make 
next spring.
Hughes Neighbor Changes Pads
into the water. '
“It was cold, believe me,” he 
said. “I was just about freez­
ing.”
Weather office records In- T~ ..
dicated toe water was 32 to 36 LONDON (CP) A Canadian 
win, an air tamnnra businessman, the only neighbor 
too 0134 ot billionaire Howard HuEhoS in









nard Cowan and his wife Hilda 
flew to Toronto after a short 




failed to link his client with the 
slayings and assured the court 
that, if Miss Francoeur were 
granted bail, he would guaran­
tee her appearance in court 
Jan. 16.
Crown prosecutor Maurice 
Lanie! argued that Miss Fran­
coeur’s arrest In the company 
of an escaped prisoner was
Sovereignty 'Now In Jeopardy 
By Huge U.S. Stake In Canada
chemicals and other explosive 
materials, was discovered in n 
Protestant sector of Belfast and 
a smaller one was found at Ar­
magh.
BANFF (CP)—A 56-year- Cowan said living with a Dil- 
old Kelowna man, John Crlt- llo!ia^ro recluse wasn’t easy, 
tonden, of 113 Thacker Drive, . A brace of pheasants he shot 
was kiUed Thursday night in himself and hung from the bal- 
a two-car crash on the Trans- c°ny his suite mysteriously 
Canada Highway, which sent disappeared; he and his wife 
fl,,. Aihn- wnnM in hncniini were cpcortcd by security men five other people to hospital pu, 'ImA ti(rnrl 1if} 
here *Police said Mr. Crittenden ant] there was constant banging
every time they used the lift
TORONTO (CP) - Albert Sa- 
farian, an economist and re-enough to Justify refusing her 
bail. searcher in the problems of for-
Miss Francoeur was arrested eign investment, said here
VANrniiVFR (CPi—Mr ini. I)PC> 4 atong with Jenn-Paul that Canada must guard against 
tice W R Mclntvre of the B C Mcrcler following a bank rob- attempts by the United States 
Siinrcmc Court ruled Thursday bcry in a Montrenl suburb. to use its economic power for 2 8 ’ Hvdro’s> scour V cto- Af,er pleat,inR not «ulUy ,0 a poli,ienl ««*»•  
nmlt for residential customers (!,arge of aiding and abetting a Noting ttiat almost 80 per cent u llleS cus‘onwis fugitive, she was granted ball, of all direct foreign investment
*' ’ but was immediately detained In Canada is from the U.S. he
He ’‘"tod that Hydro Is a pub- on the coroner’s warrant. said "there is a serious problem 
lie utility and ns such is re- Doth Mmcicr nnd Miss Fran- of erosion of sovereignty for a 
quired to treat all its customers roeur were subsequently or- host country'if it fails to assert 
alike nnd cannot demand seen:- dried to stand trial on a series the principle that its laws, regu- 
deposits fimn some custom- nf charges arising from the lations and policies take prccod- 
and. in effect, decide who bank robbery and Mercier's es- ence over foreign."
JWcotng to get power nnd who clpC August 21. Spcnking to the Allied Social
n’11’1, Mercier was serving a 21-year Sciences Association, which in-
The ruling throws Into ques- sentence tor armed robbery nnd chides a number of U.S, econo- 
Hon at least part of a $1 mil- ^tempted murder at the time mists, Mr. Safarlan said foreign 
bon fund of collective security of escape. investment was not to blame.
dc’'oslts hold by Hydro. Game wardens Mederic Cote,
The ruling was made In the fi2. nn<t Ernest Saint-Pierre. 52.
case of Philip Rankin, Alistair Were found shot to death Sept. 
Waddell and Knren Chastln who n in a wooded area near St. 
challenged the right of Hydro to d<. ninndford. !k) miles
He said the problem was "the 
unilateral extension of law 
abroad through the inter­
national firm, which then finds 
itself caught between two sover­
eigns with different laws or pol­
icies."
Mr. Safarlan said Canada 
could increase its gains from 
the presence of foreign in­
vestment by direct government 
action.
One of the possible benefits 
comes through normal corpo­
ration income taxes, ho said, if 
foreign-controlled firms are 
checked carefully to prevent re­
duction In their reported Cana­
dian profits through artificial 




TORONTO (CP) — The condi­
tion of George Drew, 78-ycnr- 
okl former leader of the na­
tional Progressive Conservative 
party is "steady” a Wellesley 
Hospital spokesman said early 
today.
"Ills condition Is steady, he Is 
not listed as critical,” the 
simkesmnn said.
Mr. Drew a former premier 
of Ontario, was aumltted on 
Nov. 16 and Is being treated for 
"periodic chest, pains," the 
spokesman said.
was tlie driver of a westbound aa11\n^vJ„fon4nar^1narH
car which collided head-on equipment to Suard . Hughes 
with an eastbound vehicle piAViac.u
while attempting to pass on- man
ngcr they might have been cut 
down by security men who 
feared they wore bombs or bug­
ging devices. "He didn't deny 
it,” Cowan said.
The pheasants, shot during a 
weekend hunting trip to Lin­
colnshire, eventually were re­
turned and Cowan had them
MANAGUA (AP) - The 
earthquake that devastated 
Nicaragua’s capital last Satur­
day caught Howard Hughes in 
his tightly guarded half of the 
seventh floor of the Inter­
continental Hotel, where the bil­
lionaire recluse had been stay­
ing since August.
The pyramid-shaped hotel 
cracked and the ninth floor 
moved to one side and tilted. 
Power went out throughout the 
city and Hughes, who has a 
fear of death by natural dis­
aster, had to descend a dark­
ened stairway to leave the 
building.
His aides put him in a rented 
car and drove him about a mile 
to toe home of Gen. Anastasio 
Somoza, Nicaragua’s strongman 
and a close friend.
Somoza said Hughes’ prime
Would-lie







mini for a dr|>>-,u k.h illegal 
bccau-e it iias dh< i iminatory
HmIio oi rued it had ttie i i-ht 
to ic>|inic d'po'itk claiming it 
did not come muter the general 
law relating to public utilities 
j.m'e H was rot a public utll- 
i'v b.r a mpei power authority
Heath To Attend
Pearson Funeral
LONDON /AP> Ftlmr M;ii- 
istcr Edward Heath will attriui 
tlie funeral in Ottawa Sin.- 
dav of Canada’s former prime
munster








M. ,h.slice McIntyre, in
Itv. ‘.d.l “the mere tart 
th<- defi iutant is not sutiir
i »il DOLLAR I I'
’b.M' NF.W YORK (OP) rm-
111 tr- in' of lis.
th,' |>toi of the Pui.lie ,,,, i, M || oo <■;.
I '..’urns A<' d > not »V.< i ip m. Pound Met ling down 1-16 at 
c,".rn!ial < h.u at :ri.'' s?
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Seven Killed In Nebraska Air Crash
AMHERST, Neb. (AP' - Four adults and three children 
were killed today in the ci ash of a single-engined plane near
Avalanche Kills French Soldiers
NICE, (AP)..To French mountain soldiers
were kilted and five badly injured in an avalanche on an 
Alpine -Inpe Ilfhvn m’1111 eri u. ere cauitht bv the snow slide
Gotta Signs Again As Ottawa Coach
<>1TA\VA •<’!’) ,f.,< k Cotta hai figiied a • ond tliree- 
y.n N'mlrocl as hr,-id coadi of (Ml.re a Hough Riders of the
other car.
Ills wife, Mildred, 51, and 
four members of a Manitoba 
family were taken to Banff 
hospital following the acci­
dent, which occurred- about 
15 miles west of this resort 
community.
The other Injured are identi­
fied as Roy Miske, 35, als
concern was 
try; that he 
mice In Ilie 
gency.
"He was
to leave the coun- 
offered no assist- 
earthquake emcr-
fairly disturbed,'
wife Caroline, 33 and sons ns n memento.
Douglns, nine, and Michael, 
six, all from Winnipeg, The 
injured were reported in Im­
proved condition in hospital 
today.
Cowan said he and his wife 
refused the management'll offer 
of another room after Hughes 
arrived Wednesday,
He said of the security ar-
rnnqomenfn: “They were n 
bloody nuisance.’’
said the general. “He's used to 
living in places where they 
don’t have earthquakes.”
Somoza chccjccd with the air­
port and was told the runway 
appeared undamaged. So 
Hughes left and apparently was 
driven directly to his I-car jet 
parked there, but the plane did 
not leave Immediately.
The speculation is that 
Hughes waited until Im saw 
oilier aircraft take off safely.
■—,;r”
A GIANT B-52 IN AC1ION OVER N. VIELNAM 
See Stories 'lliis Tage, and Page 2
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NAMES IN NEWS
Canada's Economic Growth Police Officials
Nemetz Report Considered 'Good 'To Increase During 1973'
Don Garcia, Canadian Area I ;
president of the International 
Longshoremen and Warehouse­
men’s Union, said Thursday in 
Vancouver he hoped mediation 
recommendations made by Mr. 
Justice Nathan Ncmeta could 
be used as a basis fcr intensive 
negotiations. Mr. Garcia slid 
the union considers the report 
a "good basis for a settlement” 
of the dispute affecting 3,200 
longshoremen employed at sev­
en west coast ports. Mr. Garcia 
said he expected an answer to­
day from the B.C. Maritime
partment staff members indi­
cated damage in the North 
Cowichan-Duncan area of Van-
couver Island was not as great 
as first thought and that the 
problems in Surrey, B.C., just 
south of Vancouver, are “main­
ly of a municipal nature."
The British Columbia govern­
ment is planning to prevent 
construction of housing on flood 
plains, Resources Minister Kob- 
ert Williams said Thursday in 
Victoria. Commenting on re­
cent floods in the Cowichan Val-
ley and the Lower Mainland, 
.(BCMEAL which bargains for Viliams said damage wasEmployers Association
the stevedoring companies, on 
his suggestion that the Nemetz 
report form the basis for con­
tract bargaining.
Britain has lodged a protest 
■with Iceland over what it called 
a serious increase in harass­
ment of British trawlers by 
'gunboats inside Iceland’s dis­
puted 50-mile fishing limit. Ju­
lian Amery, minister of state 
at the foreign office, summon­
ed the Icelandic ambassador to 
Britain, Niels Sigurdsson, and 
told him Britain would hold 
Iceland responsible for any 
‘damage incurred by this “dan­
gerous manoeuvring” in the so- 
called cod war.
' John Netherland Ileiskell, edi­
tor of the Arkansas Gazette 
•since 1902, died in hospital in 
Little Rock Thursday. He was 
100. Heiskell had observed his 
100th birthday Nov. 2 at a re- 
-ception attended by hundreds of 
"friends and newspaper ac- 
■quaintances from throughout 
the United States.
- President Anwar Sadat of 
Egypt said in Cairo Thursday 
.night he has called on his gov- 
.ernment to prepare for a uos- 
rsible outbreak of fighting with 
Israel. In his first major speech 
•for more than two months, the 
Egyptian leader returned to his 
.former strong line of the inevi­
tability of another war with the 
•Israelis.
Resources Minister Bob Wil- 
, Bams said in Victoria Thursday 
that the provincial government 
will “probably compensate" 
'victims of Christmas flooding 
on Vancouver Island and south-
not great. In Surrey, he said, 
most damage is to municipal
services, and in the Cowichan 
area 20 homes are affected.
Congressional and other Unit­
ed Stares restrictions may be 
placed on American - based 
multinational corporations, in­
cluding international banks, 
U.S. delegates to the American 
Economic Association conven­
tion said Thursday in Toronto. 
C. Fred Bergsten of the influ­
ential Brookings Institution in 
Washington said opposition to 
some features of multinational 
corporation behavior has grown 
to the extent that Congress is 
likely to act against them in its 
coming session.
In Campbell River Clair Dan­
iel Wilson, 23, will appear in 
court Jan. 12 to face charges of 
attempted murder and being 
unlawfully in a dwelling pla.ee 
following a Christmas Eve 
shooting incident. Wilson’s 
wife Bonnie Lynne, 24, will also 
appear on the lesser charge. 
Two men allege they were shot 
at when they entered a trailer 
where one of them lived.
A former employee'.of the'St. 
Regis Hotel, New York, shot 
and killed the head cashier in 
a second-floor office with ' a 
sawed-off shotgun Thursday 
and then surrendered to police 
after eluding them for five 
hours. Police said the wanted 
man walked into a police, sta­
tion in the Bronx after escaping 
from the shooting scene that 
unsettled the elegant hotel in 
mid-afternoon. The man who 
gave up was identified as 
Manuel Irizarry, 31, a cashier
One of Canada’s leading den­
tists, Dr. Charles H. Moses, 74, 
will be buried today. He died 
Wednesday in Toronto.,
A request for a Quebec Court 
of Appeal review of a judgment 
refusing bail to Jacques Rose 
was rejected Thursday by Chief 
Justice Lucien Tremblay of 
Court of Queen’s Bench in Mont­
real. Robert Lemieux, lawyer 
for Rose who was acquitted 
Dec. 9 on a charge of kidnap­
ping Pierre Laporte had asked 
for the review of the bail re­
fusal judgment made by Mr. 
Justice Claude Bisson Dec. 18,
Area president Don Garcia 
says in Vancouver the British 
Columbia section of the Inter­
national Longshoremen’s and 
Warehousemen’s Union (ILWU) 
has taken a wait-and-see stance 
on current merger talks with 
the Teamsters' Union in the 
U.S. The Canadian section of 
the union—about 3,300 B.C. 
dockers—is autonomous from 
the international ILWU and will 
not be bound by any decision 
between U.S. Teamsters and 
West Coast Longshoremen.
Gov.-Gen. Roland Michener 
will go ahead with his schedul­
ed visit to Prince Edward Is­
land for New Year’s celebra­
tions marking the provincial 
centennial of Confederation, but 
will delay his departure one day 
in order to attend the state fun­
eral for Lester Pearson. In a 
statement from Government
OTTAWA (CP) — Industry 
Minister Alastair Gillespie pro­
of the toee governments here |
Thursday. Justice Minister Otto ke s,.and *u CTC*s^ ^us-ncss 
Lang; said in a statement that jspen^? Y7™ speed cconomic 
the agreements are the first to Sl°'.th a
were signed by representatives
be signed since the announce­
ment last August of ti • federal 
government's intention to offer 
financial assistance for legal 
aid.
Foreign Minister Chi Peng-fei 
of China demanded Thursday 
that the United States immedi­
ately stop bombing North Viet­
nam and sign a peace pact with 
Hanoi. The New China news 
agency, in a broadcast moni­
tored in Tokyo, said the de­
mand was in a.speech Chi gave 
at a banquet in Peking for 
Mme. Nguyen Thl Binh, the 
Viet/Cong's chief negotiator at 
the Paris peace talks. She . be­
gan an official visit to China 
Wednesday.
But, in his year-end review
and outlook for the ne-v year, 
he says Canada “will still be 
confronted with problems and 
uncertainties of challenging pro­
portions.”
The minister based his optim­
ism mostly on prospects for 
higher spending by business­
men.
_ “After two years in which 
Canada has been moving up to­
wards a more rapid tempo or 
business activity, the scene now 
appears set for a substantial
advance in 1973,” he said in the 
press release.
"Business investment “has 
strengthened' moderately and 
the recovery is expected to gain 
in momentum during the year,” 
though he said its contribution 
to growth in 1972 “has been 
comparatively modest." 
CHANGES MAY HURT
Mr. Gillespie said "the princi­
pal set of problems will con­
tinue to be those concerned with 
the means of providing a grow-
ing number of jobs for Cana- 
and reducingdian workers 
unemployment, •while at the
containing in-same time 
flation.”
Also, "Canada vvill have to 
make further adjustments to
changes in international trade
that will result from the en­
largement of the European Eco­
nomic Community to include 
thfee new members, Britain, 
Ireland and Denmark,"
In foreign trade. Mr. Gillespie 
noted that growth of imports 
has outstripped the rise in ex­
ports, halving the 1972 mer­
chandise trade surplus from its 
level of more than S2 billion in 
1971.
He estimated that the overall 
balance of foreign transactions, 
including non-merchandise 
items such as interest dividend 
and tourist spending, would 
show a Sl-billion deficit In 1972, 
compared to a $l-billion surplus 
in 1970.
„coastal British Columbia. He at the hotel until he lost his job 
i said that an initial check by de.- eight days ago.
House Thursday, Gov.-Gen. 
Michener said he and Mrs. 
Michener will delay their de­
parture until Sunday, in order 
to represent the Queen at the 
funeral.
The wreckage of a light air­
craft,: missing since Dec. 24 on 
a flight between Pickle Lake 
and Big Trout Lake in Ontario 
near Sioux Lookout, was spot­
ted Thursday, 10 miles south of 
its destination. The bush plane, 
with pilot Robert Hastie and 
passenger Blain Sparrow, both 
of Saskatoon, took off from 
Pickle Lake in the late after­
noon.
Agreements to provide federal 
subsidies for legal aid systems 
in Quebec and British Colum­
bia and for a crime compensa­
tion plan in British Columbia
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis SL
Ltd
TORONTO (CP) — Prices on Massey Ferguson 19%
the Toronto stock market rose
sharply in moderate mid-morn­
ing trading today.
The industrial index, consid­
ered a major indicator of mar­
ket trends, was up .76 to 221.03, 
base metals .13 to 83.51 and 
■western oils .09 to 272.47. Golds 
were off .55 to 186.72.
- Volume by 11 a.m. was 652,- 





















were among sectors of the mar­
ket recording gains while gen­
eral manufacturing, paper and 
forest, pipeline and utility is­
sues showed losses.
Falconbridge Nickel rose 1% 
to $66, Moore % to $52%, Can- 
dian Tire A % to $64%, Dis­
tillers Corp. Seagrams .% to 
$42% and Acres % to $19.
General Distributors lost 2 Io 
$32%, Ivaco Industries % to $25, 
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MTS International 4 cents 













cents to $5.15 and Bethlehem 
Copper % to $14%. East Malar- 
tic lost 20 cents to SI,70 and Or­
chan Mines 10 cents to $4.25.
OPENING STOCKS
VANCOUVER (CPI - Prices 
were mixed in light trading on 
the Vancouver Stock Exchange 
today. First-hour volume was 
151,675 shares.
In the industrials, Saratoga











































































traded unchanged at .55 
volume of 1,100 shares.
on a
In the oils, Albany rose .06 to
$1.12 on a volume 
shares.
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U.S. Reports On 
Loss Of Planes
SAIGON (AP) -r The U.S. 
command announced today the 
loss of four more planes, in­
cluding another B-52, and 12 
more flyers as the air blitz 
against the Hanoi-Haiphong 
area continued.
The command’s announce­
ment raised acknowledged 
American losses in the air at- 
tack to 27 aircraft and 93 air­
men missing, killed or captured 
in less than two weeks. Fifteen 
of the downed planes were 
eight-jet B-52s.
Hanoi claims to have downed 
76 aircraft, including 33 B-52s, 
since President Nixon on Dec. 
18 unleashed the Vietnam war's 
heaviest air attack in a so-far- 
futile attempt to force accept­
ance of his peace terms.
Radio Hanoi said two B-52s 
were shot down shortly after a 
■ large flight of Stratofortresses 
began a mass bombing attack 
on Hanoi at 10 p.m. Thursday.
Radio Hanoi today identified 
10 more captured American fly­
ers and said they were shown to 
the press in Hanoi Thursday.
LOST NEAR HANOI
The U:S. command said the 
15th B-52 lost was shot down 
near Hanoi Thursday, a navy 
reconnaissance plane was lost 
to unknown causes in an un­
specified area Thursday, and 
two F-4 Phantoms were downed 
Wednesday, one of .them in the 
Hanoi area. . .
Trudeau Aims 1973 Message 
At Families And Children
OTTAWA (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Trudeau places special 
emphasis on the family unit and 
children in a New Year's mes­
sage'' which tells Canadians they 
have a great deal to be thankful 
for.
His statement:
"If any one season of the 
year is more Canadian than any 
other, surely it’s the Christmas 
season. Even the snow and the 
cold climate which are associ­
ated with Christmas are part of 
us, part of our consciousness as 
Canadians. But more important 
still, these days at the year end 
evoke many of the values and 
virtues and attitudes that Cana-, 
dians hold very dear.
"The Christmas season gives 
us opportunity to be present 
with our families and opr loved 
ones from whom at other times 
of the year we are too often 
separated by work and circum­
stances. We are able to con­
sider how fortunate we are to 
live in a country which protects 
the family unit as a very ure- 
cious element, which regards It 
as one of the cornerstones in 
our way of life. It is in a family 
setting that so many of our na­
tional characteristics are. best 
understood, and annreciated.
SEEK BETTER LIFE
"And it is at New Year’s that 
most of our hopes and resolu­
tions, our good intentions and 
bold plans relate to bur chil­
dren. The future for which we
The minister predicted that 
; economies abroad will
। -inc ii 
booming
make good customers in 1973.
sire, all take on fresh meaning 
when they are associated with 
the better life which we have 
protnised to our young.
“This is a' generous time of 
the year, full of good wishes 
and. high spirits. It’s a time of 
year when spontaneously and 
sincerely, we wish the best of 
everything to others.
. “And this, too, is the way of 
Canada. Our success as a 
society, our very existence as a 
country, have depended upon an 
understanding that here there is. 
room and opportunity for every­
one to pursue his own dream. 
Nothing is so alien to this open­
ness and to this kind of broth­
erly love than ah attitude of 
envy or annoyance at opportun­
ity given,to others.
“In Canada on this first day 
of 1973, we have much to be 
thankful for — the glorious 
scenery and rich land which is 
present in every region of this 
vast country, the freedoms 
which we enjoy as an automatic 
oart of our heritage, the peace­
fulness which is ours in our 
homes and. in our communities, 
But more than all this, we are 
thankful that the future of Can­
ada is ours to choose according 
to our - own—design,—ours—to 
shape in harmony with those 
deeply, cherished principles 
which have provided the 
strength at Canada through gen­
eration after generation.
“On behalf of my wife and
“Thus the outlook is favorable 
for a considerable improvement 
in growth of overseas trade dur­
ing 1973 in comnarison with its 
somewhat sluggish performance 
in 1972."
IMPACT DOUBTFUL
He said the crisis atmosphere 
that dominated 1971 has been 
eased since the international 
currency agreement last De­
cember.
Domestically, he soft-pedalled 
the impact of consumer spend­
ing in stimulating the economy.
Consumer spending "is 1’kely 
to remain an important source 
of strength in 1973, though it 
should not be assumed that the 
recent high rate of increase will 
be maintained throughout the 
coming year.”
“Residential building is likely
t ■
Ignore Reports
NEW YORK (AP) — The fi­
nal, Knapp Commission report 
on corruption in the New York 
police department charges that 
•high police officials ignored in­
formation from federal agencies 
alleging misconduct including 
murder and heroin dealing by 
some members of the depart­
ment.
Corruption ranging from the 
most serious crimes down to ac­
ceptance of minor gratuities 
was a plague that infected more 
than half of the city's policemen 
in 1971, the commission said in 
its 281-page report Wednesday.
The commission said former 
first deputy commissioner John 
F. Walsh, the department’s top 
internal corruption fighter from 
1961 to 1970, was one of the offi­
cials .who failed to investigate . 
serious charges of miscondu 
made by federal drug fighter.
Between April, 1968. at
myself, I wish Canadians awork, the accomplishments we ...j OC4 . ,.U..
seek, the improvements we de- Happy New Year.
to stay extremely active, 
may not greatly exceed 
very high, level achieved 
1972.”





andcreased domestic activity . .. 
better-balanced trade would not
come automatically,
“Continuing improvements in 
our productivity and in bur 
cost-price performance are 
needed if Canadian goods are to 
remain competitive both domes­
tically and internationally.”
He said improved efficiency, 
and "some moderation in the 
upward pressure on food 
prices" give promise of slowing 
the increase-in the rate of in­
flation.
June, 1969, the report said, tlit 
federal bureau of narcotics and 
dangerous drugs forwarded to 
the department charges of mis­
conduct against 72 policemen. 
Nothing was done until the com­
mission “came upon the file” in 
late 1970, it said.
REASONS GIVEN
A variety of reasons was 
given for not following up but 
“the fact remains that the de­
partment was given reason to 
suspect that some of its mem­
bers were extortionists, murder­
ers and heroin enterpreneurs . 
and made no attempt to verify 
these suspicions or dispute 
them,” the report said.
Underlying this failure was a 
“reluctance on the part of top- 
level police personnel to under­
take investigations that might 
have led to exposure of wide­
spread corruption inconsistent 
with the official line that cor­
ruption was limited to, a few 
‘rotten apples.’ ”
. In fact, the commission con­
cluded, police corruption in 
New York City as of October, 
1971, was “an extensive, depart­
ment-wide phenomenon, in­
dulged in to some degree by a 
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The command maintained its 
blackout on other' information 
concerning the raids and also 
refused to say; whether there 
would be a repetition for New 
Year’s of the 36-hour Christmas 
halt in air operations, against 
North Vietnam.
The Viet Cong has declared a 
24-hour ceasefire in South Viet­
nam beginning Sunday, but 
there has been . no such an­
nouncement from the U.S. or 
South Vietnamese commands.
The command issued a spe­
cial communique Wednesday 
giving its version of targets hit 
and damage caused during the. 
first week of the aerial cam­
paign, but it has given no de­
tails on the raids this week. 
More than 1,400 strikes were 
flown by fighter-bombers and 
B-52 heavy bombers during the 
first week, the command said.
The news of the aircraft
losses came as American
planes bombed the northern 
heartland for the 10th day In 
raids the command said were 
“ongoing" despite some reports 















Reports from Hanoi said 
attacks were intensifying.
the
From Hanoi, a Swedish em­
bassy report to Stockholm said 
the capital area was hit Thurs­
day by the heaviest bomb­
ardment. yet.
A Soviet correspondent there 
said the bombing was turning
Hanoi Into a city of ruins.
The North Vietnamese 
inunist party newspaper 
Dun said in an editorial 
that (he United States is 
the biggest air armada 
"including hundreds of
U.S.-Wide Campaign Urged 
In Opposition To Bomb War
WASHINGTON (AP) — j A of -the war for the last
country-wide campaign to mobi­
lize public opposition in the 
United States to the bombing of 
North Vietnam was urged today 
by 18 Democratic members, of 
the House of Representatives.
. They sent a letter to Robert 
Strauss, newly-elected chair­
man of the Democratic party, 
asking him to convene a special 
session of the party's national 
committee to organize the cam­
paign.
The group also wants the 
Democratic caucus in the House 
to go on record against the 
bombing and in favor of a 
peace treaty between the U.S. 
and North Vietnam when the 
caucus meets Tuesday before 
the opening of the new Con­
gress.
In another development, Sen­
ator William Saxbe renounced 
his support of President Nixon's 
Vietnam war policies, saying 
the president “appears to have 
lost his senses."
The Ohio Republican said In 
an interview with the Cleveland 
Plain Dealer that he now will 
support anti-war efforts in Con­
gress because of the renewed 
bombing of North Vietnam.
Saxbe, a member of the Sen­
ate nrtned services committee, 







. . . in an attempt to force us to 
accept their absurd terms” for 
a peace agreement.
"Wo have goodwill," said the
paper, "We want peace, but
only pence in independence and 
freedom. Brutality represents 
weakness, and it u ill not in- 
tlmldate us. Bombs and shells 
will not subdue us. The more 
the United States escalates the 
war, the , more miserable de­
feats they will take upon them-
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He said today, the president’s 
bombing older exhibited arro­
gance and irresponsibility.”
Saxbe added: “I have fol­
lowed President Nixon through 
all his convolutions and speci­
ous arguments, but he appears 
to have lost his senses on this."
SEND LETTER
The 18 anti-war Democrats in 
the House sent a letter to 
Speaker Carl Albert, urging 
him to support their cause in 
the caucus.
Albert told a reporter 
Wednesday he favored' post­
poning any anti-war action by 
Congress until it lias had a 
chance to hear administration 
leaders explain the reasons for 
the breakdown of peace negotia­
tions and the renewed heavy 
bombing of North Vietnam.
Albert's comment has stirred 
strong opposition among anti­
war Democrats. Some of them 
are threatening to vote against 
him when he seeks renomina­
tion as Speaker at the Jan. 2 
caucus.
The caucus is being held for 
the primary purpose of electing 
party officers and adopting 




INDEPENDENCE, Mo. (AP) 
— Harry Truman’s wife and 
daughter, "touched by the out­
pouring of sympathy and affec­
tion from citizens everywhere," 
have expressed their apprecia­
tion to those who joined them in 
mourning for the 33rd presi­
dent.
In a statement made public 
after Truman was buried late 
Thursday in the courtyard of 
his presidential library, Bess 
Truman and her daughter, Mar­
garet Daniel, said they were 
“impressed by both the dignity 
of the ceremonies and the 
warmth of the tributes paid to 
Mr. Truman.”
The cei'emonics of Wednesday 
and Thursday were solemn and 
simple. Thousands viewed Tru­
man’s coffin as he lay hi state 
before the funeral attended 
mostly by family and hometown 
friends.
The tributes will continue. A 
memorial service will be held 
Jan. 5 in Washington's National 
Cathedral for the Man from In­




PALM SPRINGS. Calif. (Reu­
ter) — Police said Thursday a 
painting by the Dutch Master 
Renibrandt insured for $750,000 
was stolen from an art gallery 
Tuesday night. They, said the 
painting, St. Phillip Baptizing 
the Eunuch, was cut from its 
S’ame by .thieves who made a 
Hole in the roof of the Buddy 
Fishei1 Art Gallery and entered 
the vault where the painting 
was stored.
They said the painting was 
owned by a resident of Van­
couver who spends part ofjiis 
lime in Palm Springs. They re­
fused to release his name.
EARLY MINES
New Brunswick’s coal mines 





• Local Cremation 
Facilities
® Services from $90
I 1131 Bernard Ave. 762-3040
THE KOKO CLUB PRESENTS
763-4981kelowna1264 cllis st
I*
"The rustle and unique decor of the Ellis Street night 
b|>>t which features a sunken dunce floor, old-fashioned 
bar mid hand-blown lainp.‘i, glassware and chandeliers. 
The homey atmosphere is enhanced with bare-brick 
walk: and heavy overhead beams preserved in the
dinner:
prepared by chef 
from 6 p.in. to 9
hen fihn, anil sriveil 
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Increased Assessment Shown 
In Many Areas Of The City
DAO CAN'T RESIST
Who says Christmas is only 
for children? Ronald Barker, 
centre, 767 Cadder Ave., 
seems to be having as much 
fun sharing Santa’s goodies as
his sons, Shawn, left, and An­
drew, right. Mr. Barker is no 
doubt explaining the mystic 
rudiments of railroading to 
the boys, one of whom seems
appropriately impressed with 
dad’s high-iron knowledge 
and engineering skills. Simi­
lar scenes were common in 
city and district during Yule-
tide week as normal parental 
propriety fell prey to the in­
triguing allure of modern toys 
and inventive gift diversions.
(Courier Photo)
FRUIT GROWERS
SNIFF SQUADS' OUT AGAIN 
AFTER A QUIET CHRISTMAS
Abundant advertising and co-operation between various 
media and police resulted in few arrests during the Christ­
mas holiday by the local RCMP’s “sniff patrol."
Designed to keep drinking drivers off the road durin0” 
Yuletide the RCMP patrolled the area with strategically 
placed roadblocks on the lookout for impaired drivers.
Staff Sergeant K. A. Attree of the Kelowna detachment 
said that drinking-drivers were few and far between this 
year “far below normal for this time of year” and thanks 
to an aware public and lots of warning through the media 
by police the area enjoyed a tragedy-free holiday.
Staff-Sgt. Attree warned, however; that the joyous sea­
son was not yet completed and the RCMP will again be « 
out in force during the Nqw Year’s weekend.
Similar to the Christmas period, the "sniff patrol” will 
be setting up road blocks at various places to check out 
drivers for over zealous drinking.
The patrol works so that vehicles are pulled over and 
the driver is checked, for breath to see if any signs of 
drinking are available." If the test proves positive the drivers 
are then requested to join the patrol at the RCMP head­
quarters on Doyle Avenue.
Staff Attree said he hopes the results at New Year’s 






A total of 42 resolutions will b 
be presented to orchardists 
from throughout the Okanagan 
Valley for their consideration 
at the 84th annual meeting of 
the B.C. Fruit Growers’ Asso- 
___ ciation, set for the Osdyoos 
Community Centre Jan. 16-18.
/ Five of them deal with the 
NDP government’s announced 
intention to introduce “green­
belt” legislation to curb sub­
division development on prime 
agricultural land in the pro­
vince.
The growers are concerned 
about receiving adequate com­
pensation for their land and 
also their ability to retain ae- 
• velopment rights.
But several other resolutions 
are likely to come under con­
siderable discussion, including 
those dealing with legal rights 
of the fanner, derelict orchard 
legislation, control of the use 
of the chemical ethrel, road- 
' stand fruit inspection, an in­
quiry into the efficiency of the 
fruit-growing industry and a 
matter which has sparked con­
siderable controversy in past 
years, but which remains un- 
.. resolved as far as the growers 
are concerned — tariff protec­
tion for Canadian fruit.
POSES THREAT
The Winfield-Okanagan Cen­
tre local of the BCFGA is ton- 
-.■ cerned over the. encroachment 
of subdivison development into 
farmland areas, which it claims 
poses a threat because of the 
difficulty encountered in opera­
ting a*  farm in populated areas.
The resolution calls for gov­
ernment legislation "to protect 
farmers from litigation and/or 
harrassment to legitimate farm­
ing procedures.” It is likely 
this resolution will come undec 
discussion when the govern­
ment’s freeze on subdivision 
development is brought up.
The Winfield local has also 
expressed annoyance at what It
claims has been “totally inef­
fective” action to correct dere- 
lect or uncared for orchards. 
Feeling that the number of un­
attended orchards in the Valley 
is growing and directly affect- 
ing the number of insect inf'-s- 
tations in surrounding orch irds, 
the local calls on the BCFGA to 
approach regional districts and 
all government levels involved, 
*’to bring about meaningful 
legislation to clear up the prob­
lem” and enforce existing by-
laws.
Tighter control of the use of 
the chemical ethrel has oeen 
urged by the Oyama, Oliver 
and Rutland-Ellison locals of 
the BCFGA.
“ALARMINGLY”
The Oyama local suggests that 
use of the chemical “alarming­
ly” affects the acceptability >f 
untreated apples because of an 
increased color beyond .that of 
natural color, decreases the 
storage life of the apple and 
affects proper distribution, and 
saleof apples over the neces­
sary selling and marketing pe­
riod because of its uncontrolled 
use.
They urge that the BCFGA 
ask the federal government in­
corporate into the Fruit, Vege­
tables and Honey Act measures 
“to effectively control the use 
of ethrel in the bes internes 
of the Canadian apple' indus­
try,” with the measures to bo 
arrived at after meetings be­
tween representatives of all 
apple-producing provinces and 
the apple committee of the Ca­
nadian Horticultural Council.
Fearing severe losses result­
ing at marketing because of 
poor quality of fruit sprayed 
with the chemical, the Rutland- 
Ellison resolution asks that 3.C. 
Tree Fruits Ltd. make the qual­
ity of ethrel-sprayed apples the 
responsibility of the grower.
Complaints of the quality of 
fruit sold at roadside stands
have prompted the Summerland 
local of the association to urge 
that packing house fruit inspec­
tors extend their extension to 
all roadstands and retail out­
lets in the Valley.
For years, growers have pro- 
tested the "dumping” of Am­
erican fruit in Canada, or al­
lowing it into the country at a 
price below the cost of produc­
tion. Having never been satis­
fied with government response 
to pleas to halt the practice, 
growers are expected to ei> 
dorse a resolution from the 
Kaleden-Okanagah Falls local 
calling for the BCFGA execu-
,, Now is the time when Christ­
mas gifts are being returned to 
stores, and mercantile Yuletide 
cheer is matched only by the 
sour notes played on the refund 
cash register. The Christmas 
doldrums also produce a 
strange new fashion fad in 
loud ties, oversized housecoats 
and baggy sweaters. The only 
consolation left is that the crush 
of department store line-ups 
won't be back for another 11 
months.
To Hostel Body
Although it will be almost six 
months before city council 
brings down its annual budget 
and sets the mill rate for 1973, 
many Kelowna property owners 
face a significant tax increase 
next year.
That possibility arises from a 
re-assessment of about 75 per 
cent of the city by city assessor 
Peter Steeves, who told a news 
conference Thursday the assess­
ment of many properties in 
older sections of the city has 
risen by as much as five per 
cent.
The re-assessment of much of 
the city west of Glenmore 
Street, as well as most of the 
commercial and apartment 
properties, resulted, he said, “to 
correct a rather inequitable 
situation here."
Considerable property of “low­
er” value has shown a marked 
increase in market price dvr-, 
ing recent years, Mr. Steeves 
said, “largely because they 
are the only ones people can 
afford who want to buy prop­
erty in the city."
Many properties were former­
ly assessed at between 33 and 
35 per cent of market value, 
he explained, while the level his 
department is trying to achieve 
is 39 to 40 per cent.
do those which were furthesi 
out of line. The whole process 
is a continuing type of .thing.”
Property which remains be­
low the desired level will be re­
assessed for the 1974 tax roll, 
Mr. Steeves said, adding that 
many of them will not require 
as great an adjustment as those 
re-assessed for 1973.
Property owners will have 
their 1973 assessment notices 
mailed to them starting today 
and those who wish to appeal 
them have until Jan. 17 to do
five to “bring pressure on our 
senior governments to. imple­






overalso expressed concern 
membership in the BCFGA 
“which includes a growing num­
ber of hobby . farmers, land 
speculators and other individ­
uals who produce a nuisance
More Personnel Requested 
For RCMP Detachment
Kelowna nnd District Safetv 
Council (KDSC) wUl ask (he 
B.C. Safety Council •executive 
to approach the provincial and 
federal governments to request 
a "substantial increase in the 
number of personnel with local
RCMP detachments to 
traffic control,









Treadgold remarked nt a recent 
safety council meeting.
Traffic officer Ken Preston 
said (he number of men for 
highway patrol is "very, very 
sllghtl.v over the 19(15 figure." 
It was suggested the need for 
more radar traps but Mr. 
Pjesion answered -ninny drivers 
plead not guilty and the traffic 
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Chairman of the Kelowna 
Hostel Services (KHS), Doug 
Monteith, is representing Kel­
owna on the newly formed 
provincial Association of British 
Columbia Hostels (ABCH). .
The organization was formed 
during the fall and Mr. Mon­
teith said -its purpose was to 
try and get all hostel systems 
under one association so they 
have one voice.
He said ABCH was a good
and cited the Interior_ - ------- Hostel
Association and the Canadian. 
Youth Hostel Association as
examples.
, Mr. Monteith admitted a lack 
of knowledge about the newly 
formed organization, adding he 
would know more after a meet­
ing in January in Kamloops.
In a news release from ABCH 
the objects of the organization 
were stated. The association
Two youthful passengers on 
a Yuletide flight from Kelowna 
to Vancouver were overflowing 
with “good cheer.” When the 
jet took off they started a rous­
ing chorus of We Wish You a 
Merry Christmas, continued 
periodically during the flight 
and when the plane landed in 
Vancouver. Other passengers 
appeared to be in a more sober 
. . . er . . . somber mood and 
were content to enjoy the en­
tertainment.
was formed to secure provincial 
idea as flong as all differentparticipation in support of hos­
tels; develop the educationalgroups have representatives
amount of fruit.” ,
Because it feels the associa­
tion should be controlled by 
those growing a commercial 
amount of fruit, and because a 
grower is defined under ihe 
B.C. Natural Products Market­
ing Act, the local asks that the 
BCFGA executive study the 
membership problem, with a 
view to requesting the provin­
cial government to amend the 
act to define a grower as a pei- 
son “who produces a substan­
tial amount of fruit oi*  has 
enough young trees to grow a 
.substantial amount of fruit in 
the future.”
A similar resolution from the 
Penticton local would have the 
executive look into the legality 
of amending its own bylaws to 
restrict the voting powers of 
small-acreage owners, who 
should be classified as "associ­
ate members."
Other resolutions deal with 
such things as quality of Spar­
tan apples, cattle grazing 
rights, an efficiency study, gov­
ernment assistance to the un­
employed, the Canada Pension 
Plan, .nursery stock grading, 
the Farmers Land Clearing As­
sistance Act, income adjustment 
concession, deer control, sales 
tax exemption, wholesale and 
retail licences, alternate crops, 
co-operatives, markets for small 
bartlett pears, .minimum ship­
ment. orders, a cannery cherry 
program, pear packing, cling­
stone poach price, contin led 
crown rot research and others.
Police Apprehend 
Burglary Suspect
Kelowna RCMP have arrested 
an 18-year-old youth after two 
break-ins and an auto theft 
during the night. Police said 
the youth was to be brought 
before provincial court some­
time today and charged with 
two counts of breaking and 
entering and one count of joy 
riding.
The break-ins occurred at De­
Hart Elementary School and 
South Kelowna Elementary 
School. Nothing was taken in 
either instance.
IN COURT
Thomas Grosvenor, of 
owna, was fined $200 and 
his licence suspended for
month after he pleaded 
to a charge of driving 





Treadgold said Kelowna 
a "tremendous" rural
scope :.nd there was no way it 
could bn polhed. He added this 
was <>!)<■ of the problems safety 
councils across the country 
(ace. lie said Kelowna needed 
a motor nspeetion depot Io help 
eliminate faulty motor vehicles 
still In operation on the roads.
Mr. Preston rend the statis­
tics on motor vehicles for the 
city and district. He stated 
liiere were n combined total of 
l,bS.‘> accidents from January 
tlniim'.h Kovetulwr. There were
in llii' city ci’inpared Io 2H7 in










fields of medicine nnd 
work, consumers, tea- 
nnd politicians, are in­
to attend n seminar on
coordinated .services.
Scheduled for Okanagan Col-
lege cafeteria, 
[»;4.r> a.in. 1<> 
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•.peaker Dr.
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In spite of potential dissolu­
tion of the present city council 
contained in a recent directive 
from Municipal Affairs Minister 
James Lorimer, relative to for­
mation of a new municipality, 
city council’s inaugural meet­
ing wijl take place as scheduled 
Jan. 8 at 2 p.m.
Taking the oath of office for 
the first time as a city father 
will be. alderman-elect William 
Treadgold, who will join re­
elected incumbents W a It e r 
Green and Terry Cyr.
The minister’s announcement 
indicated an interim council 
will be appointed by the cabinet 
which will include Mayor Hil­
bert Roth and 12 aidermen re­
presenting the city and six 
regional electoral areas invol­
ved. The future makeup of the 
regional board has not been 
clarified.
and recreational aspects of 
youth travel; to standardize 
and improve service to the com­
munity and to youth; and to 
provide consultative and infor­
mation services to other hostel 
groups and to promote liaison 
with all levels of government 
and the public.
Hostels in B.C. operated un­
der the direction of local social 
service organization who are 
responsible for the use of fed­
eral funds. Kelowna youth com­
prised the staff of KHS and vol­
unteered to supervise last sum­
mer’s hostel operation.
Mr. Monteith agreed with the 
opinion of ABCH the involve­
ment of local residents rather 
than the use of professional 
social service institutions is the 
reason for the success of hos­
tels.
He agreed that lower welfare 
costs, lower incidence of petty 
crime and greater adult know­
ledge of youth problems were 
prime benefits of the program.
During the summer, KHS 
operated out of the old forestry 
complex located at Ellis Street 
and Clement Avenue. T h e 
group was lauded by city offi­
cials for the operation of the 
hostel. An overnight fee was 
charged which helped pay for 
food costs.
SAME AS DISTRICT
“The office of the assessment 
commissioner assures us that 
this is consistent with the levels 
they are trying to achieve out­
side the city, but within School 
District 23.”
Because assessment is the 
basis for the distribution of tax 
dollars amongst property own­
ers, Mr. Steeves said, “it is 
essential that the level of as­
sessment as related to market 
value be consistent across the 
entire city. If it is not, the 
property tax is not being dis­
tributed equitably.”
_ Many areas of city, both east 
and west of Glenmore, but 
mostly in the eastern section, 
are already close to the desir­
ed assessment level, he said, 
and his department tried to 
assess as many areas below the 
level as possible during the past 
year.
“It’s impossible for us to do 
a re-assessment of the entire 
city in a year and we tried to
so.
Naturally, neither Mr. Steeves 
nor city finance director Har­
old HaU were prepared to say 
at this stage whether or not 
taxes would definitely go up. 
“If there is' a significant in­
crease in assessment, the mill 
rate might possibly be held," 
said Mr. Hall, “but I wouldn't 
suggest at this stage that thera 
might be a reduction.
TYPICAL EXAMPLE
However, they did provide 
typical situations showing av­
erage gross taxes calculated 
from the proposed 1973 assess­
ments and the existing 1972 to- • 
tai mill rate of 70.77.
A property valued at be­
tween $15,000 and $16,000, for 
example, would have a gross 
average tax of $375, an in­
crease of $61 over this year. A 
property valued at between 
$20,000 and $22,000 would have 
a tax average of $475, an in­
crease of $50. For a property 
valued at between $25,000 and 
$27,000, there would be no in­
crease over the present average 
tax of $575.
The estimates were a result 
of an average of eight to 10 
properties in their respective 
price ranges spread across the 
entire city, which sold within 
that price range this year. The 
estimates don’t include any pro- 
visions for sewers, local im­
provements or for the home­
owners grant.
The mill rate is established 
by dividing the amount - of 
money required in the annual 
budget by the city’s total as­
sessed value.
The 1973 budget will be adopt*  
ed by council sometime itt 
May.
Highway Report
The following is a road con­
dition report from the depart­
ment of highways as of 8:30 
a.m. ioday..
Highway 97: slippery sections 
and sanded.
Highway 33: compact snow on 
the upper levels and sanded.
Fraser Canyon: slippery sec­
tions and watch for rock oh 
road; sanded; carry chains or 
use good winter tires.
Cache Creek-Kamloops: bare. 
. Kamloops - Revelstoke: slip­
pery sections sanded.
Rogers Pass: one inch of 
snow with slippery sections; 
plowed and sanded.
Allison Pass: compact and 





pery sections and sanded.
Salmo-Creston: six inches of 
snow; slush sections and black 
ice; minor delays with men and 
equipment working two miles 
east and west of the summit; 
sanding.
Bluebcrry-Paulson: good win­
ter condition with some slippery 
sections and sanded.
Monashee: compact snow.
Yellowhcad Route (Kamloops- 
Jasper): bare and dry to Blue 
River with a trace of snow, 
black ice and slippery and 
rough sections beyond.
CANADA’S HIGH-LOW









Michael Shaun Moore, of Kel­
owna, pleaded guilty in provin­
cial court to a charge of break­
ing and entering. The case was 
remanded to Jan. 12 for a pre­
sentence report.
James Milton Nelson, of Kel­
owna, elected trial by Judge 
and jury after he was charged 
with breaking and entering. Ihe 
case was remanded to March 7 
for a preliminary hearing.
Henry E. Neudorf, of Kelow­
na, was fined $200 and had his 
.licence suspended for one 
month after lie pleaded guilty 
to a charge of driving wnilc 
having a blood alcohol count 
exceeding .08.
Earl Dodds, of Kelowna, was 
fined $250 after he pleaded 
guilty to a charge of driving 
without insurance.
Charges against Villa Wines, 
of New Westminster, Calonn 
Wines, of Kelowna, Uncle B-n s 
Wines, of Westbank, and Grow­
ers’ Wines of Victoria, were 
withdrawn today by the crown 
In provincial court. The four 
had been charged with refus­
ing to abide by R.C. Grape 
Marketing Board prices.
A. J. VandeVosse 
Service Saturday
■tiple and registration: 
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Crusading, Free Press 
In U.S. Losing Strength
With stunning suddenness, editors 
and reporters across the United States 
are being hauled before the courts to 
defend something they had lonp taken 
gratefully for granted—the right .to 
keep their news sources confidential.
Four reporters have been put be­
hind bars recently, two for periods of 
almost a month, after they refused to 
expose the sources of their informa­
tion.
In addition, reporters from several 
other newspapers or radio and televi­
sion stations nave been ordered by the 
courts to produce their notes or tape­
recordings as evidence in trials ur 
grand-jury investigations.
A bitter confrontation is plainly 
building up between the U.S. press— 
which has long boasted of being the 
most free and crusading in the world— 
and law-enforcement authorities deter-
Other reporters’ evidence has been 
demanded in a range of cases cover­
ing such subjects as official corrup­
tion, narcotics, black-militant activi­
ties and murder. Reporters who refuse 
to co-operate face Imprisonment for 
contempt of court.
The press case has been made over 
and over in newspaper editorials, in 
court arguments and in a growing 
number of appeals within the profes­
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journalists.
Without the ability to protect their _ - Wnni n TflhAV
sources, the press spokesmen say, in- I nt VVUKLU I UUMT
vestlgating reporters will find fewer 
and fewer sources willing to provide
A Most Productive Year
For Ottawa And Provinces?
OTTAWA (CP) — In the 
complex field of federal-pro­
vincial relations, officials here 
say that 1972 was the most 
productive year in history. 
Yet, it seems that every time 
one problem Is solved at least 
two more ard created.
The long-smouldering issue 
of drafting a new Canadian 
constitution to redefine feder­
al-provincial powers faded far 
into the background during 
1972, despite the March report 
of a joint Commons-Senate 
committee recommending re­
When all 10 provincial pre­
miers met In Halifax last Au­
gust, it was Ontario and Al­
berta that led the fight for a 
bigger share of total tax reve­
nue and less federal involve­
ment in social security fields. 
LETS OTHERS ARGUE
Quebec Premie r.Robert 
Bourassa found himself in the
ember conference in Quebec 
City, all provinces have de­
cided to "seek agreement on 
a set of principles governing 
provincial action" in the field. 
Officials here say there may 
be a united provincial stand 
on the issue after provincial 
ministers responsible for com­
munication meet again in
comfortable position of on- April.
While federal officials talk
mined to use every available weapon 
to bring crime rates down.
The key to the current battle lies 
in a ruling last June 29 by a sharply 
divided U.S. Supreme Court. In a 5-4 
decision, the court decided that the 
constitution does riot give reporters 
the right to protect confidential sour­
ces or withhold information they
vital information about crime, corrup­
tion or social ills.
The ability of the press to expose 
or even to discuss a wide variety of 
issues would be fatally impaired, they 
say.
Justice Potter Stewart of the Sup­
reme Court, in a dissenting opinion 
last June, stated a vital part Of the 
press’s currerit argument—that gov­
ernment should not attempt “to annex
U.S. Bombings 
May Be A Crime
obtain confidentially about crimes.
Although the decision brought an 
outcry from the press at the time, its
the journalistic profession as an in- 
vestigative arm.”
But the majority of the court—all 
four of President Dixon’s appointees,
plus John F. Kennedy’s lone nominee, 
Justice . Byron White—ruled that
By JOHN D. HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Sweden’s Prime Minister Olof 
Palme, incensed by the renewed 
American bombings of Hanoi,,, 
has called them a war crime— 
not unlike German bombings of
opprobium cf almost all the 
Western world plus the possibil­
ity of undoing President Nixon’s 
carefully-laid diplomacy of con­
ciliation during 1972 with the 
Soviet Union and Communist. 
China.
And yet they go on-—relent-
__ ____ „ lessly and remorselessly—supe- 
Rotterdam and Coventry in the rior military technology versus
Second World War and the Al- a determined Asian peasant so- 
lied mass destruction of Dres- ciety which has been at war
visions.
But while there was less 
publicity on federal-provincial 
activities, there were actually 
more meetings, and more de­
cisions, than ever before. By 
the end of the year there had 
been some 30 federal-provin­
cial meetings at the minis­
terial or deputy ministerial 
level, and an estimated 300 
federal-provincial committees 
and sub-committees were in 
existence.
And a new entity—munici­
palities—had entered the pic­
ture. After the first tri-level 
conference of federal, provin­
cial and municipal politicians 
and officials in November, it 
appeared, unlikely that The 
municipalities would revert to 
their old subservient role as 
"creatures of the provinces." 
While the Toronto confer­
ence stopped short of endors-. 
ing a permanent structure to 
deal with urban issues, it was 
agreed thefe would be another 
tri-level conference this year. 
A is d the groundwork was 
carefully laid for a closer re­
lationship among the three 
levels of government.
WELCOMES CHANGE
,“It is not a big step for­
ward,” said Metropolitan To-
dorsing the position of other 
provinces on many issues. 
Even when coastal provinces 
laid claim to offshore mineral 
rights, Mr. Bourassa was able 
to let the four Atlantic Prov­
inces do most of the talking.
The Quebec premier re­
cently said that his govern­
ment will place a priority on
cultural matters Over - eco­
nomic ones in future talks 
with Ottawa.
One of these "cultural mat­
ters" involves cable television 
—and legislation to bring this 
under provincial control has 
been before the Quebec legis­
lature for nearly a ye. r.
Now, as a result of a Nov-
CANADA'S STORY
den in February, 1945, agamst aggression for more
Prime Minister Palme’s accu- than a quarter century, 
sation , cannot be easily dis- DEATHS DON’T BALANCE
ronto Chairman Albert Camp­
bell, “but . changes in gov­
ernment come very slowly so 
we are thankful for small
. missed; The current series of The argument is made that 
North Vietnamese and Vietreal impact has only recently begun newspaper men “are not exempt from bombings> the worst of the en.to be felt as prosecutors throughout the normal duty of appcaring before a tire Vietnam war, have hit all
the country learn of their colleagues’ ... ..
success before the courts in obtaining 
subpoenas to get information long
grand jury and answering questions 
relevant to a criminal investigation.” 
The current maze of proceedings
Cong brutalities in those parts 
of South Vietnam under their
considered out of rciich.
The rash of cases has inevitably 
produced its own ironies, ‘ ~
For example, although “the Water­
gate caper” first broke last fall with 
the arrest of eight men in connection 
with alleged spying on Democratic 
party headquarters in Washington, 
only one person, has gone to jail so “ 
far. That was a newspaper editor who 
spent two hours behind bars for re­
fusing to hand over taped interviews 
with a witness.
against reporters will surely wind up 
back at the Supreme Court before 
long. —------ —------——
At that time, the press’s hopes will 
be based to some extent on assuran-
kinds of civilian targets in addn ____ ______ __ ______
tion to earlier civilian ones control, make up for the violent 
which were hit. These include deaths from air bombing of the 
more schools and hospitals, the north.
almost complete obliteration of Surely, after so much blood 
some Hanoi: suburbs which are and double-talk by both sides, 
entirely residential, the near-de- ; and with the near-destruction of
changes.”
The emergence of munici­
palities as a political force in 
1972 may prove to be the big­
gest development of tradi­
tional federal-provincial rela- 
. tions.
struction of half a dozen foreign traditional Vietnamese social
embassies. organisms, we do not fall back •
u, In return, the air defenses of on the most recent version of
ces given by members who. wrote the Hanoi and Haiphong are “w“ °
majority opinion in June. Justice stronger than ever, bolstered by
White Said then that the courts stand deadly, radar-locked Soviet 
readv to protect the press against SAM-2 Missiles which appar-
"nffirml harassment ” And Justice ently are knocking <>ne of everyotticial harassment, ano justice six B.52 bombers out of the sky.
Lewis Powell promised that no har- This ground firepower alone 
assment of newspapers will be tolcr 
ated.”
"an eye for an eye and a tooth 
for a tooth.”
The United States has given
military, as well as strategic 
reasons why Hanoi was to be 
bombed, the port of Haiphong 
bombed and later mined. These
Ooooooh!
■ should be convincing proof to efforts are not working. North 
the Americans that the long V i e t n a m’s anti-aircraft fire-,
years of their air raids have power now is more concentrated
failed utterly to contain North than the flak over Nazi Ger- 
Vietnam from any further So- many’s industrial heartland in-
viet or Chinese military aid. the last years of World War
BLOCKADE FAILED T\v’. „ • j ,
The purpose of blockading the h crimes
r - - - ■ - - against h u m a n i t y know no
of the great productivity of 
1972, it was difficult to point 
to any breakthroughs in such 
major areas as financial ar­
rangements, social security, 
or even offshore mineral 
rights. In fact, there are prob­
ably more areas of contention 
than a year ago, including 
such new issues as Alberta’s 
request for a greater say in , 
the export of natural rc- - 
sources. • ;
But what they are able to 
point to is a greatly improved 
consultative process, which 
has probably eliminated many 




By BOB BOWMAN claimed the territory for Bril-
David Thompson was one-of ain.
the greatest explorers of Can-. There was a sad and dra-
ada. He was only 14 when he ar­
rived at Fort Churchill from 
Britain in 1784. When he died in 
1857, in poverty and nearly 
blind, he had mapped 1,700,000 
miles of territory, much of 
which had been unknown.’
A typical Thompson journey 
begqn Deo. 29, 1819, when he 
left Athabaska River on snowsh-
matic sequel to that dcvelop-
ment. The Tonquin sailed north 
.to trade with.Indians on Van­
couver Island. Its captain had 
no experience with Indians and 
threw a chief of the Clayoquots 
over the side of the ship into the ,
oes and made his way through 
to the Columbia River in
water.
The Indians came back to 
trade the next day, but carried 
knives under their furs. When 
the captain became rough, they
weather that was always 20 killed , liim and most members 
below zero or colder. of the crew. The ship’s clerk
If the British government had was wounded and knew he was 
acted mora quickly the Colum- going to die so he managed to 
. bia River would probably now get below where the ammuni- 
be “the St. Lawrence of the Pa- tion was stored and blew up the 
cific.” In other words, British ship. The Indians were killed 
i and everyone else on board.
the Oregon boi’dcr.
The North West Company, for OTHER DEC. 29 EVENTS 
Canadian . Federation of May- . whom Thompson worked, asked 1798—Church of England min- 
the British government to send isters no longer had exclusive
Within days of that first,' < ... ____ ____ , _____
and apparently successful To- Columbia Would extend south to
ronto conference, Claude Lan­
glois, secretary-general of the
brs and Municipalities, said 
municipalities would like a 
voice on agencies like the Ca­
nadian transport' commission 
and*  the International Joint 
Commission.
It may be & slow process. 
With the exception of Mani­
toba, none, of the provincial
governments appeared willing 
to bring municipalities into 
any permanent machinery in­
volving the federal govern­
ment. A brief endorsed by the 
nine other provinces said the
provincial governments must
a ship with supplies around right to perform marriage serv- 
Cape Horn so a trading post ices in Upper Canada.
could be established at the 1837—W. L. Mackenzie supply
mouth of the Columbia. Nothing ship Caroline set on fire, and
was done and the Astor Com­
pany of the U.S. got there first 
using a ship called Tonquin.
Meanwhile, Thompson made 
his way down the Columbia 
River by canoe and arrived at 
> the mouth just a few Weeks 
after the arrival of .the Ameri­
cans. Otherwise, he could have
sent over Niagara Falls.
1868—Lord Lisgar . became
Governor-General.
1879—Locomotive taken over 
the ice .to Winnipeg.
1898—Two-cent postage came 
into effect.
1908—First gold coins in Can­
ada minted, called sovereigns.
Will your head be your own New. 
Year’s morning? Perhaps you’ll wish 
it weren’t?
If you happen to be one of the 
great company of hangovers, wincing 
at the noise of Kelowna grinding into 
the first gear for 1973, read on.
For from, bartenders, doctors, 
chemists, and those with experience of 
S mornings in every part of the 
e, conics this list of infallible 
hangover remedies. -
At least, they say they’re infallible. 
Try one and see.
The Japanese, waking a mottled 
saffron color from a bout with sake 
or rice beer, recommend chewing 
dried seaweed.
That doesn’t make you feel better?
The rural English, heavy with the 
old and mild, suggest chewing a large 
mouthful of fresh green gruss.
Impracticable?
Tho Canadian, working on the prin*  
ciplc of “the hair of the dog that bit 
you,” advocates a good strong shot 
of rye, followed by a pint ot cool beer.
But you were bitten by u mongrel?
Snys the chemist, mixing .hem bus­
ily in a Bernard Avenue drug store, 
“Nothing like a triple bromide—50 
cents, thank you—to calm the nerves,”
You don’t feel like walking to a 
drug store?
Try angostiira bitters in soda water. 
Or a pint of still beer—providing vou 
had the presence of mind tu uncap a 
bottle last night. Eat a handful of 
brown sugar. Take a warm bath. 
Swallow an eggnog with rye . 
three raw eggs . . . a prairie oyster 
(two raw eggs, a spoonful of Wor­
cestershire sauce, a tcaspoonful of 
vinegar, four drops of tobasco) fol­
lowed by a large glass of milk.
Don’t stop drinking. Drink yourself
sobcr again. Eat a large plate of ice 
cream. Take a large dose of salts. 
Have a Kremlin vodka (vodka, 
orange juice and tomato juice).
Put if none of these remedies at­
tract you, here are two of the best— 
। so they say.
A chief bartender of the Canadian
port of Haiphong last April was 
to stop the flow of weapons into 
.North Vietnam via Chinese and 
Co m m u n i s t bloc merchant 
ships. That apparently has not 
worked either—or else why the 
colossal build-up in North Viet­
namese ground-to-air missile 
power?
The current American bomb­
ings therefore, have to be retal­
iatory—and nothing else. And 
retaliatory bombing—like the 
ruthless and as it turned out 
unnecessary Allied w a r t i m e 
raid on historic Dresden in 
early 1945—we have called a 
war crime.
If a military purpose after all 
these years and months can still 
be found for ruthless bombing 
of these North Vietnamese cit­
ies, then someone will still jus­
tify them as essential raids. But
' in spite of their growing force
Pacific, a man rich in experience, re­
commends: a modicum of the dog that 
bit, some form of nourishment (c.g. 
eggs) enough flavoring to give the 
mixture a pleasant taste and some 
form of acetylsalicylic acid.
You can’t pronounce acetyl . . .?
Then there is only one thing for 
you. Take the advice of a young doc­
tor (a teetotaller): "Sleep it off.”
BYGONE DAYS
(From Conner Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
December 1002
R.C.M.P, Staff Scrgt. IL B. McKay 
turned over his command to Sgt. Bussell 
Bakewell prior to leaving for Ottawa 
and a new posting with the Department 
of External Affairs. Sergt. McKay 
started his police work In 1931, on Van­
couver Island. He saw wnr service with 
the Canadian Army provost corps.
score Kelowna 2, Penticton 1. Kelowna 
goals wore by Amundriul and Kaiser,
20 YEAR!! AGO 
December 1952
A record crowd cheered the Kelowna 
Packers to a Boxing Day win over the 
Penticton Vs here. Nearly 3,000 fans 
jammed Memorial, Arena, the largest 
crowd by far this season. The final
.30 TEARS AGO 
December 1942
Okanagan Centre Notes—The Carol 
Singers of Okanagan Centre visited 
humorous houses nt Winfield preceding 
Christmas, ns well ns the residents of 
the Centre, serenading them. Through 
their efforts the Milk for Britain Fund 
is richer by $33.00. Mrs. MacFarlane
and It.
Local
M. Bcrnnii were the moving
40 TEAKS AGO 
December 1932 
nnd Pcrsomil— There will be no
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2nd. xlntox Mr. .hick Wyatt, rural mail 
carrier. Mr. W. J. Logic wax n Canadian 
National passenger to the coast, Mr. 
Allan Gilroy of the Bank of Commerce, 
Nelson, formerly a member of tho staff 
of the Kelowna branch, wns a visitor to 
the city, renewing old ncqiinlntanres.
59 YEARS AGO 
Drccinber 1922
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boundaries. The prime minister 
of one of Europe’s lead­
ing social democracies is horri­
fied enough to define the bomb- 
J.ngs as the latest war crime.
■Americans should heed tljat 
charge, that they like the Ger­
mans, Japanese and British be­
fore them, will not be able to 
justify before history what they 
now do in the skies over Com­
munist North Vietnam.
ity, the North Vietnamese per­
severe.
They now look more like a 
crime against humanity, than 
an effort to stop communism in 
South East Asin. They have 
gained for the United States the
BIBLE. BRIEF
"No weapon that is formed 
against thee shall prosper; and 
every tongue that shall rise 
against thee in judgment thou 
ahalt condemn. This is the heri­
tage of the servants of the 
Lord, and their righteousness 
is of me, saith the Lori." 
Isaiah 51:12.
When you think you have 
your back to tho wall, don’t 
forget who you have backing 
you up. "Fear thou not for I 
am with thee."
LETTER TO EDITOR
Letters to the editor must 
be signed by and boar the 
address of the writer. A pen
name may be lined. The
Courier may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality or 
taste. Letters must not be 
more than 500 words. Reject­
ed letter# will not be returned.
PROTECT GREENBELT 
Sir;
As a naturalist, 1 must, say 
this government is right by 
ricitrlctuig the wild subdivision 
trend al the present time.
As an orehardisl, 1 say Ilie 
time is over to take any I ir- 
ther strangle nnd humillnlion.
As a businessnum, subdivid­
ing and sellout Is the only way 
out of this prodigious, dliais- 
tious, finimcinl destruction.
As a humanitarian, 1 am 
.speechless,
Willioul question pi line or­
chard land shall be protected 
from subdividing nt the present, 
but not on account of unpir- 
ccilcnted, utilized society groups 
In B.C,
We need ini' nfen or dls’rlct 
or Valley master plan to estab­
lish progressive planning year
incentive grant for orchard nn- 
proveinonts. Or nn interest-free 
loan for new plantings until 
maturity. Or a tariff protec­
tion.
There is no way for the new 
government in B.C. to do with 
your land what they want to 
without asking or ’ consulting 
you. There is a constitution in 
this country. The giiveininciits 
can lie elected or damned for­
ever.
Maybe Mr. Slupich’s aspira­
tion will drive us to bankruptcy 
II he doesn't overhaul and 
sisl the Industry. Jl is a very 
dangerous undertaking by muri- 
cul to ruin all fmaueial creden­
tials. Laws are made by people 
for people, Amended <»■ nulli­
fied depends on the horizon ot 
Hie lawmaker,
It is a fuel that we n:t 'ruit
grower:; were always the vie- 
liin:. of someone j.; .smart­
er Hum we me. If you elect 
them or not. they cun talk mui 
goxern, lull still not serve yon, 
Ihis is ii $5o million business
on the For lour
by year where land en 
shrill be pariellcd out.
11 is a master move
and
of the
new minister to freeze any side
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continue to play the leading 
role in urban affairs.
Meanwhile, as municipali­
ties inched toward a greater 
role in inter-government af­
fairs, Ottawa Was fully occu­
pied with the provinces— 
which appeared to be uniting 
on many major issues.
Quebec, which used to be 
isolated in its frequent disa­
greements with the federal
government, discovered 
1072 that ft could sit back 







LOS ANGELES (AP) - Al­
though it improves the head on 
a i.luss of beer, seaweed will 
not save the world from hunger 
in the future, says a biologist 
who lends California's offshore 
kcln beds.
“It doesn’t look like algae is 
going to be a significant source 
of nutrition,” said Dr. Wheeler 
J. North of the California In­
stitute of Technology.
Asked In an interview about 
the popular notion that future 
generations will ent seaweed for 
breakfast, lunch and dinner 
North said: “I think the ex­
citement was a little pre­
mature.”
Kelp—the only variety of sea­
weed harvested in great quan­
tity by United Slates firms— 
contains some essential miner­
als, ho said, But It Is low In pro­
tein and il:; carlxihydratos are 
generally indigestible by human
The Japanese cultivate and 
ennsmne a iiroiit deal of algae. 
However, this is more for cul­
tural reasons—they like tho way 
it tastes--than nutritional ones, 
he said.
TAKE 150,000 TONS
Still, tho seaweed Industry 
continues to be Important mid 
last year more than 150,000 tons 
were harvested off California.
About 90 per cent of (he ITS, 
crop comes from the California
Fioin Ihc processed kelp 
conics ;dgin, ;i sub',Inner widely 
used to stabilize liquid mix­
tures. Brewers add it to beer to 
reduce the liend. Ice cream mid 
salad dressing, n.i well mi paint 
mid rubber, are manufactured 
with tho use of algin.
Algin also is used In Urn proc­
essing of paper and ccrtnlii tex­






UN Enters Encouraging Period 
With Great Powers Less Irate
UNITED NATIONS (CP) — 
The United Nations enters 1973 
encouraged by markedly im­
proving relations between the 
major world powers but doubt­
ful about its own role in han­
dling political disputes.
Although the 1972 session of 
the General Assembly proved 
ineffective in producing solu­
tions to international problems, 
nearly every foreign minister 
who appeared before the UN in 
the year, referred to the lesson- 
in " of tensions during the year, 
'The developments included
—New arms agreements be­
tween the United Stales nnd the 
Soviet Uhion;
—Warmer relations between 
the U.S. and China:
—Productive talks between 
West Germany and its Commu­
nist neighbors;
—Preparations for a Eu­
ropean security confcrcneo:
—Negotiations between North 
and South Korea.
WAR THREAT CUT
External Affairs Minister Mit­
chell Sharp of Canada told the 
UN flint "more has been nc- 
complished in tills past year 
. . . than in any years since tho 
organization was founded” to-
ward removing 
War.
But there was 
frustration that
the threat of
a measure of 
almost all of
those developments oeeurred 
oiitsulo the context of Ilie UN. 
And llirro was continued tin-.- 
happiness Hint flic UN re­
mained uninvolved in trying to 
bring )>< ace to Indochina,
Many diplomats suggest, the 
reason few actual agreement!; 
emerge from the UN In because 
of tho radically-changed votlm; 
alignmenth since II wan estab­
lished at the end of tho Second 
World Wnr,
Alltioiigli lliey say tho UN re­
and as a meeting place, they 
believe it lias become too un­
wieldy for decision-making be- , 
cause the now Afro-Asian ma­
jority docs not reflect the 
world's reality of power.
As a result, the leading pow­
ers have moved outside the UN ; 
to solve their disagreements.
The ability of the Afro-Asian 
bloc to carry its way was in­
dicated during this year's as­
sembly in the vote to establish 
a now environn'ient secretariat 
in Nairobi, Kenya. The Western 
members had wanted to set it 
up in Geneva.
LFD BY STRONG
The secretariat, which will bo 
handed by Maurice Strong of 
Canada, was among the major 
achievements of the UN during 
1972. Il grow out of a UN-spon­
sored conference on the envi­
ronment hold in Stockholm in 
Juno.
But the 1972 assembly pro- , 
duecd little progress on the 
Middle East or disarmament, 
and rejected Western calls for 
firm action against terrorism.
The United States continued 
its steady withdrawal from its 
previous UN lendership, giving 
its highest priority to winning a 
reduction In its shore of the UN 
budget to 25 |x>r cent from 31.5 
per cent.
In 'Other moves dmlng flic 
vonr, the Security Council held
it:; mooting outside
New York tn Addis Ababa, Eth­
iopia, In April (o discuss decoto-
oloi'lod Joimttn Marilu SIh'sc of 
Guinea ns Ils first woman )iro.,,l- 
dent.
iiiiilii:; iti'gof hit ions
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS
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Mr. and Mrs. Willie Kerntopf family for the Yuletide dinner
DALE BASNETT, on <ne n the front row, who assisted 
left front, mayor of Kere- with arrangements for the 
meos Teen Town and vice Kelowna Teen Town Swee
premier of the South Okana heart tea and Snowflake Fan
tasy, are left to right, Debbiegan Teen Association, is a tas , are left to right, Debbie
bit apprehensive about being Thomas, Kelowna T;T. prin-
surrounded by this bevy of cess; Jackie Muir, Kelowna ____
feminine pulchritude. Others T.T. Sweetheart 1972 and Julie
largot Thomson, mayor of 
Kelowna T.T. and SOTA pre- 
nier. Candidates who gave 
.heir speeches Thursday 
morning at the tea are left to 
right, back row, Sally Evans,
Karen Kepes, Kathy Dyson,
Richardson, Darleign
Horton, Laurie Kulak and 
Joanne Moir. Missing from 
the picture is Laurel Sars- 
field. The sweetheart will be 
crowned tonight during the 
annual Snowflake Fantasy at 
Capri.—(Courier Photo)
TEEN TOWN
Sweethea rt Ca nd id afesz Ta I ks
Humorous And Also Serious
Topics presented by the eight 
candidates for the coveted 
Sweetheart title for Kelowna’s 
' Teen Town were as varied as 
their physical attributes. From 
humorous presentations on 
school days and stumpy fingers, 
to football and a Kelowna sports 
hero to patriotism and environ­
mental concern were the 
i speeches chosen. The girls in­
cluded tall and tiny, blonde, 
brown and auburn and in all 
proportions.
Receiving the guests who at­
tended the annual sweetheart 
tea at the Kelowna Yacht Club 
I Thursday at 10 a.m. were Teen
I Town dignitaries: Mayor of Kel-
| owna Teen Town, Margot Thom-
I son, who is also premier of the
I South Okanagan Teen Town As-
l sociation; Mayor Dale Basnett
I of Keremeos Teen Town who is
I SOTA vice-premier; 1972 Kel-
I owna Teen Town Sweetheart,
I Jackie Muir and her Princess,
I Debbie Thomas.
I Among the guests which in- 
I eluded mothers of the candi-
I dates were Keremeos T.T.
I sweetheart, Cindy Soehn; Grant
I Etty, news editor of SOTA;
I Trudy Walker, Miss Teen Town
I ’71 and her princess, Elizabeth
■ Robertson, and Keith Cooper,
I past mayor of Kelowna Teen
I Town. Also introduced were the
I members of the Kelowna TT
I executive and their adult ad-
fl visor Mrs. Jerri Jones Evans,
■ president of the Lions  Ladies*
Club, who convened the re-' 
freshments, was also introduc­
ed.
As the candidates were intro­
duced, Brian Turner, past vice- 
mayor did the honors in pinning 
corsages and Steve Feedham, 
who carried out this little duty 
last year, noted that the girls 
all wore collars this year.
Candidates introduced were, 
Joanne Moir, Karen Kepes, 
Kathy Dyson, Sally Evans, Julie 
Richardson, Darleign Horton, 
and Laurie Kulak. Laurel Sars- 
field was unable to be present. 
However a recording of her 
speech was played for the ben­
efit of the judges, and the inter­
ested audience, who always look 
forward to the speeches.
BOYS
Miss Sarsfjeld’s speech on 
school days,, traced the aca­
demic life of a girl from kinder­
garten days, of learning finger 
painting and ‘how to spit’ 
through primary and. element­
ary grades, with humorous ref­
erences to the changing atti­
tudes of girls with regards to 
BOYS. In conclusion, she gave 
her listeners a glimpse of the 
inner thoughts of a grade 12 
student who realizes she will 
soon be leaving school days be­
hind.
Laurel is a grade 12. student 
at Kelowna Secondary School 
and enjoys sewing, skiing and 
‘grad’ class activities.
Mrs. L. B. Pearson Never Hid 
Her Distates For Public Life
C TAWA (CP) — Through 
Lcs.er Pearson’s 20 years of 
politics, his wife, Maryon, was 
always by his side—never hid­
ing her distaste (or public life, 
but never wavering in her un­
stinting devotion to her hus­
band.





have every right 
Mr. Pearson once
married me, she
expected a quiet life as the wife 
of a history teacher, and I think 
she married me to gel through 
her final year. She did get 
through that year, but how she 
got through the last -10 1'11 never 
know."
Close friends were later to ob­
serve that Mrs. Pearson not 
only got through those -10 years, 
but she helped her husband im­
measurably along the way, 
RAISED CHILDREN
As the wife of a travelling 
diplomat, she raised two chil­
dren and later, when her hus­
band entered politics, she sat 
through countless meetings, 
travelled Canada continually, 
and endured the rigors of four 
general election campaigns 
while Mr. Pearson headed the 
Liberal party.
Her frankness, coupled with a 
sharp, .sometimes tart, wit often 
generated some criticism from 
the vote-conscious hierarchy of
close to her, particularly Mr. 
Pearson, appreciated the 
brightness, and brilliance, of 
her contributions.
In the first volume of his un­
finished memoirs/ the former 
prime minister wrote this about 
his wife: ". . . Without her love 
and help, her cheerful and wise 
acceptance of more than half 
the burden of our partnership, I 
would nover have reached a po­
sition where I would be writing 
this story.”
Mrs. Pearson, through her 
husband's years in public life, 
was frequently misunderstood. 
Her disarming honesty was not 
the traditional approach in pub­
lic life, her sometimes wry hu­
mor was frequently mis­
interpreted, and her obvious 
discomfort in large crowds ten­
ded to upset party organizers.
Only those close to Mr. Pear­
son realized the constant sup­
port and comfort he received 
from his wife.
On public platforms there ap­
peared to be wide differences 
between the warm, chuckling 
prime minister and the often
uncomfortable Mr
Happy New Year 
Party Food Savings 
from
HITHER and YON | SUPER-VALU
of Leithead Road have returned 
from Langley where they spent 
Christmas with Mrs. Kerntopf’s 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. W. 
Knighton. They also visited 
relatives living in Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mc- 
Martin of Trader’s Cove Road 
have returned from celebrating 
the holiday festivities with Mrs. 
McMartin’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ken Heywood of Rossland.
Recent guests with Mr. and 
Mrs. Peter. Vale, Hobson Road, 
were the latter’s parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. A. R. DeWitt of Van­
couver. Mr. Vale’s sister 
Martha Vale of Vancouver also 
enjoyed the Christmas weekend 
with them.
were Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Greentree and two children of 
Kelowna and Constable and 
Mrs. Glen Butterfield and 
daughter of Rutland and Mr. 
and Mrs. Alec Murlach of 
Peachland.
Sounds like a merry making 
crowd is shaping up for the 
New Year’s Eve ball at the 
Westbank Yacht Club. Tickets 
are all sold for the annual party, 
which will include the tradi­
tional fun gimmicks, horns, 
hats, balloons and toe tickling 
music by Lorna Phillips. Top­
ping it off will be a lovely baron 
of beef dinner after midnight. 
Who could ask for anything 
better after a week of turkey 
and turkey leftovers?
Julie Richardson, freckles and 
all, is a firm believer in partici­
pation, the audience learned 
from emcee Jackie Muir who 
introduced the candidates. Julie, 
who is five feet seven inches, 
likes skiing, and drama.
Proud of her English heritage 
and prouder still to be a Cana­
dian, Julie reminded the gath­
ering of the greatness of Can­
ada, which is three times the 
size of Great Britain in area. 
“Canada is more than just a 
place, it is a people,” she said, 
DREAMER
Darleign Horton enjoys watch­
ing a good hockey or football 
game and also enjoys riding 
her 10-speed bike..
Using a novel approach to de­
scribe the dilemma facing to­
day’s youth , regarding ‘booze’ 
and drugs, Miss Horton in a 
first person type of confession, 
which turned out to be a dream, 
made adults aware of the easy 
way “it happens” to innocent 
young people who only want to 
be with their peers.
Sewing and 10 speeding are 
Karen Kepes’ favorite occupa­
tions and being sports minded 
she chose to speak on Kelowna’s 
George Athans, the Canadian 
water ski champion. The tall 
slim teener, took sports writers 
and the general public to task 
for not giving greater recogni­
tion to George. She also traced 
his career from the time he was 
a lad of four years, when his 
parents, both champions in the,r 
particular fields of swimming, 
first taught him water skiing.
With quick wit, some clever 
puns and all interwind with- or­
iginal, verse, diminutive Joanne 
Moir gave an Insight into the 
disadvantages and advantages 
of having small hands 'stumpy 
fingers,’ as she described them. 
Joanne is active in the senior 
concert band and also partici­
pates in horse shows, so is ap­
parently able to overcome the 
trials and tribulations of 
Stumpy appendages. On a love­
ly tender note she ended, "If I 
can hold a flower and smell that
Women Investors 
On Stock Market 
As Seen By CBS
TORONTO (CP) — Are 
women good investors on the 
stock market or are they in­
vestors at all?
Canadian Business Service 
takes a look at the role of 
women as investors in a re­
cent issue of its Investment 
Reporter . and concludes that 
women “may be far more nu­
merous than is generally sup­
posed.”
Many women with in-
Christmas holiday guests with 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. 
H. Metke of Bowes Street were 
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Pollard of 
Kamloops and Timmy and 
Catherine. Also guests at the 
Metke house were Mrs. Metke’s 
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. 
and Mrs. Louis Cutting of Glen- 
side, Sask.
From Vancouver are Mr. and 
Mrs. Patrick Pettman, who are 
enjoying visiting with both par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pet­
tman and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Fay of Westbank. .Patrick who 
is completing his last wear in 
the college of dentistry, is get­
ting in a bit of skiing.
Christmas guests with Mr. 
and Mrs. R. M. Simpson of 
Keller Place were their daugh­
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
Harvey Tomlin' and family of 
Oliver.
Pearson,
wlio clearly preferied Ilie 
privacy of home and a good 
Imok to the bewildering banquet 
circuits tliat envelop Cana­
dian politics.
loth At Best In Small Groups
"But both emerged at their 
best In private, or in nnall 
groups. Anny from the stage, 
Maryon Pear-on wax always 
nuld-manneicd anil n.iim. her 
laughter bubbling out at the 
slightly provocation. Any tait-
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like this, why don't some 
them vote for you'.”'
Mr. Pearson loved to re;
' these <|tiol.it'ons
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sweet scent; if 
elderly whose 
spent; if I can 
froln trembling
Mrs. Percy Anstey of Saska- ■ 
toon, Sask., a former resident 
of Kelowna is visiting with Mrs. 






Grade A - Young Hen - Frozen
■ IBIliilillliWW
vestments entrust them to a 
man—husband,. banker, law­
yer, broker—for management 
in the belief that the in­
vestment business is a man’s 
world and that a woman 
would find herself at a great 
disadvantage in attempting to 
handle her own investments.
“The latter is onl. true if 
she is uninformed ana ’acks 
the desire or the courage to 
tackle the problem in a prac­
tical way.”
There are good reasons why 
women should invest, the re­
port says, and lists some of 
them: a feeling of security fi­
nancially and psychologically; 
an awareness of the problems 
of inflation; training for pos­
sible management of an in­
heritance, arid fun through 
the mental stimulation in­
volved. .
ENJOY! ENJOY!
Investments should be en­
joyed and not allowed to, be­
come a source of worry or a 
burden. Thus, some women 
will be happier if their in­
vestments are in industries 
, with which they can identify, 
such as banks, department 
stores, supermarkets and ap­
pliance manufacturers. Oth­
ers, seeking stimulation in 
learning about new fjelds, 
could look at mining, pulp 
and paper, oil and gas stocks 
and so on.
“Some women like to specu­
late and a few are real gam­
blers, but let us hope that
George Whiteley of Rutland 
spent Christmas in Victoria with 
his mother, brothers, sister and 
her husband, nieces and nep­
hews.
Christmas weekend visitors 
with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Green­
tree, Barlee Road, were their 
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. 
and Mrs. Lynn. Greentree of 
Fruitvale, B.C. and*  their young 
daughter, Christa. Joining the
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jaud have 
been holiday guests with their 
parents, Mr. and ; Mrs. Dan 
Jaud and Mr. and Mrs. Edward 
Thorburn, aU of Kelowna. Jerry, 
an architectural student at the 
University of British Columbia 
is one of 12 students selected 
to take part in a special project 
in Greece. They leave on New 
Year’s for overseas, where 
Jerry will work with his fellow 
students on a project of renovat­
ing a beautiful square in Athens, 
After the project is completed 
in April the young couple plan 
to tour the continent until 
July. Mrs. Jaud’s brother Bob 
Thorburn, who is presently in 
India plans to meet them in 
Greece. Also home to enjoy the 
family gathering were daugh­
ters, Paula Thorburn of Simon 
Fraser and Judy of Vancouver. 
Also a holiday guest during 
Christmas was Barney Dobbin 
of Carleton University, Ottawa, 
who has left to spend New 
Year’s in Vancouver.
Also visiting with the Thor­
burns • during Christmas day 
were Mr. Thorburn’s sister and 
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. 
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Fine Eating Prairie Beef
Florida - White or Pink
Grapefruit
I cun aid an 
life is nearly 
stop one hand 
and dry some
crying eyes, 1’11 know the power 
of my hands does not lie in their 
size,"
POLLUTION
After graduation Kathy Dy­
son plans to work a few years 
and then see a bit of the world. 
She likes cooking, Teen Town 
and a good book. Of great, con­
cern to Kathy is the world's 
pollution problems. In a clever 
‘lake off" of the Book of Gene­
sis, she describes the acts of 
man on earth; how he has built 
up cities and fouled the water
and ravished forests
killed off animals and .she ie- 
mlulled her listeners that it was 
all happening here in the Oka­
nagan.
Sally Evans presented some
bling can be great fun, pro­
vided you can afford to lose.”
Babson’s Canadian In­
vestment Letter reviews bank 
stocks and recommends four 
as stocks to buy and four as 
holds.
Banks listed as buys with 
approximate price levels arc: 
Montreal $21.50; Nova Scotia 
$37.75; Mercantile $23.88; and 
Toronto Dominion $33.75. Hold 
suggestions are made for 
shares of Banquc Canadtonne 
Nationalc, Commerce, Provin­
cial and Royal.
Richardson Securities of 
Canada recommends two min­
ing stocks, Cominco Ltd, in 
the $23.50 range and Hollinger 
Mines at about $39.
Richardson says Cominco 
shares "take on long-term 
merit based on the company’s 
strong position in world lead 
and zinc markets.” Hollinger 
"takes on long-term In­
vestment merit, for participa­
tion in the growth of the Ca­
nadian Iron-ore Industry."
Dear Ann Landers: Your ad­
vice to teen-agers to stay off 
beds, lest they end up in them 
was good. But why did you have 
to say that the peak of male 
potency is at age 17? You made 
it sound like anybody who has 
passed his 20th birthday is over 
tlto hill.
Our 16-year-old son has talked 
about little else ever since that 
column appeared. Last night he 
jokingly asked me if I had ap­
plied for lodging in the old folks 
home. And then he added, “I 
hope you don’t go into a depres­
sion next years, Dad, when I 
reach my sexual peak and you 
are 25 years beyond yours.”
I pretended not to hear that 
cheap crack, but it bothered me 
plenty. If you can think of a 
good answer for this smarL 
mouth kid of mine, I’d appre­
ciate it.—Indignant in Indiana
Dear Indiff: Your smartmouth 
kid doesn’t deserve an answer. 
He deserves to be ignored. That 
statistic refers to sexual po­
tency (Kinsey Report) but there 
are plenty of other factors that 
might make a 42-ycar-old man 
more desirable sexually than a 




memories of Christ- 
some touching mo-
incuts in the life of a typical 
family as they prepare for and 
participate in Christmas. Not 
until the end did she disclose 











house guests at 
Entertained, a
couiirll, likes bin liiiinton 
Miigilig and playing her
shower or anniversary or >omc 
other special event? Why not 
phone your item to the Women’s 
Editor? We're hapny to receive 
your social notes. In the Glen- 
nioie area phono, Mrs. Ilhona
If you were not familiar aiIIi Wasden. .’167(13; nt East Kclow- 
of foot- tin, Mrs. Charles Ross, 3-5291;technical
befoie I.aui Ie Kulak spoke, South Kelowna, Mrs. Lee Tny.
awaie of




lor, 2 6111! or in Okanagan Mis- 
■ ion, bid Spiller, 4-4059, or Mary 
Greet al the Com lei, 2--1-145.
Dear S.N.: I agree that all 
signs point to shoplifting, but 
there's one chance in a hundred 
she did not steal the dress and 
you dare not take that chance.
Keep your eyes open and if 
you see anything else that looks 
like a shoplifted item, sit down 
with youi- daughter and insist 
that she produce evidence that 
the item was purchased, If she 
is unable to prove it,' ask her to 
take you to the store and verify 
her statement. If she then con­
fesses, you must insist that she 
return the item in your pres­
ence.
Dcar Ann Landers: I have a 
16-year-old daughter who is 
causing me a lot of grief. It 
isn't that she Is wild or hard to 
get. along with. It's a quiet, un­
dercurrent feeling—something I 
can't explain, 1 never know 
what she Is thinking—or doing. 
For exaniplc, I am almost, sure 
she shoplifted a dress. All indi­
cations point to it.
To begin with, she lied about 
how much she paid for II. When 
I saw the dress 1 know It. cost. at. 
least three times what she said. 
What's more, she didn’t, have 
even the amount she said she 
had paid for it. When I asked 
her for a receipt she said she 
lost, it. She couldn't remember 
what happened to the price tag.
.Should I come right out. and 
ask hi r if she stole the dress? 
Or should I keep my eye on her 
for evidence of future thefts'.’— 





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.





• Estce Lauder 
CosmellcH
• Full Time Cosmetician





J hone Bbopping Canfrn
•wow.n B.C,763-73.11
IN THE PENNINGTON'S 
AD OF WEDNESDAY, DEC. 27
the Sale Price of the Sarong Girdle was incorrectly
listed os 10 00. This was an error. 
The Correct Price is
< osmetic avail-
MARCEIJ.E









f.l Hipping Centrtl 
Kelow. B.C.
IO:’!-00













Fine Quality — Rich Flavor /
Iliesc Prices Effective till (.’losing 6 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 30, 
We Reserve Ilie Rij’ht to l imit Quantities.
B.C.’s Very Own Food Maikeh.
Downtown - Orchard Park







Webster Still Living Up To Name
GARY WELDER — SPORTS EDITOR 
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By IAN MacLAINE 
Canadian Press'Staff Writer 
If opposing teams thought 
they finally rhad Gerry Mee­
han’s number, they're about to 
change their minds after Thurs­
day night.
The lanky Buffalo captain
went scoreless for three games, 
ending a 17-game string in 
which he scored 18 goals as the 
Sabres took dead aim at the up- 
per-bracket teams in the Na­
tional Hockey League's East 
Division.




Toronto Maple Leafs’ goal­
ie, Ron Low (30), hurries to 
get back into the goal before
Chicago Black 
Mikita (21) can 
on the puck,
Hawks’ Stan 
get his stick 
in a recent
meeting of the two 





with Mikita and Toronto’s 
Jim McKenny (18) gets up 
off the ice.
PRO LOOP Broncos, Clippers Triumph
Baltimore Hangs On To First ln High scoring bcjhl Action
TUP FAXTAniAM DDTPCC
With Help From Tricky Bounces
By THE CANADIAN PRESS Vancouver got goals
Scoring Slump 
Over Chicago
Meehan’s scoring streak, on a 
two-game trip to the west coast 
last week, losing to Los Angeles
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Baltimore’s first-place posi­
tion in the National Basketball 
Association's Central Division 
balanced precariously on the 
rim of the basket twice in the 
final moments of the Bullets' 
game against second-place At­
lanta Thursday night.
Both times, the ball fell with­
out going through the hoop and 
Baltimore hung on for a 112-111 
victory over the second-place 
Hawks to move IVz games 
ahead of Atlanta.
Elsewhere, New York Knicks 
walloped Buffalo Braves 107-86, 
Milwaukee Bucks defeated De­
troit Pistons 115-91 and Golden 
State Warriors beat Cleveland 
Cavaliers 118-105.
The Hawks pulled to within 
one point of the Bullets at 110-
109 with 18 seconds left on a 
basket by Lou Hudson, who 
had 26 points. Pete Maravich 
and then Hudson both missed 
short jump shots that would 
have put Atlanta ahead.
Baltimore finally grabbed a 
rebound and Phil Chenier 
dropped in a layup with four 
seconds left for the deciding 
points. ' .
Walt Frazier’s 19 points led 
New York.
, Milwaukee used 44 points by 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and 29 
by Bob Dandridge to sink De­
troit.
Rick Barry scored 35 points 
in only 30 minutes to lead 
Golden State past Cleveland.
: Penticton Broncos had it easy 
and Nanaimo Clippers had it 
easier Thursday night in British 
Columbia Junior Hockey Lea­
gue action.
The Broncos doubled the score 
op Chilliwack Bruins, 6-3, in 
Penticton, while the hometown 
Clippers. clobbered Vancouver 
Villas 10-2.
. Nanaimd wais paced by three- 
goal performances from Mel 
Bridgeman and Gordie Dumont. 
Clippers built up a 4-1 first 
period lead and had a 7-2 ad­
vantage after two periods.
Nanaimo outshot Vancouver 
56-22.
Other Nanaimo scorers were 
Jim Van Camp, with two, Lind­
say Thompson and Bill Best­
wick.




By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Two years ago they were hail­
ing Toni Webster in Detroit as 
the Red Wings’ saviour, a gifted 
young shooter who could thread 
the eye of a needle.
Now, two teams and a near­
crippling back injury later, 
Webster continues to display 
the knack for scoring that has 
earned him the nickname, 
Hawkeye.
The 24-year-old winger from 
Kirkland Lake, Ont., scored two. 
goals Thursday night to lead 
New England Whalers to; a 5-3 
win over Quebec City Nor- 
diques.
The two goals gave Webster 
the World Hockey Association 
goal-scoring lead with 30.
In other games, Chicago Cou­
gars trimmed Philadelphia 
Blazers 6-3 in a contest of divi­
sion tailenders and Minnesota 
Fighting Saints stopped Los An­
geles Sharks 4-2.
. Minnesota and the Sharks 
battle again tonight at Los An­
geles while New England enter­
tains, Houston Aeros and Quebec
WHA STANDINGS
. In Penticton, the Broncos in­
creased their Okanagan division 
lead to nine points with the win.
Mike Hiefield paced Penticton 
with two goals while others 
were scored by. Ed Dempsey, 
Doug Lawton, Tony Currie and 
Greg Milliard. For Chilliwack it 
was Dave Sharples, Bob Mc- 
Niece and Brian Schmyr.
In a . late-game outbreak t fol­
lowing Chilliwack’s final goal, 
Penticton goalie Glen Bueckert 
and Dave Sharples were 
bounced for the balance of the 
game for being the third men 
in a fight.
Bueckert made 45 saves for 
Penticton and Lee Houirn made 
27.
visits Cleveland Crus.aders.
Webster, who led the National
Hotkey League Red Wings in
Eastern Division 
W LT F A P
N. England 23 14 1 169 132 47
Cleveland 21 14 -1 131 96 43




18 17 1 125 131 37
15 17 3 126 149 33
13 24 0 131 177 26
Western Division
Winnipeg 22 17 2
Minnesota 20 15 2
Los Angeles 16 18 4
Houston 15 16 3










The Kelowna Ski Club will be 
molding registration for their 
1973 Nancy Greene Ski League 
program in the Big White chalet 
Saturday and Sunday.
Instru.'tion Is by the Brian 
James Ski School with lesson 
times at 11 a.nt., starting Jan. 
7. The cost is SU) per child, 
phis membership in the Kcl- 
ownn Ski Club. The objective 
of the nation-wide program is 
to provide Instruction in skiing 
through simple racing condi­
tions, with the main emphasis 
on fun .mil skiing. For further 
Information see the registrntion 




Tuesday B FIIrIH. Dec. 19— 
High single, women, Jean Guth­
rie 231, men, Les Jensen 317; 
High triple, women, Lucille Ko- 
ztlb 613, men. Don Knorr 721; 
Team high single, Merry Mak­
ers I UH; Teuin high triple. 
Merry Makers 3153; High aver- 
■ege, women, Jen Bachmann
1115, ini'ii, Don Knorr 201; 
club, Les Jensen 317: 
standin, Shepherd's 
73()’->, Odd Balls 7L!L, 
710’.>.
Staubacli To Start 
At Pivot Position
DALLAS ।Al’। ■ Boger Stuu-
Dall loach T"ui Lamlry to 
h'jut m quaitribai’k when the 
C<ml'oV' I it h with Washington 
Heil kins U Sunilu'''-: National 
I'liotb.iil 1 ear.iiv National Con-
'.||)(‘i . . tillis l < r 11<-iI I 
lag beith be loo e.u 
vein lo Ci ah: Mm ton.
<;>l PARIS 
and Si R\ It I
t; i.qi q i; i .m i.N'i
Wc Know 
onr IIiimihwm
l u onsi x 
mil.M nt it n i tn 
km r»n<tr>»r
and California.
The Sabres recovered their 
winning ways back east, 
against New York Rangers, but 
Meehan's touch appeared to 
have’ vanished until the third 
period Thursday night when he 
beat Chicago goaltender Gary 
Smith three times en route to 
an 8-2 win over the Black 
Hawks.
It was the only game sched­
uled.
UNBEATEN AT HOME
: Tonight marks an unusually 
heavy Friday night schedule 
with four games—Toronto 
Maple Leafs at Pittsburgh Pen­
guins, New York Islanders at 
California Golden Seals, Boston 
Bruins at . Minnesota North 
Stars and Philadelphia Flyers 
at Vancouver Canucks.
The win at Buffalo stretched 
the Sabres unbeaten home ice 
string this season to 19, in­
cluding 16 victories, and moved
goal scoring with 30 in 1970-71, 
saw action in only 12 games 
last year—five with Detroit and 
seven with California Golden 
Seals.
He was being co inted on 
heavily by the Seals for this 
season, having successfully re­
covered from surgery, when the 
fledgling WHA opened a new 
world of affluence for Webster 
and several other California 
players. ■ .
QUEBEC RALLIES <
Tim Sheehy, Larry Pleau and 
Ted Green also scored for the 
Whalers who carried a 3-0 lead 
into the final period when Guy 
Gendron, J. C. Tremblay and 
Alain Caron notched Les Nor- 
dique goals against Bruce 
Landon before 7,391 Quebec 
fans.
Picsaire Paiement, with two, 
paced Chicago’s offence, but it 
was brilliant ngtminding by vet­
eran Jim McLeod that pre­
served the wtn..
McLeod faced 41 shots, >18 in 
the first period, to stifle the 
Philadelphia shooters who were 
limited to goals by Danny Law- 
son, Andre Lacroix and Don 
Herriman,
Jan Popiel, Larry Mavety, 






Chicago 13 22 1 107 130 27
Games Tonight
Quebec at Cleveland 
Houston at New England 
Minnesota at Los Angeles
them into a third-place tie with 
the Rangers, four points behind 
Boston and five back of the 
leading Canadiens.
The Sabres were held In close 
check in the opening 40 minutes 
by the West Division-leading 
Black Hawks and led only 3-2 
heading into the final period.
Then the Buffalo offence, that 
had held a 21-16 shot advantage 
in the first two periods, turned 
on the firepower with 23 shots 
at Smith to four by Chicago and 
beating the Black Hawk goalie 
for five unanswered goals.
HAWKS HAD LEAD <
Rene Robert scored twice f> 
the winners with Tracy Pra; 
Larry Mickey and Steve Atkin- i 
son adding the others. J.-P. 
Bordeleau and Lou Angotti beat 
Dave Dryden to give the Hawks “ 
a 2-1 first-period lead.
' Meehan, a former Toronto 
chattel, had a mediocre career 
with 'the’ Leafs and Philadelphia 
until Punch Imlach took him in 
the 1969 expansion draft and ap­




' W L T F A Pt
Montreal 22 6 8 144 84 52
Boston 24 8 3 159 108 51






20 10 7 141 104 47
15 16 4 106 119 34
10 19 6 107 120 26
10 21 5 105 150 25
4 26 4 69 162 12
West Division
Chicago . 21 13 2 135 102 44 
Minnesota 19 13 3 122100 41




St. Louis 12 16
California 5 22
A few eyebrows were raised 
at the time in view of the then 
25-year-old centre’s erratic 
play. ’
Meehan, however, has re­
sponded to the leadership bur­
dens. His 22 goals in 37 games 
is just two shy of his career 
high in Buffalo’s first year 
when he played in 77 games.
4 115 114 38
5 128 132 37
5 128 116 35
5 96 113 35
6 94 110 30
8 93 148 18
Games Tonight 
Toronto at Pittsburgh 
Islanders at California 
Boston at Minnesota
I Philadelphia at Vancouver
added the other goals against 
Blazers’ goalie Bernie Parent in 
front of 4,103 Chicago fans.
There were 7,106 on hand at 
Los Angeles to watch the Fight­
ing Saints open up a 3-0 lead 
then coast to victory over the 
Sharks.
George Morrison led the vic­
tors with two goals, the others 
going to Ted Hampson and Bill 
Klatt. Tom Serviss and Gary 





The Kelowna midget reps 
broke' a 2-2 deadlock with two 
quick goals at the beginning of 
the third period to trim the 
Enderby midget reps 4-2 Thurs­
day in Kelowna.
Four players figured in the 
Kelowna scoring as goals came 
from G. Dukelow, D. Nelson, 




• Telemark Skis • Kikut Boots
• Villum Bindings & Poles 
$5 per day, $8 per weekend. 
Two rentals applied to purchase.
TREADGOLD SPORTING GOODS
‘YOUR CROSS COUNTRY SKI HEADQUARTERS"
1615 Pandosy St. Phone 762-2833
lll■■WII■l■IIIIIWIIIIIlI
1973 SCAMPER





16' DELUXE SCAMPER14' DELUXE SCAMPER
’2395 *2895
8' SCAMPER CAMPER 18' TERRY TRAILER
$2095
HOOKUP & HITCH ASSEMBLIES EXTRA
Hwy. 97 N 762-5203
With brakes, controls, 3 way refrigerator, 
front awning, furnace and twin tanks, stove.
With brakes, refrigerator, healer and thermostat, 
window awning and twin tanks, toilet.
A deluxe unit dial fils all domestic trucks, complete 
with icirigciator and furnace and stove.
KELOWNA TOYOTA -
Will) travel-puck, front awning, fully equipped 
















Bob Hope, on what he says 
is his last Christmas tour of 
Vietnam, stands thoughtfully 
behind a line of girls he has 
just introduced to his Ameri­
can GI audience at Saigon’s 
Tan Son Nhut airport. Hope’s 
tour of overseas military 
bases has been a Christmas 
tradition since the Second 
World War. '
JANUARY 1st 
SALE F Beat wood





• Solid State Chassis
• Total Color-Lok
• Black Matrix Picture Tube
• Automatic Tuning
• Factory Service Policy
Entire Stock of Furniture, TV, 
Stereo and Appliances on Sale 
New Year's Day, Jan. 1.
ALPINE 
FURNITURE 
Leon and Pandosy 762-4779 Only $21 monthly.
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1: CO—Sport Year 1972 
3:00—CBC Championship
Curling
4:00—Bugs Bunny R/R Hour 
5:00—NHL—New York










Channel 3 —• ABC ' 
(Cable Only) 
6:45—Davey and Goliath 
7:00—Puff ’n Stuff 
7:30—Jackson Five 
8:00—The Osmonds 








1:00—The Gator Bowl 
4:00—Astro-Bluebonnet
Bowl (H.S.N.) 
8:00—The Year The Walls
Came Down 
9:00—Streets of San Francisco 
10:00—The Sixth Sense 
11:03—ABC Evening News 
11:15—Saturday Star Theatre 
“Song, of Bernadette”
CHILD OPERA
The Canadian Children’s 
Opera Chorus was formed in 
1938 by Ruby Mercer, opera 
commentator and editor of 
Opera Canada, with a Toronto 
choral master and diiector, 
Lloyd Bradshaw^
Family Togetherness 
Is A Home Spa 
Sauna Bath
Pre Fab Kits 
' Sauna Heaters and 
Controls
Ask about our Bank 
Financing and Complete 
Line of Pool Toys. 




Springfield & Kirschner 
Rds., Kelowna. 
762-2645






Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cable Only)




9:00—Amazing Chan Chan 
10:00—Sun Bowl Football — N. ^ight Concert




3:00—Saturday Best Movie 
“Man Alone"










11:30—Saturday Big Four 
Movie — 
“Buckaneer’s Girl"
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9)
6:10— Carol Taylor
6:30—University of the Air 
7:00—Outdoors Unlimited 












3:00—Doctor In The House
3:30—Under Attack
4:30—Wide World of Sport 
6:00—All Star Wrestling 







11:30—The Late Show 
“The Other Man”










11:00—Around the World in
80 Days





4:00—Saturday Great Movie 
“Glen Miller Story”
6:00—NBC Nightly News 
6:30—Starlight Stairway 
7:00—National Geographic 
8:00—Orange Bowl Parade 
9:00—Saturday Night at the
Movies
“Mouse on the Moon”
11:00—Q-6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Saturday Late Movie
“Send Me No Flowers"
CHARACTER ADDED
A new character inis been 
added to TV’s Flip Wilson Show 
—Jiva Koolit, a guru from 
Tibet,
TUNE IN ON 




A TV LTD. 
210!) Hwy. 1* 7  
PH’L( ’O-FORD




Saleslady for the firm. Olive 
has been a rcsk'xmt of Kelow­
na for the past 13 years.
is married, w‘th two 
Having been in the 
Estate business for Hie 
16 years, she is well
versed in all phases of the
business. Olive would unpre- 
your call, without ob­
ligation, nt any time.
LUND AND WARREN 
REALTY LTD.
' Pays, 3-1932 or 
416 Bernard Avenue
(JOV-FM STEREO
, Stereo - 24 Hours 








6:05—Good Morning Music 
7:00—OV Simul. News 
8:00—CBC “World at Eight” 
8:13—CJOV Local News 





4:00—OV Simul. News 
4:05-rMusic Theater 








12:30—Late N>ght Concert 
3:30—Prelude to Dawn 
6:00—CBC News " 
6:05—Good Morning Music 
7:00—OV Simul. News 













6:00—Music for Dawn 









Take It Off, Burt
HOLLYWOOD (Reuter) — 
Hollywood Women’s Press Club 
members screamed “Take it 
off" to actor Burt Reynolds 
Sunday, blit they gave their . 
best actor award to television 
star Peter Falk.
Falk, Reynolds, James Gar­
ner and Marlon Brando were 
the four nominees for the an­
nual Golden Apple awards of 
the club.
Reynolds, famed as the first 
male nude centrefold of Cosmo­
politan Magazine, drew the 
yells as he was introduced to 
the crowd of women journalists, 
publicists and their guests.
Falk is the star of the tele- 
vis'on detective series Columbo.
The best actress award was 
won by Liza Minnelli.
'Lt. Dish' Weds
Nashville Singer
WINTER PARK, Fla. (AP) — 
Actress Jo Ann Pflug, who star­
red as Lieut. Dish in Ilie movie 
M.A.S.H., was married to Nash­
ville singer Charles Wollery in 
a small chunel on the campus 
of Rollins College.
Miss Pflug, 28, designed the 
gown she wore for the church 











A Wily Theatrical Merger 
Soothes Yen For Food'Nr Fun
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
theatre’s fastest growing au­
dience dines while watching en­
tertainment, a wily merger of 
everyone’s yen for food and fun.
“It’s a significant nationwide 
trend,” says Frederic B, Vogel. 
The energetic former actor is 
executive director of a behind- 
the-scenes aid agency of cum­
bersome title, The Foundation 
for the Extension and Develop­
ment of American Professional 
Theatre.
ago,Until a few seasons
Broadway ranked as a per­
former’s best friend. Then re­
gional theatres took over as tal­
ent’s biggest employer. Now 
look at what is happening.
But in the. last week of Octo­
ber, trade statistics show here 
were 598 Equiy members un­
der Broadway contract, 634 en­
gaged in resident professional 
troupes elsewhere^ and 491 at 
work in theatre-restaurants.
NUMBERS GROW
Another indication of the gal­
loping growth of eat-and-see es­
tablishments that supply com­
edy after the chicken blueplate, 
drama after dessert, is that 76 
now are operating, compared 
with 41 last year that used 
Equity players.
A number of others come and 
go without union talent.
“Few ever make the transi­
tion," Vogel says. “There’s no 
■way of counting them.”
The steak-and-stage emporia 
that have been counted take in 
an estimated annual ‘ gross of 
$30 million and during 1972 pro­
vided 19,535 weeks of work for 
players. One five-union chain 
budgeted theatrical productions 
at $687,000.
The notion of combining a 
streamlined version of Kiss Me, 
Kate, Guys and Dolls^ or other 
familiar favorites into a dining 
package first popped into oper-
KELOWNA 
HEARING CENTRE 
451 Lawrence Ave. 
“BE PART OF OUR 
FAMILY AND ENJOY THE 
GOOD LIFE WITH 
BETTER HEARING.” 
Call 762-2131 — days 
769-4656 — Nights 
$50 AIDS
AVAILABLE 
R & E ENTERPRISES
SPECIALIZING IN
• Subdivision Roads 
O Excavating
• Gravel and Fill 
• Culverts
• Custom Lowbed Hauling 
FREE ESTIMATES
Our Equipment Includes: 
• TANDEM DUMPS • TRACK LOADER 
• WHEEL LOADER • D4 BULLDOZER
Phone 763-4109 or 763-2538
SPALL






Sooth Off Harvey on Spall 763-3313
ation a decade ago at the Mead­
owbrook, a Cedar Grove, N.J. 
refectory previously renowned 
for the big band sounds of 
Glenn Miller, Charlie Barnett 
and others.
The circuit now stretches 
from Cedar Grove to Cedar 
Crest, N.M., from Austin, Tex., 
to Valparaiso, Ind.
GOOD ATMOSPHERE
“Dinner theatres provide an 
over-all ambiance tor a family 
celebration,” says Vogel, "and 
are important to us because 
they provide year-round em­
ployment." o
Supplying advice on business 
aspects of emergent theatre en­
terprises is the reason for his 
foundation’s involvement with 
• this activity. The agency never 
has been asked for and never 
intends to offer suggestions on 
the culinary end of combined 
operations. -
Problems recurrently brought 
before Vogel’s group include:
development of stable financial 
support for the long haul; how 
to budget; how to set up an of­
fice efficiently; and of course, 
how to woo and win spectators.
"A major contrast between 
theatre in New York and prac­
tically everywhere else is that a 
repeater audience, as faithful 
a§ a pro football team’s follow­
ing, must be created,” he says. 
It has to be developed as care- 
fully as a cast for a production.
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future . be sure your 












SERVICES 1140 Brant Ave Phone 762 2104







Portions of the movie were to














from Cookson Motois“Directly Across
forensic foursome of Hart
Willis
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CITY FOUNDS)
Yellowknife wm: c
fablished us a gold mining town
In 1935.
AP)
he wrecked a sher-w h c n
iff s
Warren was treated and re­
the movie The Last American











• Radials O Belted
* Nylon • Most Slr.es
1 ruck and Passenger





11:30—New Year’s Rockin’ Eve
MOST MODERN UP TO DATENEWEST,
AUTO BODY SHOP IN THE OKANAGAN
CHAN TV
11:45—All Star Wrestling
Channel 2 CHBC CBC
Miami at Pittsburgh 
11:30—Spor tsweek
Pinocchio




1:30—Issues and Answers 
2:00—Wes Lynch
2:30—Here Come The Brides
11:00—What’s Th,e Story
11:45—Insight










10:30—CBS News with Dan
Rather
10:45—Lawrence Welk Show
11:45—New Year s Eve with Guy 
Lombardo
ter Heath.
Opera Centre for a year of op­
eratic studies.
not give him an automatic right 
to stay.








1:00—Old Time Gpspel Hour 
2:00—Oral Roberts 





5:30—Reach For the Top
6:00—Walt Disney
7:00—The Beachcombers

































KINGSTON (Reuter) — The
Jamaican government has de-
violent films from








9:30—Report from Winnipeg 
10:00—Oral Roberts
10:30—Album TV






11:00—It Is Written 
11:30—Garner Ted Armstrong
12:00—Kiddies on Kamera 
12:30—Outdoor Sportsman










7:00—The Sandy Duncan Show 
7:30—CTV Sunday Night Special
8:30—The Amazing World of
Kreskin
9:00—Mannix 












1:30— Meet the Press
2:00—Week’s Best Movie















born James Walkinshaw, who
for 18'months has been strug­
gling with immigration author
ities for permission to remain
in Britain, has been granted an
extension of his stay after a 
personal appeal to Prime Minis­
In a telegram. Heath told the
25-year-old Canadian singer that 
his stay has been extended until 
the end of 1973.
Walkinshaw plans to take up 
“lucrative offers” with a popu­
lar variety group, the Black
and White Minstrels.
The Canadian came to Britain
in. 1968 as a visitor but later
changed his status to that of a
student, entering the London
During that time, he married
a British citizen, but this did
Since his studies, Walkinshaw




Headed for the Hoosegow 
(jail) for sure is a stunned 
and surprised Paul Soles, who 
cringes under the grip of the
law each Monday night at
9:30 p.m on CHBC’s This Is
OFF TO JAIL AGAIN
The Law series^ Paul Soles 
plays the Lawbreaker, who 
each week breaks silly old
laws which are then guessed,
often as not, by the fearless
Rita Hayworth
breach of contract suit asking 
$1 million in damages lias been
Tae suit also contends Rob­
erts “counselled and urged” her
Pomerantz, .Larry Solway
William Charlton and Susan 
Keller. Moderator is Austin
OFFICE FURNITURE
• Electronic
filed in Superior Court against
actress Rita Hayworth and her
manager, Curtis Roberts.
The suit, filed Thursday by
World Film Services, Ltd., al
leges that Miss Hayworth per
formed her contractual obliga­
tions in “an unprofessional, un-
diligent and improper fashion'
and later stopped work alto­




Deputy Sheriff James Warren
Buffered two broken ribs here
cruiser ' while chasing a
professional stunt driver in a
movie scene.
leased from hospital, but the
car was wrecked after the dep­
uty lost control on a rural road
The scene being filmed for
He no was to depict professional
Block car driver Junior Johnson
being chased by police as lie
hauled a load of moonshine in
his early years.
, N.W.T.,
to breach the contract.
The film company seeks $250,
000 in damages from each de
fendant for production delay ex­
penses and the cost of a re 









Room for any size of vehicle
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DAILY PROGRAMS
Monday to Friday 
Channel 2 — CHBC — CBC

















, 4:00—Family Court '
4:30—Drop In -
Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cable Only)
6:55—Farm Reports 
7:00—CBS Morning News 
8:00—Caotain Kangaroo 
9:00—Joker Is Wild
. 9:30—The New Price Is Right 
10:00—Gambit
10:30—Love of Life
11:00—Where The Heart Is 
11:25—CBS Mid-Day News 
11:30—Search for Tomorrow 
12:00—Dialing for Dollars 
12:30—As the World Turns
1:00—Dialing tor Dollars 
1:30—Edge of Night 
2:00—The Guiding Light 
2:30—Secret Storm
. 3:00—Family Affair 
3:30—Gilligan’s Island 
4:00—Big Money Movie 
5:30—Scene at 5:30 p.m. • 
6:00—Walter Cronkite News 
6:30—Truth or Consequences 
7:00—Hogan’s Heroes




' 7:30—New Zoo Revue 
8:00—Kartoon Korner 
8:30—1 Dream of Jeannie 
8:55—Children’s Doctor 
9:00—Mike Douglas Show 
10:30— It’s Your Bet 
11:00—Be witched 
11:30—The World Today 
12:00—Password 
12:30—Split Second
1:00—All My Children 
1:30—Let’s Make a Deal' 





5:30—ABC Evening News 
6:00—High Chaparral 
7:00—What’s My Line
Channel t> —- CHAN TV
(Cable Channel 9)
6:00—University Of The Air
6:30—Romper Room
7:00—Canada A.M.













3:30—What's The Good Word?
4:00—Anything You Can Do 
4:30—The Fhntstones




Channel 2— CHBC — CBC
■ (Cable Channel 13)









1:15—Governor General’s and 












9:30—This Is the Law





7:30—Sale Of Hie Century
8:00—The Rookies
9:00—ABC Monday Night 
Movie “Incident in 
San Francisco”
11:00—The World Today





Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes:
5 courses, salad and din-
ner soup, coffee or
tea Only 2.25
| GARDENS
























12:30—Days of Our Lives
1:00—The Doctors
1:30—Another World









Now Snakes Making The Scene 
In Movie About Odious Animals
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — First 
rats, then rabbits, now snakes 
are making the movie scene as 
stars of a science-fiction film, 
Willard, starring a horde of 
voracious rats, was last year’s 
surprise hit, breaking a.long 
tradition that odious, animals 
should not be shown on movie 
screens. A trend was started, 
and MGM followed with Night 
of the Lepus, in which giant 
rabbits threatened mankind.
Now .Universal is filming 
Ssssssss.-
Ssssssss is an unusual movie 
by an unusual producer, Dan 
Striepeke. He is undoubtedly 
the first producer to graduate 
from makeup man.
Striepeke, 42, has applied 
makeup to famous faces in such 
films as The Ten Command­
ments, West Side Story, The 
Magnificent Seven, Hawaii and
Heath Loves 
Tom And Jerry
LONDON (AP) — Prime Min­
ister Edward Heath has another
Patton. He also worked closely 
with makeup wizard John 
Chambers on the remarkable 
monkey faces for Planet of the 
Apes.
Striepeke and writer Hal 
Dresner wrote a script about a 
scientist who is convinced man­
kind is doomed. Snakes are able 
to Survive almost anything, he 
reasons, so why not try to 
transform a man into a snake?
STRIKES WITH TEETH x
“So he begins giving in­
oculations to his laboratory as­
sistant," Striepeke said. ‘‘The 
transformation is gradual—peel­
ing of skin, a coldness of the 
body, thickening of the nose.
"Then In a fight with the vil­
lain, the young man strikes 
with his teeth.”
StriepeKe took the script to 
his former boss at 20th Century- 
Fox, Richard Zanuck, who now 
is producing films for Universal 
with David Brown. Within two 
days the producers agreed to a 
deal,. Within five weeks Ssssssss • 
was being filmed.
KELOWNA BUILDERS








• Stainless Steel Sink's
• Laundry Tubs
Channel 4 —- CBS 
(Cable Only)
7:00—Rose Parade Preview 
7:30—Cotton Bowl Parade 
8:30—Tournament of Roses
Parade
11:00—Cottori Bowl Football 
Alabama at Texas
1:30—New Year’s Day Feature 
3:30—Normal programming 






11:30—CBS Late Night Movie . 
"Desperate Search”
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable Channel 9) '
11:00—The Cotton Bowl
1:30—Me and the Chimp
2:00—Plimpton!
3:00—Movie Matinee ‘‘The
. ’ ■ 7th Voyage of Sinbad" 
7:00—The Doris Day Show 
7:30—Rollin , '








Channel 6 •— NBC 
(Cable Only)
7:00—1973 New Year’s Parade 
Salute
. 8:30—1973—Tournament of 
Roses Parade
10;45—On Way to Roses




1:45—Rose Bowl Football 
Game




9:00—Monday Night at the 
Movies 
‘ ‘ Commancheros”
11:00—Q-6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Tonight Show
pastime besides sailing and mu- I 
sic. His friends say he loves 
Tom and Jerry cartoons.
A special consignment-is. on 
its way fron^ Hollywood for a 
show he is giving for children 
at his official country home at 
Chequers. The bachelor prime 
minister will be at the perform­
ance his friends say, because he 
never would miss an opportun­
ity of watching mouse-basher 
Tom and cat-batter Jerry go 
through their antics.
The disclosure didn’t impress 
Labor MP William Price who 
tried—and failed—a few days 
ago to get Tom and Jerry car­
toons banned from television 
because of their ‘‘appalling vio­
lence.” But Price noted Monday 
night: "The kids will be safer 
watching Tom and Jerry than 





; Exclusive Dealer 
REID’S CORNER 
MOTORS LTD. 
HWY. 97 N., R.R. 2, 
KELOWNA, B.C. 







SOUND & TV 
763-7151
DENIS AUBREY
Have you outgrown your 
Homeowner’s Insurance?
If your home hasn’t been re­
appraised for a few years, 
chances are you’re under 
insured.
Have you told your insurance 
agent about the carport or 
garage you built over winter, 
or the rec-room you finished? 
How about the new colour 
TV you purchased?
Think about it!!
Then call DeMara & Sons 
and ask for Denis,, he'll' be 
glad to look after your 
insurance needs.
Call 2-2132 — Today.
• ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings, 
"Everything for the Do-it-Yourself Handyman"
1054 Ellis St.
YES SIR
FOR THE BIG AND 
TALL MAN!
• Pcrnia Pressed Sport Shirts 
Sized to 19*4 ” neck.
• Double Knit Slacks Sized to 44” 
Waist.






Ford - Lincoln - Mercury 
1634 Harvey Phone: 762-4511
Your car may run like a top, 
but mine runs like a new car 






Across me lown — Across the Continent
1120 ELLIS ST.















Keeshan does not believe that
children learn violence from
TV
LTD.



































9:30—Tuesday Night Movie 
TBA






‘The Horse s Mouth
COLONY
(229 Bernard Avenue)
Open daily at 11:30 a.m. for business luncheons and dining
cover charge when dining.
PARAMOUNT THEATRE
Friday through Jan. 5 features What’s Up Doc? Saturday mat- 
, inee at 2 p.m. will be Boy and the Laughing Dog.
FINTRY QUEEN
• General and Business Insurance
JADE PALACE 
(Lakeshore Road and Mission Creek) 
Restaurant, cabaret, offering dining and dancing as well as live
■ (275 Leon Avenue)










8:00—Mary Tyler Moore 
8:30—Flip Wilson







8:30—Ch. 2 Monday Night 
“Firehouse'
10:00—Marcus Welby 
11:00—The World Today 
11:30—The George Carlin Show




11:30—CBS Late Night Movie


















“We Buy & Sell
The Only Real
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SOME ENTERTAINING IDEAS
FOR NIGHT OUT IN KELOWNA
entertainment Friday and Saturday night.
KOKO CLUB
and the Canadian Pacific. Two shows nightly, 10:30 and 1:00 
Saturday at 9:30 p.m. and midnight.
BUFFALO BILL’S
(1465 Harvey Avenue) 
Cabaret, open Friday and Saturday featuring live entertainment. 
Restaurant open from 7 a.m., seven days a week. Dining lounge 
opens 5 p.m. nightly. Luncheon buffet Monday to-Friday 11:30 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Cabaret Friday and Saturday at 9 p.m. with 
the Buffalo Chips featuring Jack Rea. Gary Fjeelgaard will re­
turn during the week
Cabaret, open Thursday, Friday and Saturday during January 
only. Entertaining will be a group entitled “Parkk”. There is no
1261 Bernard Avenue)
(Foot of Bernard Avenue)
Cabaret, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m., fea- 
from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.turing live entertaipr
THc. vrusNERY
(1264 Ellis Street)
Open Tuesday through Saturday with businessmen’s lunch from 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Dinner is served from 6 to 9 p.m. with 
music and dancing from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Entertaining Jan. 2-
Jan. 6 will be MCA recording artists Cross Town Bus.
Captain Kangaroo Ruminates,
Decides He's A Communicator
NEW YORK (AP) — Capain
Kangaroo, proprietor , of the 
longest-lived children’s show on 
television, doesn’t think, of him­
self as babysitter or teacher. 
He is a communicator.
children have remained the 
same. There have been some 
external changes They are 
more sophisticated. They have 
a fund of general knowledge
PICTURE FRAMING
i THE PRINT SHOP




• petit point 
• drawings
Drop in for a free estimate
Taking the pain
out of STAINS
I JS*  An informative series on
I STAIN REMOVAL
Quality Dry Cleaners
Moisten stain with oxalic acid solution (1 tablespoon
of oxalic acid crystals in 1 cup warm water). If stain
is riot removed by single treatment, heat solution and
repeat or place crystals directly on stain. Moisten with
water as hot as is safe for fabric and allow to stand a
few minutes, or dip in hot water. Repeat if necessary. 
Do not use this method on nylon. Rinse thoroughly.
If allowed to dry in fabric, oxalic acid will cause dam­
‘We are not a show, we are a 
visit,” he says. “We try to build 
up an intimate relationship with 
the child at home. Our prime
purpose is to entertain. Then to 
educate. There is no one: re
straining a child from getting 
up and walking away, _ so we 
must first attract the child’s at­
tention.
That from the man who first
broke into television as the 
horn-honking clown Clarabell on
the Howdy Doody Show, and
who now at the age of 45 is the
patriarch of children’s atten
tion. He recently celebrated his 
17th birthday as star and pro­
ducer of Captain Kangaroo.
It began Oct. 3, 1955. Bob
Keeshan, aged by wig and 
makeup for the television cam­
eras, hums softly to himself as 
he plies a feather duster inside
the Treasure House.
I'm Kangaroo,'
and their concept of the world
around them is far greater than
ever as a result of the media,
but I don’t think they are wi­
That s nonsense,” he says 
“That child is going to learn 
how to rob somewhere else. It










Topcoats $2.00 and up
35each
he says.
Captain Kangaroo. Why do
Quality Dry Cleaners
they call me Kangaroo? It’s be­





Thus did the Kangaroo dy
nasty begin with that grand
fatherly face and those pockets
capable of holding marvellous 
unexpected things—a banana, a
pitcher of tea, or even some­
thing live and wlggly.
The morning show has ah es­
timated audience of nine million
daily, 25 per cent of which is 
adult, presumably attentive
a specialized
show catering to a pre-school
audience starting as two-year-
“When I first started doing
children’s television, I had no
interest in being ah actor or
working in television,” Keeshan
says. "I was still In college and
intended to be a lawyer," 
lie worked part-time at CBS
as a page and did research on
the side to help Bob Smith o(
the Howdy Doody Show. A cor­
dial relationship develojx'd, mid
Bob Smith offered him a fill-in
position as Chu abell the Clown.
“I take children’s TV very se­
riously," Keeshan says, “with­
out intending it to sound like a
crusade or something.
Ixxiklng back on the 17 years,
Keeshan comments
We're On The Move!
GORDON HANSEN INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.
arc pleased to announce new expanded facilities for their clients
We now offer complete Insurance and Financial Planning services
• Personal and Business Life Insurance
• Tax sheltered retirement plans and annuities
a Disability Income
• Canada Savings Bonds
In order to accommodate these changes wc are moving to larger premises
effective January 1, 1973.
Gordon Hansen Insurance Agencies Ltd
Sic. 203, Marquis Mall
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6:00—Dick Van Dyke 
6:30—Evening ‘ Ed./Hourglass 
7:30—Bob Newhart Show 
8:00—This Land 




11:20—Late Edition News, 
Sports
11:30—Nightwatch
Channel 3 —• ABC
(Cable Only)
3:30—The Emperor's New 
Clothes
4:30—ABC After School Special 
7:30—U.F.O.
8:30—A Royal Gala Variety 
Performance
10:00—Alan King Special 
11:00—World Today 
11:30—ABC News — At Ease
. Channel 4 — CBS
(Cable Only)
7:30—Safari to Adventure 




11:30—CBS Late Night Movie 
“Cry of the: Hunted”





8:00—The CTV Movie of the 
Week — 
“The Night Of The 
Generals”
10:30—Sports 'Beat ’73 
11:00— CTV News 
11:20—News Hour Final 
12:00—The Late Show 
“In A Lonely Place"







11:00—Q-6 Eyewitness News 
11: JO—Tonight Show
JADE PALACE




from 6 to 8 p.m.
Prices 2.75 — Children 1.49
Friday and Saturday
CABARET 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
FEATURING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
We Specialize in Take-Out Orders — 
Serving Kelowna, Rutland and the Mission.
WINTER HOURS
Open Thursday 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Sunday 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. (
CLOSED MONDAY - TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Gina Takes
Pictures Now
ROME (AP) — Italian film 
star Gina Lollobrigida has 
switched from posing for photo­
graphs to taking them.
Neglecting her acting career 
almost entirely for three years,
Gina used thousands of rolls of 
■ film to photograph Italy. Her 
work will be published in a 
book entitled Italian Mia. The 
picture book contains 200 black 
and white photographs.
Miss Lollobrigida says she 
travelled incognito all over T. , . , , v . . 8:40—Late Breakfast SportsItaly to take her pictures, using 8:5o_Business News
two prune pits to fill out her 
cheeks and wearing a wig as
disguise. •
“After a while I changed the 
pits for- two buttons,” she said. 




The Ontario Educational Com­
munications Authority is cur­
rently producing ‘ a series of 
eight half-hour programs on the 
life and work of playwright 
George Bernard Shaw which 
will be telecast in April, 1973.
CKIQ-1150
24 Hours Monday to Sunday 
Hourly News 24 Hours 
Additional News Casts Below
MONDAY to FRIDAY
BOB HARRISON SHOW 
(6:05 a.m. to 9 a.m.) 
6:55—Farm Report 





7:58—Roads and Temps. 
8:20—Sports scoreboard 
8:30—Late Breakfast News
of Music (Bob Hall, host) 
12:05-12:30—Comedy Corner 
12:30—Sunday Major News 
------ ------------ -------- 12:42—Official Weather Report 
9:05—Uncle Eb’s Peanut Club 12:45—Weekend Sports Report
12:54—Roads and Temps 
12:55—Report from Parliament
NICK FROST SHOW 
(9:10 a.m. to 1 p.m.) 
10:15—Jean Pauley Report 
10:30-—Community Date Book 
10:35—Night School News 
10:50—Women’s World News 
ll:15^-Nancy Edwards Report 
12:00—Haworth’s Time Signal 
12:30—Major News 
12:45—Official Weather Report 
12:48—Sports Report 
12:45—Roads and Temps. 
12:56—News Headlines
GEORGE YOUNG SHOW 
(1:10 p.m. to 3 p.m.) 
1:10—Goodtime Country Music 
1:30—Buy or Sell on T-radio 
3:05—IQ Open Mike
STEVE YOUNG SHOW 










6:30—Buy or Sell on T-radio.
LARRY MUSSER MUSIC 
(7:05 p.m: to Midnight) 
(All Buckaroo B.C. Junior 
hockey games broadcast by IQ.) 
9:50—Road and Temps
10:00—The Late Evening News 
• 10:10—Earl Nightingale
. 11:15—Sports Report
GLEN McINTYRE SHOW 
12:05 a.m. -6:00 a.m. 
(Country and Pop Flashbacks) 
2:05—Sports Wrap-Up
SATURDAY ON ‘Q’ 
BOB HARRISON 
6:05 a.m. -10:00 a.m.
6:55—Farm News




7:52—Roads and Temps 
7:54—News Headlines 
8:20—Sports Scoreboard 
8:30—Late Breakfast News 
8:40—Late Breakfast Sports 
9:15—Uncle Eb’s Peanut Club
JIM YOUNT SHOW 
10:05 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
10:30—Community Datebook 
10:35—Night School News 
12:00—Haworth’s Time Signal 






LARRY MUSSER SHOW 
(3:05 p.m. - 7 p.m.) 
6:00—News, Weather, Sports 
summary
6:30—T-radio (for charity)
capri custom sound has 
TOSHIBA COLOR TV
SHOPS CAPRI PLAZA KELOWNA, B.C
STEVE YOUNG SHOW 
(7:05 p.m.-1 a.m.) 
All Kelowna Bucks games 
. broadcast on CKIQ 
11:05—Sports report
SUNDAYS ON *Q ’
McIntyre marathon 
(1:05 a.m. - 8 a.m.) 
Pop and Country Flashbacks 
2:05—Nightly sports Summarj
JIM PENNINGTON SHOW 





NICK FROST SHOW 
1:10 p.m. - 6 p.m.
6:00—News, Weather, SpOrts 
Nummary .
6:10—Sounds of The Soul 
6:25—Hymns by Pop Artists
GEORGE YOUNG SHOW 
7:05 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
All B.C. Junior Hockey 
games broadcast on CKIQ 
10:00—Major News 




LONDON (Reuter) — Charlie 
Chaplin, 83, is preparing to 
make another, film.
It will be called The Freak. 
He plans to direct it as well as 
play a small part, but the lead­
ing roles will be played by two 
of his daughters, Josephine and 
Victoria.
Chaplin, who lives in Switzer­
land, hopes to start shooting 
some time next year in Eng­
land.
It win be his first film since 
he made A Countess From 
Hong Kong about seven years 
ago, which starred Sophia Lo­
ren’ and Marlon Brando.
The Last Tango
Not Italian Style
ROME (Reuter) — A Rome 
deputy public prosecutor or-




LastBrando’s latest film, ___
Tango in Paris, on the grounds 
that it is obscene.
The prosecutor made out the 
order on the grounds of alleged 
obscenity in some of the scenes 
of the film, which portrays the 
adventures of a down-at-heel 
American libertine in Paris, 






All Exhaust Systems Carry Lifetime Guarantee 
FREE INSTALLATION ON MUFFLERS
JERRY SCHERLE 763-7733 JACK SCHERLE
TOP 100 TUNES 
HEARD LOCALLY
The nation’s top 100 hit 
tunes of 1972 will be heard in 
the Central Okanagan exclu­
sively on CKIQ New Year’s 
eve. The broadcast is being 
produced at CHUM radio in 
Toronto, one of the nation’s 
top rock stations.
Included in the broadcast 
will be brief flashbacks in 
news from the past year. Be­
ginning at 7 p.m., New Year’s 
eye, CKIQ will broadcast the 
countdown of the nation’s top 
100 hits. The broadcast will 
last seven hours.
. Following are the top 20 
tunes:
1. American Pie (Don 
McLean)
2. First Time Ever I Saw
Your Face (Robert Plack) 
A Horse With No Name 
(America) 
Puppy Love (Johnny 
Osmond)
Daddy Don’t You Walk So 






7. School’s Out (Alice Cooper)
8. Heart Of Gold (Neil 
Young)
9. Baby Don’t Get Hooked 
On Me (Mac Davis)
10. Amazing Grace 
(Royal Scotts)
11. Oh Girl (Chi Lites)
12. Without You (Nilsson)
13. Black And White 
(Dog Night)
14. Lean On Me (Bill 
Withers)
15. Candyman (Sammy 
Davis Jr.)
16. Brandy (Looking Glass)
17. Seal With A Kiss 
(Bobby Vinton) •
18. Ben (Micheal Jackson)
19. Long Cool Woman 
(Hollies)




Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 


















the Vietnam war. Miss Fonda
got paint in the face and on









Midnight to 6 a.m.
but .
ies."
PLANS TV SPECIALS 
weekly televisionSullivan s
he sternly in-"I resent that,
















News, Weather on the hour
NEW YORK (AP)
that of Fibber McGee . and
Molly.
Ask him if the era of tele­
SHAVERS





















(2:00 p.m 3:00 p.m.)
RANDY SEABROOK












(To midnight Friday! 
10:00—CBC News. Weather
10:30 to Midnight 
CBC programs
Dawn Patrol




























































Donald Swann, who recently 
appeared in a CBC-TV special, 
Itonald Swann’s Christmas Can 


































Actress Jane Fonda, second
News, Weather on the hour.
Sports on half hour
News,Weather on the hour,














Sports on half hour
6:00—Centurions











from right, is offered help by 
fellow marchers in’ protest 
march against U.S. embassy 
in Stockholm following inci
dent in which a woman show­
ered red paint Oyer Miss
>n the protest march against
Fonda and others, An estimat­
ed 10,000 Swedes participated
Interviewing Old Granite Face
Can Be Unsettling Experience
Inter
viewing Ed Sullivan is an un­
settling experience. He’s a com­
pulsive lighter of other people’s 
cigarettes. He lights people up 
in mid-question.
Another unnerving thing is 
that he’s relaxed. You come ex
pecting to chronicle a signal act 
from Mount Rushmore and in
stead find that his words come
easily and that he s an easy-go­
ing guy.
He speaks his mind, but there
must be an equal-time provision
somewhere in the marriage
contract with Sylvia, his wile of 
some 42 years. She speaks her
mind, too.
When they’re together—and
they usually are at interviews—
it produces a dialogue akin to
vision's weekly variety show is
over. Shows like the ones he did
for CBS until June a year ago.
yes,”
'There were just too many of 
them. People got fed up with
them. We tried every device,
Then, as he warms to the sub­
ject, Sylvia has a thought.
"You know, Ed, I don t ngrre
with you,” she says. "There are 
so many people every place we
go who say they miss a variety
show'. Everything now is mov­
show opened June 20, 1948. It
was called Toast of the Town.
How long would it last today?
"How long?" Sylvia echoed.
“Twenty minutes
Sullivan doubled up in laugh­
ter. “It would depend on what
you've got,” he finally said.
"Well, his wife said, "we've
occasionally seen excerpts from
some of those early shows and
they were really horrible,
show finally was cancelled after 
23 years on the air
I was very unhappy about 
being off the air,” he said.
You get accustomed to doing 
the show. And you form a lot of
At 70, Sullivan is getting 
ready to do three specials for
CBS next year. He doesn’t seem
ready for Sun City yet and has
no idea of retiring. Or of getting
out of the scrivening business.
He started off about 52 years
ago as a $10-a-week reporter for
the Port Chester, N.Y., Daily




down three from the number he
did when his weekly television
show was on. Five weekly col­
umns and the show must hhve
been murder, but Sullivan in­
sists he thrived on it.
He does admit to having a se
vere case of the blues when The
relationships with news­
paper men around the country.
“When you’re off the air, it's
like being sentenced to the 
death chamber," he said.
It’s sort of like a newspaper 
where you’re doing your column
and all of the sudden the man­






"No matter how little the 
money is or anything else, the
prestige of being on a paper
and writing a column and hav­
ing a byline—well, it’s exactly
the same on television.’
Sullivan grinned when asked
if he ever would reach the point
of actually retiring.
"I hope not," he said, his 'old,
granite face’ splitting into a
NOW OPEN
Monashee Cross Country Ski Club
• Application forms will be available at all Sporting
• General Meeting will be held at O.K. Mission Hall,
Thurs., Jan. 4411. at 8 p.m. Everyone Welcome.
For more information contact Ted Wagner at 703-3724
or Gary Morris 765-9275
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
1054 Ellis St., Kelowna
Lighting Fixtures
I lie Latest Styles hi
CONTEMPORARY
7622016
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Channel 3 — ABC 
(Cable Only) 




11:00—The World Today 
11:30—Roger’Miller, His Friends
And His Music
Channel 4 —* CBS 
(Cable Only)
7:30—Bridget Loves Bernie 
8:00—The Waltons




11:30—CBS Late Night Movie 
“On the Town” •
Channel 5 — CHAN TV
(Cable Channel 9) 
7:00—George 
7:30—The Little People 
8:00—Streets of San Francisco 
9:00—Half the George Kirby 
Comedy Hour
9:30—Here Comes The 
Seventies




12:00—The Late Show 
“Human Desire” •






11:00—Q-6 Eyewitness News 
11:30—Tonight Show
GUEST PANELLIST
June Sheppard, Edmonton 
journalist and broadcaster, was 
recently guest panellist bn 
CBC-TV’s Front Page Chal­
lenge.
FRIDAY
Channel 2— CHBC — CBC 
(Cable Channel 13) 




7:30—New Dick Van Dyke 
8:00—M.A.S.H. 




11:20—Late Edition News, 
Sports
11:30—“How To Succeed in Bus­
iness Without Really 
Trying”
Channel 3 — ABC 
(Cable Only) 
7:30—The Price Is Right 
8:00—The Brady Bunch 
8:30—The Partridge Family 
9:00—Rbom 222 
9:30—The Odd Couple 
10:00—Love, American Style 
11:00—The World Today 
11:30—This Is The Year That 
Will Be
Channel 4 — CBS 
(Cable Only) 
7:30—Mary Tyler Moore 
8:00—Mission Impossible 




11:30—Friday Big Four Movie 
— TBA
Channel 5 — CHAN TV 
(Cable-Channel .9) 
7:00—The Brady Bunch 
7:30—The Sonny and Cher 
Comedy Hour 
8:30—CTV Friday Movie 
“McCloud: Showdown At 
The End Of The World” 
10:00—The FBI 
11:00—CTV News




Channel 6 — NBC 
(Cable Only) 
7:00—Ponderosa .
8:00—Sanford and Son 
8:30—Little People 
9:00—Circle of Fear
10:00—NBC Special—In Search 
of the Ancient Astronaut




HOLLYWOOD (Reuter) — 
The Hollywood film industry an­
nounced plans Thursday for cel­
ebrating the 100th birthday of 
its “patriarch”—Adolph Zukor, 
founder of Paramount Pictures.
A lineup of the top names in 
the film industry is to take part 
in a stage show Jan. 7, when 
Zukor, a Hungarian who, ar­
rived in New York in 1888 with 
$25 sewn in his jacket lining, 
will be given a cake with*  100 
candles.
The names include Bob Hope, 
Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, 
and Mae West.
Proceeds from the show, ex­
pected to be about $500,000, go 
to the charities of Variety Clubs 
International. Each of the hun­
dred candles is to be sold for 
$1,000.
Zukor, a former fur dealer, 
entered the entertainment in­
dustry early in the century by 
buying up penny arcades.
He founded the Famous Play­
ers film company in 1912. In 
1917, it merged with other com­




1000 K.L.O. Road, Kelowna, B.C. 
Phone: 762-5445
TRADE EXTENSION COURSES
Spring Term January 1973
These programs are designed for tradesmen wishing to upgrade themselves 
and keep abreast of new developments.
General Regulations —-
1. Registration is. on starting date of course. All courses start at 7 p.m. unless 
otherwise stated. For further information regarding courses, please phone 
the College between 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and 7:00 p;m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Monday to Thursday.
2. Fees are payable on starting date of course. All cheques must be certified 
and made payable to the “Minister of Finance, B.C.’-*
♦Provincial examination arranged on completion of training.
Course Commences Hour:> Days Cost
♦Auto Refresher............. ......... .......... . .. January 9 60 Tues. & Thurs. $30.00
♦Heavy Duty Refresher ..................... ... January 9 60 Tues. & Thurs. $30.00
♦Carpentry Refresher .......... ............... .. January 9 60 Tues. & Thurs. $30.00
♦Electrical Refresher ................. ........ .. January 9 60 Tues. & Thurs. $30.00
♦Millwright Refresher.................. . .. January 8 60 Mon. & Wed. $30.00
♦Refrigeration Refresher ................... February 3 60 Sat. 9 a.m. - 12 $30.00
♦Sheet Metal Refresher ..................... .. January 8 60 Mon. & Wed. $30.00
Interior Finishing Carpentry ......... .. January 9 36 Tues. & Thurs. $18.00
Electrical Code ......... ........................ .. January 8 24 Mon. & Wed. $12.00
Plumbing Code.................... ;........ .. January 8 24 Mon. & Wed. $12.00
Building Code ............. ........................ January 8 24 Mon. & Wed. $12.00
Janitorial Upgrading..... ....................... January 6 20 Sat. 9-11 a.m. $12.00
Welding (Arc) .................................. ... January 4 63 Tups. & Thurs. $45.00
Welding (Oxy-Acetylene) ........... . ... January 4 63 Tues. & Thurs. $45.00
Typing & Shorthand....................... ... January 9 40 Tues. & Thurs. $20.00
Acoustic Ceiling .......................... . January 22 20 Mon. & Tues.' $10.0Q




February 12 16 Mondays $8.00
DECEMBER SPECIALS!
“THE MEDIEVAL FACTORY”
Dining Room Suites — Bedroom Suites —- Benches 
Bench Chests and End Tables — Business Signs 
Name Plaques — Ashtrays 
Candles and Candle Stick Holders
H.B.W. OLAFSON ENTERPRISES LTD.
Open Monday to Friday 10-5; Saturday 12 to 4 
Phone 765-9009
1659 Cary Rd. (opp. Rutland' turnoff)
SKI AT LAST!!
LADIES' DAY
. Wednesdays 10:30 a.m









Jan. 6 to Feb. 24
PASS IQfift
HOLDERS ______ IO.VU
NON PASS AQ AA
HOLDERS —.... - AT.VV
Sorry! Closed for Stocktaking 
Saturday, December 30th
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St. Phone 762-2016
RUTLAND BUILDERS SUPPLY




















won four U.S. and two British
Opens.






















Then, at 5 a.in., his wife called
He also
ing with it 
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foot In Miami's 14-0 season
record.
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bus indoor games today and 
Saturday.
Miss Reiser who amazed
televisionCanadian viewers
during the Olympics by beating
the world record at 1.500 metres
faced her first international
m theas any young runner
world at the metric mile.
of.
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NFL PLAYOFFS
World Record Breaking Runner'
To Compete At K Of C Games
SASKATOON (CP)
newest star in Canadian track
and field. Glenda Reiser of Ot­
tawa, will be a featured per­
former in the knights of Colum­
although she finished second in
her heat, will compete in the
Walsh also will run 400 metres,
in which she has bettered 55
sonal ocst is 53.3, set when she
won the event in a U.S.-Canada
800-metre and 1,500-mctre com­
petitions here:
At 17, she qualified for the
Canadian team this year by de­
feating seasoned Abby Hoffman
of Toronto at 800 metres. She
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, ERI.. DEC. ». 1971
Check and Compare i
Your Total Food Bi
is Lower at Safeway!
Get a Cart Full of Savings
HE
{vfy.
competition here last year when
she came second only to vet­
eran American Olympic ace
Doris Brown of Seattle.
Miss Reiser's time of 4:06.7 in
the Munich Olympics ranks her
eighth in the world and experts
say she has as much potential
Much of her competition
THROUGH A
donna di Camptglio, Italy, in 
the World Cup special slalom
held recently. Cochran didn't
have as good a run as he
Allen And His Redskins
Don't- Care Who Is QB
WASHINGTON (AP) /'If 
you do the right things on de­
fence, anybody can be playing
quarterback and it won’t much 
Washington coach
George Allen said.
Allen said Thursday he be­
lieved his Redskins would be
matter
facing Craig Morton Sunday in 
the game to decide the National
Conference’s entry into Super
Bowl VIL But he figured wrong.
A few hours after the Red­
skins finished their closed work­
out, Dallas Cowboys announced
this year and we pretty much Fritsch field goal, then passed 
know what they’ve got," he
said. “It’s just a matter of deal
Washington defensive tackle 
Bill Brundige didn’t share his
coach’s lack of concern over 
Staubach’s selection.
Td rather be facing Mor
ton, Brundige said. “Stau 
bach’s more of a scrambler and
I just don’t like to run too
treal.
Ivory Crockett, flamboyant | 
American sprinter, also will be'
in the starting blocks' in the 
two-day event. Travelling here
Philadelphia
Crockett is preparing to run a 
new distance for him—300 met­
Crockett has run 100 yards in
9.2 seconds and so far this year 
has not had an official 100 in
less than 9.4. He missed the
American Olympic team by less
than a yard.
Crockett will join Ed Roberts,
Curtis Mills and Ronald Ray in
the mile relay. Roberts will
oppose Crockett at 300 metres
while Ray and Mills will feature
the 400, at which Mills is con 
sidcrcd one of the world's best
He held the world record- 
44.7 seconds—in 1969. He ran
the 800 will come from Brenda
Walsh of Edmonton, who holds
the quarter-mile in 45.4 in the
Olympic team trials last sum­
mer, but finished eighth.
Jack, Arnie Included On List
Of Five All-Time Great Golfers
NEW YORK (AP) — Five
golfers with a total of 54 major
■
 I n ui t r m  
championships between them 
were named Thursday as the
all-time greats of golf in a na­
tionwide poll.
Selected by a vote of the Golf
Writers’ Association of America
were Walter Hagen, Ben Hogan,
I Bob Jones, Jack Nicklaus and
would have liked, but still Arnold Palmer.
managed to pick up a fourth | They will be honored, Jones 
place, finish. and Hagen posthumously, at the
I national awards dinner of the
Cu.aJam Metropolitan Golf Writers’ As vanaaa, Sweden sociation in New York Feb. 19.
The golf writers were asked
| to pick the five all-time greats
of the game. The five selectees
won out in a vote which saw
Nicklaus’s record lists four
Masters, three U.S. Opens, two
British Opens, two PGA and
Hogan won four U.S. Opens,
two Masters, two PGA and one 
British Open. Hagen, king of
the pros when Jones was em­
peror of the amateurs, won five
PGA titles, four British and two 
U.S. Opens. Palmer, whose per­
sonality made a great impact
on the game in the 1950s and
early 1960s, has won four Mas­
ters, two British Opens,
U.S. Open and one U.S. Ama­
PETERBOROUGH, Ont. (CP) 
Teams from Peterborough
nominations also for such stars
and Mora, Sweden, split a 
midget-juvenile hockey double
header here Wednesday night.
The games were the first in a 
10-day Ontario exhibition tour 
by the Mora teams.
as Byron Nelson, Lee Trevino 
and Gary Player.
Nicklaus, golf’s all-time lead­
ing money winner, last season
reached one of his longtime
Both Safeway Stores Will Be Closed










8% oz. Tri-Pack 2 89c
Flu Disrupts
Soccer Schedule Lucerne Brand
You can’t go into a game 
thinking ‘we’ve got to prevent 
the pass’ or ‘we’ve got to stop 
the run,’ Allen said, “or 
you’re going to get burned.
“It’s like a batter who goes 
up to the plate worrying about 
the knuckle ball. He watches
three fast balls go by for strikes 
and goes back to the dugout
still waiting for the knuckler
The Swedes won the midget 
game from Peterborough 2-1,
with Ove Macus and Tommy
Caisson scoring for the vis­
itors The Peterborough goal 
came from Mark Connelly.
Peterborough won the juve­
nile game 4-1. Goals came from
Gary Baldwin, Tom Morawetz
Paul Carey and Randy Bryan
goals in matching the late Bob 
Jones’s record of 13 major 
championships
HAD GOOD RECORD
Jones’s record included five
United States Amateur titles
and one British Amateur, but 
no Masters since that evpnt was
started after Jones had gone’
into semi-retirement
LONDON (Reuter)
fluenza struck at the English 
League soccer schedule again
today when five of Saturday’s 
scheduled’ games were, called
off to bring to 14 the number of 
games postponed this season.
Party Dips
they would go with quarterback 
Roger Staubach in the National 
Football League game at Rob 
ert F. Kennedy Stadium.
The fact that Staubach, more 
of a threat to run, would start
spread out to , try and contain 
him. And we really can’t use
that five-man line as effectively
I in place of Morton, prone to 
stay in the pocket, didn't con-
i cern the Redskins’ coach.
against him.
Morton/ who took over Dallas' 
signal calling when Staubach 
suffered a pre-season injury, di 
rected the Cowboys to a 10-4
for the home team, while the 
Swedes’ only tally was. scored 
by Per-arne Olsson.
LICENCE HOLDERS
More than 7.7 million Canadi
The postponed games: Divi­
sion I, West Bromwich, Albion 
vs. Leeds United; Division II, 
Nottingham Forest vs. Hull 
City, Orient vs. Sunderland; Di­




ans have drivers’ licences.
Busy Baker
Snack Crackers
“We are not preparing differ­
ently for either of them,” Allen 
said.
Allen, who sprung a five-man
record, one game back of Wash 
ington in the East Division, and 
into the playoffs with the NFC’s
wildcard berth.
front line on Green Bay to ne­
gate the Packers' running
game, also said he didn't expect 
any surprises from the Dallas
defence.
"We’ve played them twice
But it was Staubach who got
Dallas past San Francisco and
into Sunday’s game. He re­
placed Morton in the fourth 
quarter last Saturday and, trail­
ing by 16 points, brought the
Cowboys within range of a Toni
Steelers Not Afraid Of Dolphins
PITTSBURGH (AP) - “We’ll
Miami Dolphins,"
Terry Bradshaw said, a glucose 
tube dangling from his left arm
at Divine Providence Hospital.
“Miami's a heck of a team,
but there’s no reason they
should beat Pittsburgh Steel-
Pittsburgh
Steeler players already talk of
their trip to the Super Bowl.
The Dolphins’ 15-0 record seems
to scare nobody.
With Bradshaw, the Pitls-
burgh quarterback, 
nothing but victorious thoughts 
ev?n though he was flattened 
temporarily Thursday by a 24-
hour virus.
The Dolphins, champions
the Eastern Division, meet Cen­
tral Division king Pittsburgh
Sunday for the National Foot­
ball League's American Cunfer-
ence title at Three Rivers
final preparations.
The Canadian, Roy Gerela
from Powell River, B.C., is the
ace placekicker for Pittsburgh
Steelers who take on Miami
Dolphins with the winner going
to the Super Bowl.
Garo Yepremian from Cyprus
does the same job for the Dol­
phins.
In the regular season, their 
records were close with Gerela
kicking 119 points and Yepr­
emian 115 points.
However, the 24-year-old Ge­
rda, whose brother, Ted, kicks 
for British Columbia Lions of
the Canadian Football League,
may have one big advantage
Sunday—-his fans, known as Ge­
rda's Guerrillas.
The Guerrillas are a noisy
ledwoi.crs,
who sit in the end zone and try
to distract opposing kickers by
displaying huge signs that re­
mind a kicker of previous poor
performances.
Gerda says
are a great bunch.
''They even came Io training
'Til tell you about Miami s
" said Briulshaw, ad-
ju: ting Ins huge eyeglasses.
They’ic terribly quick. But,
I'm sure we can move the ii.dl
. and i>u' mine ixmil.i on the
radshaw said hr 'spent (he
ole night (Wednesdayi in the
athroom, sicker than a dog."
‘'Em not inisM’H a :huu* '
camp this year and told me
what they planned to do."
Gerda's II!) points led the
Steelprs in scoring this
and included 28 field goals, both
club records, lie led Piitsbincli
IO its first title in 40 ycai
the National Football league
picked over yepr- 
rminn for the AFC pro bowl
Ho was
team although Garo had a big
However, last year when Jan
Stcncnid of Kansas City Chiefs
made the all-star team instead
of Ycpicminn, Garo had the








Rich Cream and Spice, Ready to Pour.
Here's unbeatable value. It's our
store-wide stock reduction sa e.
Savings in every department. Suits,
Sport Coats, Slacks, Sweaters,













Prices ITfectivc Fri. and Sid.. Occ. 29th mid .mMIi.
llnuntoHii Open Mnn. - I ti. f>;(>0 a.in. - I’lOO |>m.
Oirharn Park Open 9:30 6:00 Mnn. . VVcil
Wc Reserve the Kight to .Limit Qiianlities.
SAFEWAY
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AIR CANADA ® OAC
LONDON SUPER SHOW TOUR
YOU could be the lucky entrant in KELOWNA
■rar
§
WINNER FROM THE EMPORIUM 
BETTY M. COWAN 
Westbank, B.C. — Phone 768-5430
only
WINNER FROM CAPRI CUSTOM SOUND 
MRS. JANKE
2673 Gore St.
With mist. Includes 21 medium-size
763-5900
'8





IP's & 45's 
Open Noon to Nine 
1471 Pandosy 763-7151 
Latest Releases 12:30 a.m. CKIQ
to Win the Grand Prize 
of a Personalized 14-Day 
HOLIDAY TRIP for2 
in London, England 
with AIR CANADA and BOAC
Alio two $5 prizes awarded each week by participating stores on this
SHOW TOUR HOLIDAY INCLUDES .. .
• Return air fare Toronto/Mohtreal to 
London for 2 persons
• Return air fare or other transportation 














If You Buy Before You See
PFAFF & FABRICS
You Moy Be Sorry 
Service to all makes of sewing 
machines. Trades Welcome.
















Spcvinl . Jvf*/  fe/
LARRY'S RADIO-TV
^55 Lawrence 762-5341
• Transfer from London Airport to 
hotel on arrival
• 13 nights first class hotel 
accommodation
• < theatre tickets per person 
O A get-together party to London 
• Membership to a London casino
• Avis Rent-A-Car for 2 days on arrival 
(you pay only the mileage charge) 
a MOO Dinner and Spending Money
Here's All You Have To Do To Enter:
CONTEST RULES:
Visit any one of the stores advertising on this page, fill out and deposit an entry blank 
to the ballot box. No purchase is necessary.
Contest is open to anyone, except employees and their immediate families of partici­
pating retailers, the newspaper. Air Canada and BOAC.
Contest closes January 13, 1973. Grand Prize winners will be announced prior to Janu­
ary 31, 1973. Trip for Grand Prize winners has been arranged for departure during 
March, 1973. Decision of the judges is final.
Prizes are as described above — no cash equivalent or substitutions available.
Complete list of Grand Prize winners will be published in 
this newspaper at conclusion of contest. I 
You accept these rules when you enter this contest.
Enter Now... Enter Often!








To Our Friends and Customers
You’ll find all your wine making supplies at 
Little Beaver’s Loft.
Betototia JjOljarnw
297 Bernard Ave. Phone 762-3131
Open Mon. thru Fri. — 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. 






all their friends and customers 
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
Where Else But
SUPERVALU
Will you find one store centre of down­










★ Large stock of Bibles, free name en- 
, graved on any Bible bought.
★ Free calendar with $10 purchase or over. 
Religious Jewellery, Children’s Books, 
Christmas Records, from 99c to 5.98
■A’ Free — Your Name Engraved on any 
Bible bought.
Open 9 to 9 Thurs. and Fri.
k Shops Capri 763-6135 jA
EVERYTHING IN LIGHTING
o Lava Lamps 
• Visual Effects 
o Fat Alberts
a Moon Globes 
Fibre Optics 
School Lamps











Your Downtown Furniture Headquarters




For the holiday season. Ideal gift 
items. See our large collection.
Chez Marie )
Shops Capri / 763-5516 I
BANKHEAD SUPPLY
'Groceries 'Confectioneries
OPEN AS USUAL 
THROUGHOUT THE HOLIDAYS
We Wish to Extend 
SEASONS GREETINGS 





SALT AND PEPPER SHAKERS, 



















2nd Look Boutique 
FEATURING
o Estcc Lauder Cosmetics
• Full 'lime Cosmetician
• Wigs—Including Ihe new cnplcss wig.
• Fashion Accessories
2nd LoOK





If you have a travel question, ask a travel expert ...see your Al R CANADA or BOAC Agent
Hobbies Galore DISTRICT PAGE RUTLAND SOCIALSRUTLAND (Special) — Visi- holidays included Diane, Goert­zen, Bob Kyte, Rod Sulzle, andtors, at the home ot Mr. and
Take Up Time
Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland) Westbank 
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RUTLAND (Staff)
Kokkila is another of those
— Mrs. Ell I anywhere. So far it’s taken a 
nf those whole winter—and there’s more
women who have so many hob- 1 
biea they have no time on their 
hands. You think you’ve seen 
all of Mirjam's creations , when 
she or Eli mentions another.
The smart little home at 215 
Holbrook Rd. W. Is full of the 
items she’s made. Someday, 
she hopes, they will belong to 
her children'or their children.
Mr. and Mrs. Kokkila have 
lived in Rutland about two 
years. He worked for the Cana­
dian Pacific Railway for many
—^years in various parts of B.C*  
Mrs retired as yard foreman in 
HBrlowna, where they lived for
years. Both were bom in 
^Finland, and have been in Can- ■
ada about 40 years.
For starters there are plants, 
ranging from large , rubber 
plants, and cactus to smaller 
ones like ferns. Some of them 
are more than four years old. 
They were obtained from stores 
and friends.
“Plants are not too expensive 
if you buy them when they are 
small,” Mirjam says. “AU they 
need is -fertilizer and water.”
Some people have trouble 
keeping plants in houses with 
gas heat, but not the Kokkilas. 
They just make sure they get 
plenty of water.
* There are geraniums in the 
.'basement. Come better wea- 
<ther, and they’U go outside. At 
‘ one time begonias and dahlias 
‘were kept in the basement 
J However, it was too warm for 
'them.
f You'd think five pictures were 
..painted. Look closer and you’U 
(see they were made with need- 
‘Ies. Mirjam bought the canvas 
J.and wool for a picture of Cin- 
> derella spinning in the castle, 
‘‘during a visit to Finland. That 
*, picture took a lot of hard work. 
-If she had to sell it she wouldn’t 
"take less than $100—but selling 
i wouldn't enter her mind unless 
-it were absolutely necessary.
A lake scene was copied from 
* a picture on a calendar. Even 
* the water has different hues of 
•' cotton. There is .also a Uttle 
J red canoe, mountains and trees, 
. Another picture is of birds. Two 
•others are of Finnish pastoral
,  HBowling Tournament Success 
Brings Highlight Of Season
to go.
Just before Christmas the 
finishing touches were put on a 
nylon, wool rug. This product 
took about two months.
tovsC Hc^rtistrv311^ <allP1'the! JUTLAND (Staff) - The
morp Hrcmarkab?e then you yearly aduit and youth bowling 
learn most of it is self-taught, ^tie^Graber’
love it.” Two chairs and a foot! Bowlmg Association.
stool have taken on new leases “They were highlights of the 
of life under her talented fin- season. The young people really 
gers. She bought one chair in enjoyed , bowling with adult 
a second hand store for $5, partners.” x
spent about $10 on materials. In the Teen League Wednes- 
and the result is a thing of day, Dave Anderson and his 
beauty. father Ed rolled 1,980, Dirk
Mirjam’s ambition is to do .the Gruber and Bud Toole got 1,786. 
same for a chesterfield and Ricky Jakubowski and his 
chair in the recreation room, mother Eva scored 1,744. Dave 
The only thing stopping her is Mann and his father Tom were
Mrs. John Tataryn, Graham 
Road, were Mrs. Tataryn’s sis­
ter Rita Hirschkorn of Hins­
dale, HI., another sister and 
her husband, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lorne Gramms from Beisecker, 
Alta., and a brother James 
Hirschkorn from Sidney. Mrs. 
Tataryn is a sister ot Leroy 
Hirschkorn of Rutland.
Erma Gross. Les Rogers was 
a visitor here too. He is the son 
of Pastor and Mrs. W. W. 
Rogers, now of Mission City.
Mr. and Mrs. Duane Ander­
son of Portland, spent the holi­
days with their parents, Mrs. 




ped the boys with 243. Second' 
game honors went to Danita 
Lischka with 240, and Dork 
Gruber with 243. In the third 
game, Vicki Fowler bowled 206, 
Gary Baxter 211. Debbie Kop- 
etsld with 253 and Steve Ivens 
200 topped the fourth
Mr. and Mrs, Dale Jones of 
Williams Lake were visitors at 
the home of her parents'; Mr. 
and Mrs. J. J. Hill. .
Mr. and Mrs. H. Spenst had a 
visit from Mr. and Mrs. E. 
Zachary and daughters from 
Lacombe, Alta. ‘
Mr. and Mrs. -Marvin Dick 
and Denise were happy to have 
the rest of the family home for 
Christmas, Joylin, Murray and 
Doug. . „
Visiting his parents were Ken 
and June Metzgar and Michelle 
of Lacombe. "
SPECIALS
Alberta Red Brand Beef - "Grade A"
that, until she gets adept in next with 1,737. 
the art, objects have to be In the first game, Linda 
taken to classes at Rutland Jakubowski was the high girl 
Secondary School. It would be with 233. David Anderson top­
pretty expensive getting a truck ——:------ —— ~ :
for every class. i« I n I r
“Now I will show you my Jtlfl HrffOfi rftl* 
masterpiece,” she says, taking 1 M
a whiskey bottle from the ■■ • f|_
mantlepiece. It’s covered with t(*0n0IBIC ^lUmP 
everything from son Reino’s ■
Junior Forest Warden badge of I TORONTO (CP) — A noted 
many vtars ago to bottle open-1 British economist urged Friday 
ers and locks. They are glued that international development 
on the bottle, then paint is aMi he allocated in a way that 
sprayed on. Mirjam plans to woUld help the industrial coun­
make another someday. triesregain prosperity after a
And what about Eli? Whenhe’s not boasting about his ^ahn,professor erne-
•/» ntus of economics at Cam-
Wufef Xr0TSS’ bridge University, made the
about the house. But, come propogal to the Allied Social 
wariner days, he 11 be out tend- science Associations meeting 
ing his garden, where vege- here, headed by the American 
tables,, grapes and flowers grow Economics Association, 
in profusion. He noted that the inter­
Having only moved here two nafionai monetary system now 
years ago, they haven’t tridd is being reformed, and said he 
for any prizes. Their garden favored a system by which all 
won prizes in Armstrong. countries will be encouraged to 
The warmth that exudes from make more frequent but 
this lovely couple has touched smaller adjustments in the in- 
the lives of relatives and friends Itemational exchange value of
scenes.
' A real labor is a large quilt. 
The 1,800 pieces are sewn to­
gether, then stitched to fortrel
who enjoy their crafts. They their currencies.
have only one regret—their Under the old International 
command of the Finnish lan- Monetary Fund agreements, 
guage is slipping. The only tijrie countries generally avoided de- 
they use it is whep writing7 to valuing or revaluing their cur- 
people back in the old edimtry. rencies upwards except when 
The. Kokkilas perpetuated fo«ed by the weight of inter-.
their heritage by naming their national markets to do so.
son Reino and their daughter ENDORSES SYSTEM
Laila. Reino, his wife and two Lord Kahn endorsed the sys- 
daughters live in Toronto. Laila tem by which the IMF allocates
game.
The peewee and bantam tour­
nament was Boxing Day. In the 
bantams, Karen Follett and 
Syd Hackett got 1,358, followed 
by Darlene Buchner and her 
mother Terry with 1,309. Ed and 
Jodi Jakubowski 1,299. Pat and 
John Lake topped the peewees 
with 1,291, followed by Wendy 
Conway and Shirley Fowler 
1,278, Darla Weninger and her 
mother 1,268.
HIGH SCORERS
In the first game, high scor­
ers were Darla Weninger and 
Pat Lake for the peewees, Deb­
bie Buchner and-Gordon Jack- 
son in the bantams. Second 
game honors went to Wendy 
Conway and Dale Martel in 
peewees, Cathy Burnell and 
Greg Stearns in bantams. For 
the third game, it was Janet 
Cameron and-Donald Siebert in 
peewees, Patti Volk and Bruce 
Howe in bantams. Individual 
scores were not given.
All leagues held parties, with 
refreshments donated by the 
bowling association.
“We are getting down to 
really serious bowling now,” 
reported Mrs. Gruber. “We’ve 
got the annual fruit bowl tour­
nament here Feb. 17, and only 
the best bowlers will take part.”
This event is for all but pee­
wees. Teams from Penticton, 
Kelowna, Merritt, Golden and 
Salmon Arm have been invited. 
There will be 40 bowlers from 
each centre. Billets will be pro­
vided for out-of-town bowlers.
Plans are also being made for 
the B.C. youth singles 'cham­
pionships here April 7. This has 
not been held in Rutland for 
some years.
Visiting the Ben Huether 
home were their daughter and 
family, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer 
Koronko- and children from 
Pleasant Hill, Ore., also Dr. 
and Mrs. Robert Huether and 
family from Calgary who also 
visited her parents Mr. * and 
Mrs. H. C. Blaisdell.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Lancour 
of Bella Coola and their daugh­
ter Shelley of Lacombe were 
visitors at the home of Mrs. 
Lancour’s sister and family, 
the Harvey Hathaways.,
Visiting the Hestdalen home 
was W. j. Aldrich of Loma 
Linda, Wash.
Visiting Mr/ and Mrs. Nor­
man Elmhirst was their son H. 
Elmhirst of Lacombe. '
Baron of Beef 1.49
Visiting at the J. J. Hill home I ■
ESI- Prime Rib Roast 1 AQ
From Loma Linda visiting his I —1  ......... ..................— Ik ■ W
pare , Mr. and Mrs. Walter || 
Hpnke, was George Honke.
Visiting her mother, who re- I JGUd 
cently moved here, was Diane I
Jensen of Lacombe. < || Breakfast 79c
> lining and broadcloth backing, and her husband, Elvin Isaak, special drawing rights (SDRs) 
■ There’s not a machine x stitch I are in Ladysmith. | to its members in order to
make it easjer for governments 
to settle international trade bal­
ances.
But he said that instead of al­
locating SDRs to all countries— 
rich and poor—the allocations 
for the industrially-developed 
countries should be ear-marked 
for foreign aid. They could be 
used to bolster the International
NEWS ODDITIES
No One Pays For Burgers
In This Atlanta Restaurant iAgency, SUb-III I IIIJ MllUIIIM sidiary of the world bank which
ATLANTA, Ga. (API —
. ^After a-hamburger franchise 
had been robbed by bandits 
and burglars 17 times in the 
last two years, the corpo- 
, ration general manager wrote 
; the police a letter of protest.
The letter prompted the 
city’s top robbery detective to
I be dispatched to discuss the 
situation with Leroy Danzy, 
• the general manager.
While Lieut. J. L. Sparks, 
; head of the police robbery dl- 
■ vision, was in the back office
Tuesday, two bandits struck 
out front and fled with more 
than $600.
Adding insult to injury, ban­
dits struck again eight hours 
later but left with nothing 
when . employees convinced 
them the safe couldn’t be 
opened.
And burglars stole $150 the 
next ni^ht.
WASHINGTON (Reuter) - 
Bird experts will start spray­
ing trees Friday along Presi­
dent Nixon’s inauguration 
route here, A plastic sub- 
stniice will make sure birds
makes low-interest loans to de- do not drop any unmvited oP yeloping countries.
ferings on Nixon or the people p 6
lining the route. ..  1
The substance will give the DIMIf IIMY 
birds a "hot foot” if they land IvlIvlA Jllv/V
on trees along the ceremonial UITC A^AIAI 
route Nixon will take Jan. 20 Till J AvAllx
to be formally sworn in for RUTLAND (Staff) - Mis- 
his second term as president. fortune has again fallen on 
u Imi paS^’ the hockey and skating rink
buildings .and institutions committee of Rutland Park 
have used firecrackers, suner- Sociel L t month the rink 
sonic howls, scarecrows and Jn they Ccntennial Park was 
J flooded in preparation for 
winter skating and hockey, 
and lights were erected. Then
even stuffed owls to 
scare away birds.
BOISE, Idaho (AP) 
Idaho division of 
health is working with
SCORING LEADERS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
In the National Hockey 
League's only game last night, 
Buffalo's Rene Robert picked 
up two goals in the Sabres’ 8-2 
conquest of Chicago Black 
Hawks In Buffalo. He now has 
22 gogls and 2(> assists for a to-
tai of 48 points, which puts 
one point behind linemate














































RUTLAND (Staff! - Bottles 
pre lieing collecti-<i to buy n
baseball pitching miuhiiie.
Coach Eil Nclxon has taken on 
this piuj-ict for the lliilland 
Minor Baseball Association.
Cii't'lii; alxiuT $1,21X1, 
tiEirhilli*  would be used 




b-i-tt rnKed. Mr Neltmi htipr-s 






err VOl R MH K 1/ 
HILL IN
with Fill I’ alialrr
I? «|U. Nklm
1.' <jlx. ;• 3.99
IRI I IIIIIMRY 
(All. If.', M.7
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Sukow 
were visited by son Lawrence of 
Blue Mountain Academy, Ham­
burg, Pa., who has not oeen 
home for two years. Students at 
the academy raised the money 
to send Lawrence home for 
Christmas. Also home was Ed­
win from Walla Walla, Wash. ■
Mrs. George Bangay and Ar­
nold of Quesnel were visitors at 
the home of her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Pete Wolfe.
Visitors at the Fred Tatlas 
home were Mr. and Mrs, Ross 
Wilkinson of Calgary.
Mr. and Mrs. John Krender 
had a visit from their daugh­
ter and faifiily, Dr. and Mrs. Ed 




MONTREAL (CP) — A
Garlic Sausage £Qf
Coil ................................. lb.. jF w
Building Complex 
To Start Soon
RUTLAND (Staff) — Begin­
ning of construction of a com­
mercial-residential complex on 
Highway 33 has been set for 
March, it was announced Wed­
nesday.
Busch Construction of Kel­
owna plans the development on 
the former. Rutland Sawmills 
property. It will include stores, 
offices and residential units. 
Terms for a land use contract 
were approved Dec. 20 by the 
Central Okanagan Regional 
District board.
Visiting his mother, Mrs. Ann 
Blishen, were Mr. and MrS. B. 
Blishen of Calgary.
Visiting at the home of Dod 
Smith were Christa Schultz of 
Penticton; and Gertrude 
Schultz of Toronto. .
Merina Lundin of Calgary 
visited her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Arnold Hack and family.
Visiting her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Louis Goertzen, were Mr. 
and Mrs.- Don Mahonney of 
Port Hardy.
Visiting her parents, Mr. aric 
Mrs. Herb Reimche, was Twyla 
Reimche of Willowdale, Ont. 
Also home for Christmas was 
Audrey Reimche from Walla 
Walla.
spokesman for Steinberg’s Ltd., I 
a food store chain, said Thurs- I 
day that a complete laboratory I 
analysis of his company’s or- I 
ange juice, products line has I 
been ordered following com- I 
plaints of adulteration. II 
The Federation 'des Magasins I 
Co-ops, a Quebec consumers’ I 
group, said Wednesday that I 
none of the 13 top-selling orange I 
juice brands were 100-per-cent- I 
pure as advertised, and nene I 
met all federal food and drug I 
requirements.- I
Marvin - Biltis, director of I 
sales for Steinberg’s, said Cana- I 
dlan consumers- have two-way I 
protection designed to ensure I 
that food products live up to the I 
claims on their container labels. I
Margarine
Parkay ........... • W
Apple Juice OQ,
Sun-Rype. Blue Label. *Oi  BL
48 oz. tins ..............."
Ice Cream
Noca or Dairyland .... gallon pail1.99
Other students home for the
North Stars' Boss 
To Receive Award
NEW YORK (Apf^Valu r' 
Bush Jr., president of Minne­
sota North Stars of the Na­
tional Hockey League, was 
named Thursday to receive the 
1073 Lester Patrick Trophy for 
outstanding service to hockey in 
the United States.
Bush, a long-time worker for 
amateur hockey in this country, 
will receive the award at the 
NHL’s annual All-Star Game 
dinner here Jan. 29. The trophy 
was named for the New York 
Rangers’ late general manager 
and coach.
Potato Chips n. QQ- 
oid Dutch JLTor jr
Tri Pack ........................
Flour 1 AQ
Robin Hood     20 lb. bag S
Icing Sugar 29c
2 lb. carton  ..................    w
Salt
B.C. Iodized 2|bs 19c
Corn ।
Libby’s Cream Style, 14 oz. tins
his style old style
I can only tell you with the utmost 
ShKtm,', thet before you do nny- 
thiiig els', instore you go through 
anotliri discomforting winter, look 
Into Inlerthrrm, Plug in models else 
eveilable tnr heeling Individuel 
rooms. Write In for literature. We 
won t hnve a salesman «t your door 
Ihd neat day Just eaainlne whet we 
have to eay, and make your own 
decision.
Bn! do write to us today. ' 1
— The weather melted the ice, and
mental goods were stolen from the 
a $20v;- concession,
000 federal grant to find out Now the power poles have 
who besides, a nagging wife slipped, lowering wires to 
drives a man to drink. about six feet from the cc-
Larry Burman, a member ment. Someone helped them-
of the department staff, said selves to some light bulbs,
six cities have been selected and committee chairman Ed
for study. They were Coeur Nelson took the rest home to
d’Alene, Lewiston, Boise, save them from a similar
Nampa, Twin Falls and Poca- fate.
tey,7,I , ,, . "H’s too bad when you work
It s more acceptable to j)avcj Homcone ruins the 
blame a guy’s nagging wife effort .. sak| Mr. Nelson. "We 
for his alcoholism than io wju |iav0 j)avc another
take a eritril look at the W()l>k plu.ly l0 brace the
community, his employer and । ,, 
peers,” Burman said. ’’L,.' ,. n„. „ .
Whatever factors encourage len “ “LJ1 ’
alcoholism. Burman said, “al- ,P. n n'n„k
cohol works for people." ,fc 1)1,10 b 22- RcskK’
said people drink to change | we,c llot available Thursday. 
ihe way they feel. । ' ■ 1 f
If you’ve decided against electric heat 
because you were told its operating costs 
are too high, then chances are ycu haven’t 
looked Into Intertherm’s electro-hydronic... 
HOT WATER HEAT WITHOUT PLUMBING
Iha accuaallonof 
high operating 
coats Io a burden 
electric heat hits 
had to bear, hut 
with Interlhnrm'e 
hot water electric 
heal, we have man-
, Jd«t, i Humii «ged a solution Io 
rt.ue.i tiu.l.id lhla problem, Our 
healing system follows less the 
principle ot ordinary olaclrlc team- 
. lanes heat, than it does the principle 
ot aconomical hot waler han'
With almost a half million Inter- 
therm inslallnllons under out halt it 
la simply amanny to us the number 
ot people who write us telling hliw 
pleasantly surprised they were of 
the low opeiellng coati
And not only Ie Intertherm eco­
nomical. it i aleo the most com- 
tollable klndof heat you < nnprovida 
lor your ownlamlly Thal a because
it •limmateicold Hoorn anti 
colil <lr»t|» And lh.ro l» none 
ot that on «g«ln. otf .gain ' 
type ot hr Hl Ju»t tmoolh, 
• wn, < omfoiuhlo he»t
^4^
It i ai»o , heAiiMui heat now b» MJ/’V It R11 It RM h\'l o»n< two 
>np iciommemled by aiiergiMx »lllf not rin *»»,  si l«t» Ann
p»Lienl» null eplihie to rornhutlion i 
g.nri »nit Inert <!..>! n .u-l b, I 
tf>« hot ho«liog AutlAi •» ot orrt OAiy • 
howling plonli. ]
And finally, It I*  Ao *t^K>lutly  । 
»j!e * ( hud r.in ttutt Iho Vimi*» t । 
»ntt gtut*  (mow- »
bOAhlt withOMttti*  MlgMett Awraget. *
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Ho opened up the north with baling wire, canvas and courage— 
and maybe the thought of Old Stylo Beer waiting when he made 
it back home. Old Style has logged a lot of miles and quenched 
a lot of thirsts nince way-back-then; and it tastes just as good 
today. Slow-brewed and naturally aged formen who appreciate 
the down-to-earth flavour of an honest, old-time beer. Try it.
Old Stole SLOW BRCWf 0 AND NATURALLY AGED.
Beans
Libby’s Red Kidgey.
14 oz. tins ................ 4-95c
Lemon Juice ACr
Realcmon. 25 oz. bottle ....... .............
Tomato Juice JQf
lobby’s ............................... 48 or. tin ™
Green Beans








Vegetable Oil 7 59
West .......................... . 128 oz. &West OZ.
Cheez Whiz
16 pz. jar........................ 99c
Strawberry Jam AQf
Itavnn nrDe o 24 oz.
Oranges
Sunliisf, Fresh and Juicy
You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion's.
Diors
OF RUTLAND
Open 7 Days a Week - 9 a.m. to 9 p.m 
PHONE 765-5152
TAGE 1< WTXIWKA BAHJT CGU&IEH. TM.» DEC. t>. 1M1
MAKE YOUR NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION NOW, TO USE COURIER WANT ADS MORE IN 1973
START NOW BY CALLING 763-3228
1. BIRTHS
•.AMES ABE IMPORTANT! CHOOS- 
tog a natna for year child• 
real cltxaurt and ctherz wiD 
know your choice Name youi child m 
q ickly a» ootzible fix*  th» ind>- 
»:dva> name in The
(n-ficr Birth NXIce Call the ClaMi- 
tied Department. 763-3228. give tte 
ja-.-la including the name and we wu> 
publish a Birth Notice in the next edl 
vnn of the Kelowna DaUy Courier for 
a*  low ai $2-50- ‘
2. DEATHS
COX — Sir. John Alvin Cox of 493 
Montgomery Road. Rutland, passed 
away on December 25th. at the age of 
80 years.*  Mr. Cox is survived, by two 
b others. Lionel of Carman. Manitoba 
and James of Winnipeg. Several nieces 
and nephews also survive. Funeral 
■ services wdl be held from The Garden 
Chapel. 1134 Bernard Avenue on Satur­
day. December 30th at 1:45 p.m. Rev­
erend Tom Jones officiating. Interment 
will follow in Lakeview Memorial Park. 
THE GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL 
DIRECTORS have been entrusted with 
f-neral arrangements. CTelephone 762- 
3040). 12j
15. HOUSES FOR RENT !
THREE BEDROOMS — GLENMORE. 
Available for immediate occupancy - 
new three bedroom fourplex unit with 
basement and carport. Country 
sphere-targe play area-children wel­
come. $170 per month. Telephone 763- 
3303 or 762-3113.  “
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY 
view at Mackenzie Manor fiveplex. Mac­
kenzie Road, Rutland. Two baths. 2ta 
bedrooms. *pacious  living. Some child­
ren welcome. Water and garbage col­
lection free. $135 pir month. No pets. 
Telephone 763-3472 or 769-4546. tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. LARGE 
suite in fouiplex in Rutland, featuring 
IVi baths, two bedrooms, targe living 
room. aU carpeted. Close to school and 
shopping. Children welcome. Telephone 
765-8788. u 
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1. SPACIOUS 
modem, three bedroom duplex. .Steps 
from safe beach. Wall to wall, in living 
room, IV*  bathrooms, garage, carport, 
newly redecorated. Telephone 762-4207.
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
tUo bedroom mobile home. 
completely furnished, also cabins. Pin­
cushion Bay Motel. Peachland. Tele-
phone 767-2222 (Peachland). 134
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX; FULL 
basement and carport. No pets. Teie-
phone 765-3315. tf
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
MODERN, THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 
on KLO Road. $175 per month. Im­
mediate occupancy. Telephone 769-4314.
tf
SPACIOUS. TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex unit; carpets, utility room, sun­
deck and carport. Near schools. $135
16. APTS. FOR RENT 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
FLOWERS 
Convey your thoughtful 
message in time of sorrow; 
KAREN’S FLOWER BASKET
451 Leon Ave. 762-3119 
M,W.Ftf
LARGE. BRAND NEW, ONE BED- 
room duplex on Bernard Avenue, $130 
per month. Telephone 762-5078. tf
LARGE, BRAND NEW. TWO BED- 
room home on Benard Avenue. $160 
per month. Telephone 762-5078. U
THREE BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, city location. Rent $180. Avail­
able December 1 Telephone 764-4963. U
THREE BEDRO6M DUPLEX. CARPET- 
ed. IMi baths. Located in Rutland area. 
$155 per month. Telephone 765-9693. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. CENTRAL 
Rutland." $145 per month. Available 
February I. Telephone 765-8841. tf
per month. Telephone 765-6255. U
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, CENTRAL- 
ly located, children and pets welcome. 
$155 per month. Telephone 762-8746; tl
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED HOUSE 
available for the month of January.
PARKWOOD TERRACE. SPACIOUS 
two bedroom garden apartments located 
just oH .akeshore and city limits; 
Included: range, refrigerator, air con­
ditioner. cable television, paved park­
ing. Telephone 763-3841 or 763-6013. tf
VISTA MANOR, TWO B E D R O O M 
suite, close in. newly decorated, carpet­
ed, ground floor, private entrance. Quiet 
living people. Opportunity for janitor 
with references. Telephone 762-3037. 765-
6536. U
Telephone 763-3504. 126
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE IN RUTLAND 
available immediately. Garage, garden.
REASONABLE RENT TO RIGHT 
couple, one bedroom basement suite. 
Private entrance, carpet throughout, 
utilities paid. No children, no pets. Tele-
Telephone 765-5674. 125
phone 765-7549. U
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, ON STUART 
Road. Lakeview Heights. $150 per 
month. Telephone 769-4343. 125
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. OIL HEAT, 
garage. Fenced yard. Telephone 763-
7287. 125
TWO BEDROOM COTTAGE, CARPET- 
ed, refrigerator, stove, washer and 
dryer hookup. $135 per month, one child 
acceptable, no pets, references re­
quired. Telephone 765-5578 or enquire 
at 1000 Lelthead Road. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, FULL 
basement, electric heat, built-in stove, 
carport, $150, available immediately. 
Close to schools and Capri shopping. 
Call at 1332 Highland Drive South or
telephone 765-7997. U
16. APTS. FOR RENT
LOMBARDY PARK
NOW AVAILABLE, ONE BEDROOM 
basement suite in Rutland. Furnished 
or unfurnished. Suitable for married 
couple or male adults. No pets. Tele­
phone 765-6370. . 125
ONE BEDROOM SUITE. UPSTAIRS. 
Carpeted, privacy. Quiet adults. Vacant. 
125 Woods Road. Rutland. Telephone 
763-7236. > tf
ONE BEDROOM FOUR ROOM MAIN 
floor suite. Close to hospital. Refriger­
ator and stove. $140. including utilities. 
Telephone 764-4647 after 5:00 p.m. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly.
Telephone now 769-4511. U
APARTMENTS
BROCKTON MANOR. CLOSE IN. DE- 
luxe one bedroom suite. Adults only. 
1831 Pandosy Street. Telephone 763-
3685. tf
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donaUons in mem- 
ory of loved ones*  to further research 
in conquering cancer. Contact Mrs. 
Paula Scutt. Box. No. 166, Kelowna.
S« tf.
••CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE B.C. 
Heart FounSation: c/o Mtes Leslie Mc- 
Currach. No. 212 - 1855 Pandosy Street, 
Kelowna, will be greatly appreciated and 
gratefully acknowledged." . . tf
3. MARRIAGES
LUCKEY-KUNZ — Mr. and Mrs. Bill 
Luckey of Kelowna are pleased to an­
nounce the forthcoming marriage of 
their eldest daughter. Diane Rose, to 
Gerald John Kunz, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Clarence Kupz of Kelowna. The wedding 
will take place on Saturday, March 3rd, 
1973, In St. Plus X Church at 3 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
duplex, 8140. Two bedroom, non base­
ment with refrigerator and stove, $125. 
Both in Rutland. Water included. Chil­
dren welcome, waitable January 1.
Telephone 762-6714. tf
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
room house near Drive-In Theatre; 
hardwood fluors, full basement, gas 
heat. 220 wiring for stove, $140. Tele­
phone 762-3942 days; 763-6762 evenings. - 
_____ 131
NEWLY REDECORATED, TWO BED- 
room full basement duplex, with fire­
place. Available immediately. Centrally 
located, bn quiet street, near schools 
and shopping centre. Telephone 762- 
0318. 1^6
CITY . THREE REDROOM DUPLEX, 
full basement, recreation room,, located 
near Dr. Knox School, available January 
1st. $175 per month. Telephone 765- 
5080, U
1310 -1311 Lawson Avenue
Will have a vacancy coming February 1st, 1973. 
Rent all inclusive, no extras. This doesn’t happen very 
often! Drive by, have a look!
FULLY FURNISHED >JNITS WITH 
kitchenettes. Close to all facilities, trans­
portation and shopping. Cinnamon's 
Lakeshore Resort, telephone 762-4834. tf
CONTINENTAL MANOR, 523 ROW- 
cliffe Avenue. Deluxe two bedroom suites 
available December 1. Adults only. No
pets. Telephone 763-2293. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FURNISH- 
ed housekeeping units. T.V. Close to 
shopping centre and Vocational School.
Telephone 762-3567. tf
If interested, call:




A collection of suitable verses for use 
In In Memortams is on hand at The 
Kelowna Dally Courier Office. In Mem- 
oriams are accepted until 4:30 p.m. day 
preceding publication. U you wish 
come to our Classified Counter and 
make a selection or telephone, for a 
trained Ad-writer to assist you In the 
choice of an appropriate versa and 
in writing the In Memoriam. Tele- 
phone 763-3228. M» W, F. tl
o LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf
HOUSES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS: 
one two bedroom, $175; one three bed­
room, $200. Also small two bedroom 
duplex on Richter Street, $100 per 
month. Telephone 762-2127 days only, tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, .SPAN- 
ish style fourplex In Rutland. Two bed­
rooms. IVj baths, shag carpet. No 
dogs please. References required. Tele-





FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE. FULLY 
furnished, on lake frontage. Available 
December 10 until June 22. $250 monthly. 
References please. Telephone 768-5754.
DUPLEX NEAR SHOPPING CENTRE 
in Rutland. Two bedrooms, full base-- 
ment. Available January 1. West side 
suite in new. fourplex on Ross Road, 
available soon; Telephone. 769-4546. tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX ON 
Mitchell Road in Rutland.- ,VA baths, 
carpeting throughout except kitchen and 








Corner Ellis & Rosemead
Attractive quiet 1 BR. Close to 




every Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Second Floor , 
287 Bernard Avenue, 
Telephone 763-4613.
Sponsored by 
The Kelowna Bar Association 
F, tf
TWO BEDROOMS. FULL BASEMENT, 
in sixplex. -Close, -to Shoppers’ Village 
and schools in Rutland Refrigerator, 
stove ' and" drapes available. $150 per 
month. Telephone .765-9038. ' : tf
TWO-DUPLEX UNITS', AVAILABLE 
December -15 and .'20;:, Each two bed­
rooms, large . living'"room .with ' carpet, 
dining room. Kennedy- Road,' Rutland.
☆ 2 and 3 room suites, with 
or without kitchen 
facilities, TVs.}
Special discount for 
senior citziens.
Telephone 762-8535; tf
LAKEVIEW CHILD CARE CENTRE 
offers full day care for children three to 
six years. Transportation from central 
Kelowna can be arranged. Telephone 
769-4248. __________130
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WOhK, 
fireplaces, retaining walls, flower 
planters and stonework. Call Sebastian. 
762-7782. #
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. TWO' BED- 
room, full basement home, half block 
from North. Glenmore School. $155 per 
month; Call Ken Mitchell, 762-3713. or
762-0663. , tf.
FOR RENT IN NORTH END, TWO 
bedroom : house, available January 1. 
$135 per month, refrigerator, stove and 
clothes dryer included. Telephone 762-
7217, evenings. tt
☆ Two blocks from shopping
☆ On bus line.
■fr Winter rates in effect




ATTRACTIVE DIVORCEE, 44, MOVING 
to Kelowna. Enjoys the good life: in­
formal gatherings with good food and 
drink, lively conversation, lots of 
laughs. Likes quiet evenings at home, 
too. University graduate, well-read, fin­
ancially independent. Cultivated—but 
by no means stuffy. Loves travel, skiing, 
camping, outdoors. Object: companion­
ship. Is there a tender-hearted guy to 
match this lonely gal? Strictest con­
fidence. Write Box C271. The Kelowna 
Dally Courier.  126
. B.C.A.A. NHL HOCKEY TOUR! SEE 
the Vancouver Canuck*  vs. the St. 
Louis Blues. Buses leave Penticton 
7:30 a.m. January 27th. Complete pack­
age Includes transportation, tickets and 
accommodation lor only $28. B.C.A.A. 
Travel Agency. 339 Martin Street. Pen­
ticton. 492-7016. Th, F, S, 137
THREE BEDROOM HOME WITH OIL 
furnace, double plumbing, in the Ellison 
District. Available January 15 at $140 
per month. Telephone Phil Moubray,
evenings, 763-3028. tf
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, TWO 
bedroom house near'hospital. Gas stove, 
double garage. Responsible couple pre­
ferred. $150,per month. Telephone 762-
THE SQUIRE
1760 ELLIS ST; .
7988. tf
NEW THREE BEDROOM GLENMORE 
home available Immediately for $170 
per mouth. Refrigerator and stove, 
carpets, basement. Telephone 763-6586 
or 763-2409. tf
FOUR ROOM BUNGALOW WITH 
utility room. Double garage. Immediate 
possession. Only $150 per month. Call 
Harry Rist at Wilson Realty 762-3146 or
764-7221. 126
tf
ICE CAPADES! BUSES LEAVE PEN- 
tlcton 8:00 a.m. January 6th for Van­
couver. Complete package includes 
transportation. accommodation and 
tickets, for only $28. Book now! B.C.A.A. 
Travel Agency, 339 Martin Street, Pen-
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
house In Rutland. Fireplace, double car­
port. carpet throughout. Two or three 
children welcome. Immediate occupancy. 
$165 per month. Telephone 765-5523. 126




quiet cul-de-sac. lovely view.
$145 per month. Call Lupton
tlcton, 492-7016. Th. F, S. 131
Ltd., 762-4100,
124, 125. iin-131
ANYONE KNOWING THE WHERE 
shouts of Mrs, Sharon Edwards, nee 
l’aul. formerly M Seehelf. Kelowna and 
Chilliwack, plense contact The Depart­
ment of Rehabilitation and Social Im- 
provem-nt at Box 1190. Scchelt. or tele- 
phon# 885-9422^ _ ______ J26
’ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587. Kelowna, B.C Telephone 
763-5057 or 765 <>923. In Winfield 766- 
2107, la there a drinking problem in 
your home? Contact Al-Anon and Ala-







qualltlcd operator with many years ex­
perience. For turthcr Information, tele­
phone Helen Gray. 763-6512. tf
lostLman'.mr nssoT WiiisiwAn:!!. 
gold, blue leather »trnp. rnginved In­
scription. Hclnlly of Qnecnsway and 
Pandiny. early December. Reward. Tele­
phone 763-5843. 1-2
DIVOIICEE. 28. MOVED TO KELOWNA, 
would like ta meet i expectable people 
In almilar circumstance#, for occasional 
outings. Write Box C2H9. Tha Kelowna 
Dally t'ouncr. ‘ '-f'
IlENOI~iu’AA SUN FUN TOUHI BUSI'.S 
leave Penticton Jan. 13 and 27. and 
Feb. 21- Package $80. B.C A.A. Travel 
Agency. 339 Martin Street. Penticton', 
492-70lli. Th, F. S. it
S O S I SINGLE. OPTIMISTIC SW1N- 
ger*  Club. Lonely? — wish (or com­
panion or matrimony? — special action 
recalved. Write P.O. Bo*  823. Kelowna.
F. H
13. LOST AND FOUND
THERE IS A KEY!!
To quiet living and we have found it, located only 10 minutes from Kelowna on 
acre lot nestled in the pines and your very own pond. Three Bdrm home, full base­
ment, two fireplaces, only $29,900.00 and I’d be glad to show you through — No 
obligation — Ph. Marty Martin 2-2251.
COMMERCIAL OR LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
1.74 acres with 380’ frontage. Excellent location just off Hwyj 97 next to city limits. 
Priced to sell. Call Art Day to view 34144 or 8-5089. MLS.
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!!
Westbank area. Commercial bldg., nearly new, Main St. location, start a business 
yourself or just live off the rent. Several tenants, 2 Bdrm, suite for owner or it 
could be rented as well. MLS. For further information see Art MacKenzie 9-4264.
Gordon Stuart 9-4295; John Gortzen 8-505'; George Trimble 2-0687; Ernie Zeron 2-5232
APPLE VALLEY REALTY LTD
1451 PANDOSY ST. • ♦ ♦ SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY • * • Office Ph. 3-4144
19. ACCOM. WANTED
ROOM ONLY, OR ROOM AND EVEN- 
ing meal required for our Grade 12 
daughter, attending Kelowna Second­
ary. Write Alex Gammer. RR1. Nara- 
mata or telephone 496-5541 evenings.
126
20. WANTED TO RENT
GARAGE, AT REASONABLE RATE, 
preferably heated. Must have electricity. 
Please telephone Mark at 762-3668 after 
6 p.m. 125
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
g
KELOWNA — 762-3713 RUTLAND — 765-5155
RESIDENTIAL
NASSAU HOUSE, DELUXE ONE BED- 
room suite, very quiet, close to down­
town and City Park. Adults only. Con­
tact . manager, 1777 Water Street. tf
TWO BEDROO.: SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex for rent in Rutland. Available im­
mediately and December 1st. Telephone 
765-8733. tf
DOWNTOWN, ONE BEDROOM SUITE 
for rent,’ private entrance, $90 per 
month, pay own utilities.' No children
or pets. Telephone 763-5216. tf
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED SUITE. 
All utilities paid. $125 per month. Down­
town Rutland. Telephone 765-7448 or 765- 
9355. tf
Orchard City
IF YOU LIKE' RURAL LIV­
ING: Then you should see 
this 3 bedroom home. Only 4 
years old. Brick fireplace, 
carpeted^ living room and 
dining room, sundeck, car­
port, full basement, . large 
treed lot. Asking only $24,- 
000. Call Allan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283, 
MLS.
$19,950 FULL PRICE — TRY 
$2,500 DOWN — 2 bedroom 
home on a large lot in Rut­
land. Very close to bus route. 
This home is only 2’/i yrs. 
old and is immaculate inside 
and out. May be purchased 
fully furnished if desired. 
With B.C. 2nd mortgage pay 
only $157.00 P.I.T. To view 
call Clare Angus at 762-4807 
evenings. MLS.
$95 PER MONTH! TWO BEDROOM I TKrnTTQTRTAT 7(YNIFD*  cn no 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 11 INDUblKlAL ZUWElJ. SO no 
stove included. No pets. Telephone 765- need to wait for zoning. 
7233- v , tf I Nearly 5 acres with approxi-
KNOX MANOR, MAIN FLOOR, LARGE 
two bedroom suite. Stove, refrigerator, 
intercom, drapes, cable television. Tele- 
phone 762-0994. 1855 Pandosy Street, tf
NEW, SEMI FURNISHED, ONE BED- 
room suite. $100 per month, utilities 
included. Responsible, clean people only
CENTRAL CITY MANOR
1980 Pandosy St.
One bedroom suites, available 
for immediate occupancy.
763-6431
’ M, F, S, tf
ROTH TOWERS c
If you value your life, you can 
not afford to rent anywhere else 
except in this completely fire 
resistant concrete and steel Hi- 
rise. Deluxe siutes, beautiful 
views.
763-3641 tf
please. Telephone 765-5873. tf
mately 220 feet on Highway 
97. Ideal for a small manu­
facturing plant. Vendors are 
asking $52,000 and will give 
terms. Call Alan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283. 
.MLS. ' • . '
FRANCHISE SUPER MAR­
KET — Modern supermarket 
— gross sales % million — 
good profit — revenue build­
ing — Low down payment — 
Vendor will carry balance — 
be sure to check this one. 
Phone Gordon Marwick at 
769-4662 evenings. EXCLU­
SIVE.
Available now, 1 and 2 bed­








One and two bedroom suites, 
fully furnished. Close to shop­












IMMEDIATE POSSESSION, TWO BED- 
rnuin full biixemcnl home. Iii block 
from Noith Glenmore School. $1$5 per 
month. Call Ken Mitchell, 762-3713 or 
‘7H2-0(il>3. 125
LARGE TIlilEE BEDROOM HOME 







Spacious deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apartments in gar- 
den-like setting. Wall to wall 
carpets, drapes, 1 colored 
appliances. Available now.
763-5398
unwrii !«• ' Kelly " ifd pUMic
collar. Irlrphtuie 7t»74<W (Peachland>
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
$l-l() l‘I.R MONTH!
Deluxe two bedroom four 
plcx unit. I1-; baths, (pilei 
sti.-et. n r a r elemental y
tf
11 I. < -r 
in l»’(h
H
< nt'. It.m Mi l
Hr *11),  .4-» 4>1





OkmiRRnn Mihhlon, Avail- 
1. $175. Telephone 7HI-
BEDltOOM FOUHI’l.EX
unit In Rutland. Carpeted, refrigerator, 
stove and drapes. Prefer two bachelors. 
Telephone Gollnskl Holdings, 765-87111).
T, F. 8, tf
HUTLANi)" FOURPLEX. TWO BEI)’- 





NEW I'llBEE BEDROOM HOME 
BuIIhikI. SIHj per month, option 
pmchHM'. Telephone 7ti2-201<i dnyn 





VWNITELI1 AREA. NEW TWO BEll 
loom Kill.'ujrv Citipct thnniKhGUl, 
BrautHul view of Wood Lake. Will furir 
hh. No p«*U.  Telephone 7ti(i '297L tf
WINFIELD, TWO BEDBOOM IIOME, 








fully lurnlfthed, available .lanuaiy I. 
Cloye io Ahopplnfl. SIH) pri month. 'Jeb'- 
phone II
ELECIHIC HOT WAIEH HEATED 
l'\o Iwdroom duplex. Hefrlgriator and 
aupphrd. per month, no pets
<L 1.5









“Deluxe Living at Its Best”
*
*
Studio, one and two bedrooms 












1283 Hei nard Ave.
2 and 3 bedroom units
it
two in-.imiHiM .aim. in rouitri.F.x 
unit at hU («,,,(,ir |U,nl. ItuHand. Ill.i 
pct month, water and g»ib»it«i pickup
m. ludr.1. Tr|<-|>hi>n« ?(,.! 7(>1|. 
iwo iii tmooM pt tux. 
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ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FURNISH- nTTDT lev. T
ed housekeeping units, utilities paid. I UUP LEX. Large, new 3 bed- 
Apply at 3356 Watt Road or telephone I room duplex With full base- 
762-5272. - tl 1 ment, wall to wall carpet
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1, ONE BED- throughout. $11,000 down Will 
room suite. Washing facilities, cable I handle and vendor will con- 
vision. Close to Shoppers*  Village. No | „„
pets. Telephone 765-8262. tt I slder good building lot as
.,.^7 I Part down payment. CallONE AND TWO ROOM..MOTEL KIT-IJ -it
chehettes to rent for winter months. I ^lnar Domeij at the office or 
Laundromat. Telephone. 765-7772 after I evenings at 2-3518. EXCLU-
5 p.m. tf I SIVE.
THE SYCAMORE, 1761 PANDOSY _ oc . ' „ n „ . _ _
Street/ one bedroom apartment avail- I. O.oa AUKL U K CHAR Di­
able January i. $i3o per month, in- I Could be developed into good 
quire at suite 104. tf I country estate. Orchard is
FOR RENT CLOSE in. large, full bearing McIntosh. Nu- 
sJiteht’$l?5° Abv“’ now Mentone mer0US g0°d buiUing sites 
763-7289! 15‘ Av^lable now' Telepho"tef with! excellent view. This 
BRIGHT THREE ROOM BASEMENT thnorwhnnV' 
suite. Refrigerator, stove, electric lire- T the person who wants R part 
place. Private entrance,- central loca- II time orchard. Vendor is ask-
WHY NOT BUY THE BEST? 
— Be the envy of your friends 
When you entertain in this 
most exquisite of executive 
homes, over 3000 sq. ft, of 
beautifully finished home —• 
4. bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 
beautiful den, large living 
room featuring a 14’ ceiling 
and a huge fieldstone fire­
place. 20x40 pool — cannot 
be replaced for the asking 
price of $65,000. Please call 
I Biid Dalley at 769-4875 even­
ings. MLS.
tlon. Telephone 763-2140. tf
AVAILABLE TO WORKING GIRL, 
self contained, furnished, one room 
bachelor suite. Close to downtown. Tele-
tog $21,000. Call Alan Elliot 
at the office or evenings at 
3-7283. MLS.
phone 762-2463. 126
three bedroom suite in four- 
plex. Carpet in living room. Dryer and 
washer hook up, Hi baths. No pets.





TWO BEDROOM l UNIT IN FOUR- I 
plcx, with full basement. No refrlgera- I 
tor or stove, gas heat. No'pets. Refer- I 
enccs please. Telephone 764-7344. 126 I
SUITE FOR RENT, BROOKSIDE *?  
Manor, 1951 Glenmore Street, close to f 
Shops Capri. Telephone 763-6224. tf
SELF-CONTAINED ONE BEDROOM 




SURROUNDED BY AN 
IDEAL NEIGHBOURHOOD 
— These homes are nearing 
completion and must be sold, 
A very low down payment re­
quired if you qualify for the 
B.C. Gov’t Grant — pay­
ments of $178.14 P.M. AU are 
3 bedroom, full basement 
homes — all with carports 
and 2 with covered sundeck. 
Call now to view before it’s 
too late. Phone Sylvia 
Roberts at 765-6936 evenings. 
EXCLUSIVE.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
—A well established masonry 
business can be purchased 
for $10,000 with $5,000 down, 
could pay for itself in 6 
months. For more informa­
tion call Frank Hauk at 762- 
4562 evenings. MLS.
REVENUE HOME — large 
home 2% yrs. old with 3 
bedrooms on main floor, on 
VLA sized lot —double en­
closed garage. Basement with 
outside entrance — 3 bed­
rooms, kitchen, rumpus room 
— all carpeted. Exceptional 
construction by builder for 
his own home. Call Fred at 
765-8804 evenings. MLS.
AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR 
— It will be if you buy this 
3 bedroom,, full basement 
home located in the Belgo 
area. This is a quality built 
home just under 1200 sq. ft. 
with carpet throughout, full 
basement, sundeck and touch 
more that you should see. 
Only $23,500 with payments 
of $135.12. Please call Harry 
Maddocks at 765-6218 even­
ings. MLS.
PRICE REDUCED-SPANK­
ING NEW! — style and dis­
tinction characterizes this 2 
bedroom home with base­
ment. W/W carpets, up and 
down fireplaces — spacious 
closets — French doors to 
covered deck with iron rail­
ings — carport — convenient 
area of new homes. Please 
call Bill Campbell at 763-6302 
even. MLS.
AUTO BODY and PAINT 
BUILDING — Start your 
own truck and auto body busi­
ness — large overhead doors 
with separate paint room 
which has several fans and 
heaters. For information call 




WINDSOR MANOR, UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available, No children or
pets. Telephone 763-7234. tf
HOCHELAGA AND CHATEAU. DE- 
luxe suites for rent. Telephone 763-6492 
for further information. tf
THREE ROOM FURNISHED SUITE, 
close In. $85 per month, Available 
December 29. Telephone 762-6636. tf
RIVERSIDE APARTMENTS, BACHE- 
lor suite, partly furnished, beautiful
FINISHED
WITH FINESSE:
Two bedroom duplex over­
looking valley. Reasonable 
down payment accepted. Call 
Mrs. Lois Hammill al 762- 
2846 or at home at 762-3439. 
MLS.
ACREAGE LIVING — Is what everyone wants and this is it 
— With a beautiful fully developed home nestled in the pines 
and close to elementary school. Must be seen to appreciate 
the extras. To view call Ken at 762-0663 evenings. MLS.
FANTASTIC BUY ON HWY. 97 — 12.5 acres total; 4 acres 
commercial plus 8^ acres zoned industrial with railway 
frontage. Ideal setup for trailer court. Priced right for quick 
I sale. Vendor may trade for properties between Sccholt and 
I Pender Harbour. For proper showing call Andy Runzcr at
view. Telephone 762-8354, tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE CLOSE TO 
shopping centra In Winfield. Telephone
766-2516. 127
REASONABLE RENI. ONE AND'TWO 
bedroom garden apartments In West- 
bank. Quiet area with view of lake. Re­
frigerator and atove, carpeting through­
out, close to schools and "hopping. No 
pets, Telephone 7611-5675, tf
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX IN WEHT- 
bank. Near school and shopping. Clill- 
dren and small uets welcome, $130 per 
month. Telephone 768-4211. One month 
free rent. tf
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNLSHEl) LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
three room suite on Elliot Avenue. Pri­
vate entrance. Suitable for working 
gentleman or student. Abstainers. Rent 
$100 per month, Includes utilities. Tele­
phone 762-4605. If
nooMs7~wrH or without kit’ 
chens. Winter weekly rates. Downtown 
location, opposite city park. Inn Towner
EXCLUSIVE HOUSE: 
Lovely home with a view, 
double fireplaces, double 
baths, lovely rec room and 
covered sundeck. Priced be­
low replacement cost. Call 
Grant Davis at 763-2846; 
evenings 762-7537. Exclusive.
START THE'NEW YEAR 
in a lovely 3 bedroom home. 
Two fireplaces, large cabi­
net kitchen. Close to schools
Motel, telephone 702*2333. tf
764-4027 evenings. MLS.
Frank Ashmead 5-6702 Dave Dcinstadl 3-489'.
Residential Mortgages —- (9% thru National Trust) 
Darryl Ruff — 764-7536
’ I
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Avenue, 762-3713
Rutland: Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
BY WEEK OR MONTH. COMPLETELY 
furnished one bedroom units. Cable tele­
vision. telephone (direct dial) carpeted. 
No children, no pets. Cannmnra Bench
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING IIOOM, 
(llxhcs and linens aupplled. Gentleman 
only, atudente welcome. Telephone 7(>3- 
4208. U
Liiiiii^ hou^ 
Gentleman preferred. Walking dhtanco 
to downtown and Shops Capri. Tele-
and shopping. Full 
$34,500.00. MLS. Call 







Motel. Telephone 7(13-4717. tl phone 702-3712. tl
COMFORTABLE O N E BEDROOM 
apartment. Cable TV, atnve and refri­
gerator. All utilities except phone. Clnse 
to downtown, Telephone 7(>2-39llli after
fl p.hi, 702 0350, 1030 pando.iy Street. tf
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1st IN ROW- 
cliffe Mnnor. one bedroom suite. $150 
per iiioiiin including heat, light, water 
and laundry. Adults only; no pets. Tele- 
phono 762-.'l400. tf
HUTHEHLAND*~MANO .  SPACfOUS 
one bedroom suites. Carpeted, drapes, 
cahla television, laundry Ineludcd, Ad­
ult*  only. Apply 560 Sutherland Avenue.
If
ROYAL APARTMENTS, 84.1 HOW- 
clltln Avenue. Spacloiis one and Iwo 
bedroom i.ulte» on <iuiet street. Close 
to downtown, redm lion to tenants ago
FULLY FUHNISIIED ONE BEDROOM 
aollo with kitchen. No living room. For 
working lady or gcntlemiln. Available 
Immediately. Telephone 762-8124. tf
COMFORTABLE BOOMS FOR BENT, 
Working people and atudente welcome. 
Telephone 762-7404. H
ijcniTlimisiikEET  ̂
nrnto entrance. Gentleman preferred. 
Telephone 713 5683 alter 5 p.m. tf 
FULLY FUBNISHED HOOlil "WITH 
private entrance, Gentleman only, Tele-
GOOD
COMMERCIAL LOT: 
Situated on Main Street, plus 
small rental unit Included. 
Call Mrs. Lois Hammill at 






532 Bcrnurd Ave. 
Telephone 762-2846
446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
VENDOR TRANSFERRED
Fully modern 4 bedroom, family home. 1340 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. Large family room, gkniblc plumbing, 
large sundeck, with view and landscaped grounds. All this 
on easy terms for $29,500.00, For further information, 
contact Austin Warren, days 3-4932 or evenings 2-4838. 
MLS.
MUS I’ BE SOLD
Lovely two bedroom family home. Gntcioiis kitchen, with 
built-in stove and oven, huge living and dining rooms, two 
baths, plus lovely 17 ft, family room. Drive in garage 
and fully landscaped grounds. Asking price only $31,5(X),()(). 
Clear title, with good terms. Hurry for tldn one!!! Call 
Olive Ross, days 3-4932 or evenings 3-4573. MLS.
THIU.i: BOOM KI IltNt SHED SUITE, 
no ciMikiiiK funlillrN. I’livnlr rnhnnce
pllvnle bath. I 
NICE, ViiL
lull bnsenicnU.
I •arg'', gi'omul level patios
2 bathrooms
Carpets throughout
Drapes, 30" ranges, large frost 
free refrigerators




and titer, lelephone Vm* f»M2.
AVAILARM*:  IMMKIHATEI.V 
brdronm fipailrnrnt. Reftl«emtor, 
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2 & 3 Bedroom Homes 
HOLLYWOOD HEIGHTS 





IV. wauhtng faclllllr*.  Tvlcphune 'iiit- 
2i,fin, *llrr  8:39 p.m. 763 ?»(>5. If
TWO B1THIOOM SUITE IN FOUR
131! All with w/w carpets, custom
houseki i ping room ton hi nt. kitchens, colored bnth fixltneti,
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nr hf»n WdhnO"» ■
IDEAL FAMILY SITUATION. Silunfed dose to town and 
nil convcnlenccN, this three bedroom home hits a beau­
tifully finished In-lnw .suite in the fidl dry basement, plus n 
family room. 'The garage, carport and wdl landscaped lot 
add to this family situation. Asking $33,900, To view, con­
tact Murray Wilson at 3-4343 or 4-4878 evenings, MLS,
LOCATION PLUS!! Sllmilcd on a quiet crescent 'j block 
to school!, 1 block to the goll course and stoics. It has 3 
spacious bci'liooins, 2 flieplnecs, shag cnipctlng, large 
kitchen ‘a Uh china cabinet, Completely lamlsi aped and 
l(‘iu < il. To view or for tinllu r mloi malion, coiilac! Dennis 
Denney ni 3-434.1 or 4-7581 eicmngs. MLS,
Jun Haiton 4-4878 ITank Huckland 5-7203
Hugh Mervyn 2-4872.
LAKELAND
1 561 Pandosy St. 7<)3 4343
2L PROPERTY FOK SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE {21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 22. PROPERTY WANTED KELOWNA daily courier, Frt., dec. 29, 1972 page 1$
REVENUE PROPERTY. DUPLEX OB 
home wanted in exchange for *.4  acr»
‘’ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!’*
VIEW HOME NEAR DR. KNOX HIGH SCHOOL 
Fine 3 bdrm. 1318 sq. ft. cosy, family home with 2 fire­
places, ensuite plumbing off master bdrm. Excellent 
N.H.A. mortgage, covered sundeck, plus many more 
extras. Price reduced for quick sale, To view call Harry 
Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. EXCL.
•’ “APPLEWOOD ACRES”
Exceptional value in this 3 bdrm, home with 2 bathrooms, 
large living room, lively kitchen with eating area. Wall- 
to-wall carpeting. 2 extra bdrms, in basement. Nicely 
landscaped. Fenced lot with cherry trees. A real bargain 
at 826,800. Exclusive. Call Ed Scholl for appointment to 
view. 762-3146, evgs. and wknds/762-0719.
“REDUCED $1800 TO $20,700!”
OWNER has MOVED and MUST SELL! 3 bdrms, enSulfe 
bath, full basement, carport, city sewer and water.
/ . 1st Mortgage $13,500 “7%".
2nd Mortgage $2,000 9^%
Kotal payment “$140 PJ.T.I” Please call Cliff Wilson at 
Hm2-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2958. MLS.
1 FINTRY LOT!
Situated in popular Fintry area, Westside. This area 
makes -for secluded living. Full price $3,500. See us for 
directions — call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
Choice, custom built home on large level view lot that 
has to be seen to be appreciated. Three bedrooms, master 
is ensuite, two fireplaces, large kitchen with beautiful eat­
ing area with bay window, formal dining room has sliding 
doors to covered deck and many extras including dish­
washer, above average floorcoverings, double windows, 
etc. See it today by calling Ray Ashton 762-5038 or even­
ings 7694416. Exclusive.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
Would you like to make 12% on your investment plus 
an equity gain. It you do, contact Larry Schlosser at 
762-8818 or at the office. We have listed a duplex in 
Rutland showing these excellent returns. Start the New 
Year right by taking advantage of this offer. This is 
a side by side duplex with a full basement. Two bedrooms 
each side and is an excellent location. Only 1^ years 
old.
Ray Ashton ... — 7694418 Eric Hughes
Larry Schlosser . 762-8818 Ted Dale ..




orchard. Telephone 763*5404. US
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
OF HOMES





Mel Russell — 762-4774 Dale Brooks - 784-7338
Wilson Realty
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHONE 7624400
543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 162-3146
PEACHLAND LOTS .
2 level lots, 75x120. Two blocks from Okdnagan Lake beach, 
low taxes and service With domestic water. Asking price 
$4,200.00 with terms. MLS.
1100 FT. FRONTAGE ON OKANAGAN LAKE
One of the best lakeshore lots left, located in McKinley 
Landing, only minutes from downtown Kelowna. Paved 
road, power, water. $14,500.00.
DEVELOPMENT ACREAGE
6.4 lovely acres in Winfield serviced with water, power 
and good view. Reasonably priced at $25,000.00. Immedi­
ately beside an existing subdivision.
VIEW LOTS
One-of the best in Winfield. Ready to build. Domestic 
water, paved roads and priced at only $3,900.00 with 
good terms,
5 ACRES WITH VIEW ■
Planted ’in Orchard. Domestic water available. Gentle 
sloping land with good building sites — subdivision very 
possible here. Good terms available on this exclusive 
listing.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING FOR SALE
Large building in prime location with heavy traffic count. 
Variety of tenants. Full price $192,500 with as little as 
$23,500 down. Excellent 8% Mortgage. Owner wants ac­
tion — now. MLS. Contact Roger Cottle 762-4400, evenings 
765-6304.
PRESTIGE MISSION HOME
Lovely 4-bedroom family home in Okanagan Mission on 
double Jot. Swimming pool, den, rec room with wet bar, 
< double garage, lovely living room and dining room and an 
outstanding view. Owners would consider development 
acreage in part payment. To view this home, call Don 
McConachie 7624400, evenings 768-5995. MLS.
Bill Fleck .l_— 763-2230 Dudley Pritchard 768-5550 
Mike Jennings . 765-6304
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave- — Kelowna
Blk. Mtn. Rd., Rutland Main St., Westbank
C
 "Est. 1902" A A
ARRUTHERS & /VulKLE
"LIST WITH US AND 
364 BERNARD AVE.
John Bilyk .........   763-3666
Bob Graves....... - 764-7606
PREPARE TO MOVE"
PHONE 762-2127
Darrol Tarves — - .763-2488 
’Ken Stevenson ... 763-6636
George Martin 763-7766
ONLY $13,900.00 — close in to Westbank, 2 bdrm. okkSr 
home located on well treed view lot. Please ask for Eva 
Gay 768-5989 or 762-4919. MLS.
HORSE LOVER'S DREAM. Over five acres; some trees, 
three bdrm, home, barn and several other outbuildings. 
Located in Westbank and only asking $26,900,00. Please 
ask for Eva Gay 768-5989 or 7624919. MLS.
. THREE BDRM. OLDER HOME in excellent condition on 
Bay Ave. Your reasonable offer will be considered. Please 





GROCERY STORE and Family Living Quarters — Busi­
ness steadily increasing. Room for expansion. For more 
information call Betty Elian 9-4397 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
MLS. '
A HOME BUILT TO BE LIVED IN - Pleasing exterior, 
double carport, fireplace up and down. 2 bdrms., 1040 sq. 
ft. Lovely view of the lake. Don’t miss this, call John 
Dricdgcr 2-8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. Exclusive.
PARK-LIKE LOCATION - 3 bdrm, home located on a 
quiet street in the city. Large DR, kitchen with eating area. 
Gas furnace. Garage. Asking price with terms $19,500. Call 
George Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
Midvalley Realty
429 Hwy. 33 West — Rutland Phone 765-7704
BEAUTY SALON. Busy long time establishment and well 
patronized. This shop is located in Rutland’s business 
centre. All new equipment and laid out for 8 operators. 
Present owner wishes to retire. Excellent financial state­
ment. Call Al. Horning evenings 765-5090. MLS.
ANOTHER NEW SUBDIVISION. Close to Edy Gay Park 
and bus route. 11 choice lots, good soil, usual services. 
Single family only. Priced at $3,500.00- $3,700.00. Call Sam 
Pearson evenings 762-7607. Exclusive.
Bill Haskett  764-4212 Gordon Davis .... 765-7436 
Otto Graf ---------  765-5513 Ken Alpaugh  762-G558
2-5544551 Bernard Ave. LTD.






TREMENDOUS VALUE! $22,950 - VACANT, brand new 
2 bdrm., full bsmt, home situated on n view lot with sewer 
and water. Beautifully carpeted, custom built kitchen 
cabinets, sundeck and carport. Aluminum and stucco 
.siding. ONLY $22,950. Low Down Payment. Phone'Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. nt 2-3895. Excl,
21 SUITE APARTMENT ■ Downtown location with under­
ground parking. $50,000 down or .your trade will be con- 
.sideicd. Only 3 yrs. <»ld. IP'S return on your investment. 
Over $6,(MM) spendable cash after expenses and payments 
unhiding management,. Please cal) Orlando al 3-4320
DUPLEXES ARE SELLING RIGHT NOW! — Don't miss 
tliis one. This- Is a very saleable duplex, close in, with a 
$(9.(MKI.(M) " i mtge. Pymts, of $217 include taxes. Full 
bsmts. could be developed to Increase rent. For more In­
formation, call Jean Acres at 2-5030 (Says, or evgs at 3-2927 
MLS.
BUILDERS NOTE HOME SITUS'-- 7 view lots ny.Ml- 
hjile in one Milxinishui. Open In offers, I’lras'e call Luella 
lirnr ut 2-.MI3O, or e\us. at 8 jii'JH, MLS,
Shliley Aguirre 3-73.it
Hoover REALTY426 Bernard Avenue 762-5030
"Trading Dollars Unlimited





Where we have the largest 
selection of new homes in 
the Valley.
2 and 3 bedroom models with 
full basements and some 
with fireplaces.'
Down Payments as low as 
$1,054’— 8Ti% interest rate.
No Second mortgage 
required.
Come and see our fully 
furnished display home on 
Aquarius Rd.
OPEN DAILY FROM
2 PIM. to 5:30 P.M. 
except Sundays.





2 offices and reception area
- air conditioned ’ \
- wall to wall carpet
- i-set lighting
- all utilities except light and 
telephone included
— downtown Pandosy Street 






1st or 2nd mortgages for the 
purchase of existing homes 
consolidation of debts, etc., com­
petitive rates, no lock in, no 
bonus. One day approval ser­
vice.
In Kelowna call 765-9366, day, 
evening or weekend.
In Penticton call 492-3841;
Call collect if out of town.
Or write Homeplan Realty 









Eves.: 762-3465 - 764-4737
tf
1,100 sq.’ft. — 15’ street front­
age — main floor — Pandosy 
Street .— $300 per month in­
cludes all utilities except lights. 
May be used for office or
retail.
CONTACT R. G. PHELPS, 
762-5434
HURRY AND PICK YOUR COLORS 
on this new three bedroom home, fea­
turing a large sundeck and patio 
doors, luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and master bedroom: double win­
dows; roughed in plumbing ' in base­
ment and quality built throughout. Full 
price is only $21,995 with just $785 
down (With $1,000 B.C. Grant) to*  an 
8-U% NHA mortgage. For all the de­
tails, please call Don Walllnder at 763- 
6066 or Crestview Homes at 763-3737.
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. N.H.A. 
8-Tl% financing. Located in Rutland 
close to school and store. Carpet in 
living room and master bedroom. Car­
port and full basement. Asking price 
$22,500.00. Telephone . 764-4768. tf
TWO, >/2 ACRE, REGISTERED LOTS 
in the country. Seven miles south of 
Kelowna. Power and good wells. No 
trees on property. Level land, on main 
road. $3,500 each. Telephone 762-6392. tf
THREE BEDROOM SIDE BY SIDE 
duplex. One year old. This duplex is in 
a good location and is an excellent 
source of revenue. Asking price $32,-
500.OIK Telephone 764-4768. tf
tf
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT JS
APPLES. — McINTOSH, SPARTAN.
Golden Delicious. Red Peliciou*  from * 
cold storage, $3 to $3 apple box. Pleasa 
bring , your own container!. Okanagan 
Packers Co-op., 1351 Ellis
T, Th, S. tt
APPLES IN LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS. 
Turn left at Shen Station (Hwy 97S) 
onto Boucherie Road. Driva one mile. 
N. Toeva Orchards. 76$-4!08 noon-4 p.m.
tl* ——— ,
SAVE ON MEATl 21W LBS. FOR $15:' 
32 lbs. for *25;  ideal for refrigerator 
freezers. Telephone 765-7188. Frokay 
Meats. U
APPLES, $2.50 PER BOX. BRING 
your, own containers. Apply E. II. 
Kricse on Wallace Road. Rutland. 126
CALL COURIER CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE
& 1 G.E. CLOTHES DRYER
1 G.E. AUTOMATIC WASHER
& 1 REFRIGERATOR
ft 1 STOVE







NOW RENTING - NORTHGATE^ mm, »ii e
Plaza, commercial, retail .and office 29. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
space. 600 square foot tq 1450 square _______ ----------------- —i_------- ------------- --
foot areas available. Rents from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus- r 'O 1 J lai J
Northsate «*®ii««me  Free Orchard Wood
AIR CONDITIONED OFFICE SPACE TT.MAUT
for lease in new Rutland professional vnnvu
building. Telephone 765-7027. _
m. w, f. tf 769-4577 or 769-4866
RETAIL OFFICE SPACE FOR BENT
>r lease. Lakeview Shopping Plaza . off I 127,
loucherie on Anders Road. Telephone ------ -___________________ ___________ •763*5213.  F, S, 1261 MIN O X ' B ULTRAMINIATURE
----------- N--------------------------- ;------;;------ camera in new condition, $90. Crosman 
SHOPS SPACE, OFFICES OR DISPLAY I Co2 target pistol, excellent condition, 
room, Highway frontage. 16’ walls. 14’ gig. Two studded 7.75x14 show tires on 
doors, aU facilities. Reasonable. Tele-1 wide rims, $25 pair. Hoover washer, 
phone 769-4960.--------------------------F, S, tf good condition, $60. Telephone 762-3048.
3.000 SQUARE FEET COMMERCIAL I ■ .. " ' 1 ' ■ 125
HiBhway 97 NortH SKIS, CONCEPT 411; MAN’S SKI
Telephone 765-7586. - « hnnto. 8; 3. 7 and 9 Irons and
2421 HARVEY AVENUE, SUITABLE I putter: Trent amplifier with 8’’ speak-
for commercial use. Telephone 763-3025. er; Harmony electric guitar; all in
tf new and near new condition, best
offers. Telephone 762-0722. 126
32. WANTED TO BUY
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for
J
complete estates or single 
items,
Phone us first at 762-5599 
& J NEW, USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis St.
'' , . ... . tt
WANTED. — STEEL STAND FOR 300 
gallon Tidy Tank. Telephone 765-8409. 
■ ’ .125
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT! HOME. CANADA’S 
leading school. Free brochure. National 
College (B.C.), 444 Robson St.. Vancou-
ver 688-4913. u
BY OWNER — THREE BEDROOM 
home on one third acre; among pines, in 
Okanagan Mission. Close to lake and 
schools. Basement partially developed.
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
Telephone 764-4774. 130
FOR SALE BY OWNER, NEW, MOD- 
ern two bedroom home, located on 
McCurdy Road, Rutland. Lbw down 
payment. For more information tele-
phone 762-4264. 127
CLOSE TO LAKE. .56 ACRE ON LAKE- 
shore Road, close to Lone Pine Ranch. 
Telephone 545-2058 or 542-4109 (Vernon) 
or write Mrs. John Osborne. Box 1148, 
Vernon, for further information. 126 
TWO AND THREE faEDROOM HOUSES 
available downtown. Wall to wall car­
pets, full basement, sundeck. NHA finan­
cing. Telephone 763-3240. tf
SIX BEDROOM, THREE BATHROOM 
house in Okanagan Mission. Located in 
quiet residential area. Asking price $42,- 
500. Telephone '764-4768, tf
DELUXE TOWNHOUSE IN KELOWNA. 
Three carpeted bedrooms, l'/i baths, 
garage, fenced yard. Full price $18,500. 
P.I.T, $149. Telephone 763-2575. 126
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS AND BUS. 4Vi 
acres ideal for builders. Proposed for 
13-lots. Water and power available. For 
more details telephone 765-6044. 126
A GOOD PROFITABLE VINEYARD 
with house and all machinery. Good 
terms. Telephone 768-5753 dr 768-5063,
6-9 p.m.
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES 25’’ ELECTROHOME COLOR TV, 
■__________ ;__  ------------------- French provincial style cabinet. Three ----- -------- ..........
. _____ years old, asking only $400. New pink act prohibits _ any advertise-
PROVINCE WIDE forlrel dress, size 14. $12; red snowsuit went that discriminates against any 
and-parka size 3> $5 for both: lady’s Person or any class of person be«
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY electric Shaver. $3. Telephone 763-7319., Eity^ncSy. ^’’of'Sn 
z~ l| ”7/£• - - ---------- against anyone because of age be-
L31I /OJ-JOO7 POOL TABLES AND ACCESSORIES tween « and 65 years, unless the dis- 
from $300 to $700. Also see our line of crimination Is justified by a bona fide 
for appointment shuffleboard and ping-pong tables. Sun requirement far tha work involved.
between 5-7 p.m. Country Sports and Marine. 538 Leon. 
Telephone 763-2602. tf
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN
SERVICE 
MANAGER
Th. F, S, 126
FIVE BEDROOMS, TWO BATHROOMS, 
two years old. Full price $23,900 with 
$5,000 down. 780 Hollydell Road, Rut*
land. F. S. tf
COMMERCIAL BUILDING. CHOICE HOUSEHOLD GOODS. STEREO, TELE- 
location. Splendid opportunity for your vision, five piece bedroom suite, stove, 
business; suitable for bakery, restaurant, -1.?™
beauty parlor, Horlst or can easily be I then tables, chairs, miscellaneous. Tele­
reconverted to offices — you name it. | phone 765-9426. , 
carrying the balance. For full details WHITE BIRCH FIREWOOD FQR SALE. Required immediately for serV- 
on this rare buy, call Harry Rist at Wil- $28 PeF s C°vdl ice work at OUr retail store 10*son Realty. 762-3146; evenings 764-7221 Size of- cord-4’-x8’xl2’’. Extra lengths ice. wolk. ai _uui iewu $iv e ;u*  son ueaity,. ano; evenings fireplafce at nQ extra charge catiOn.. Must, be physically fit
----—---------------------------— Telephone 765-8209 or 765-8939. 128 an(j have excellent driving 
NEW COMPANY REQUIRES DISTRtB- -—:----------------------------——— drivor’q
utors in various areas. Small investment, 24” WESTINGHOUSE CONSOLE BLACK FCCOra ana cnaulieiir S. arivcr a 
excellent returns. Must be self-starter, and white TV; like new, first $100 takes licence. Previous experience de- 
Apply to Box C268, The Kelowna Dally it! Reason for selling, hive purchased sirable blit not necessary. Com*  
Courier- 125l color. Apply 170 Brydan Road, Rutland, ny paid benefit plans. '
FOR SALE — WESTSIDE nARBRIt before 3 p.m.___ _ ______ _ _______ ___
shop, Westbank. Good steady clientele. HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS; BEDS, Forward applications in 
°Pe F-.0011 Uv,?,llh2.od-<.'re,1,e; I dressers. chrome sets, chesterfield writing to’phone 768-5971 evenings. W. F. S. 131 aune> wringer washer, stove, refrigera- ' 8 •
• I tor, coffee and end tables, miscellan- _
To place your message eous- Apply 1151 Brool<sille Avenuc- AA r A StClCHHIS 
r ° PORTABLE TELEVISIONS. LIKE NEW /Vil. lX. V I U UI 111WI
t PHONE $65; ladies skates, size 7, like new, $16; I , _ .
$ _ . .r. , , 16 foot boat and motor. $500; 1964 c/0 Goodyear Service StOtCS,
Courier Classified Dept. Rambler, $500. APPiy 762-2333. » 351 yycstm|nstcr ,Ave yy,
' 763-3^28 32,000 STU'' NATURAL GAS SPACE v-ntiefnn- ’
■________■ **_______ ___ _ heater, $60; gas wall heater, $35. Tele- 1 ClltlCtOn.
| phone 763-3278 days or 763-7507 evenings^ 126
•:'4
COURIER PATTERNS PART TIMERESTAURANT EQUIPMENT FOR sale. Deep fryer, grill, hotdog machine, 
dishes, tables, chairs, hood, threo conv 









Ilf WkcdJflJtLID. Phone 762-2739
VIEW LOTS
Edan Estates — Winfield
NEW CEDAR LUMBER: 1X6. 1x8, 1x10, 
1x12, 2x4, 2x6, 2x10, 2x12; also channel 
siding. As low as $65 bfm. Telephone 
765-6923. Th, F, S, tf
wood for sale, planer finds. Applicant must be courteous, 
’ fmmedlata delivery. Telephone Rutland co-operative and aggressive ill- 
| Fuel Sales, 765-6280. tf dividual. Apply in persons
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOME
DRY SLABWOOD. $20 PER ONE TON 
truck load, delivered In the Kelowna
area. Telephone 765-5760. tf
shag carpets, cabinets galore. Warm and comfortable.' 
Located in Joe Rich sub. Full basement. Full price $19,400, 
Located in Joe Rich Subdivision, Full basement. Full 
price $19,400.
McKinnon realty ltd
To view call office 765-7741
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND
2 BRS., FULL BASEMENT — with extra finished rooms. 
On sewer. Generous terms. Will trade up Call Frank 
Pctkau, eve. 3-4228. MLS.
60 ACRES and 2 HOMES — Also barn. Fine holding not, 
far from city limits. All for $129,009.00. Call now for 






houses available. W/W car­
pet, sundeck, full basement 
mid many oilier extras.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
3 bedroom house, W/W car­
pet. auiideck, carport, fire­




VI .A SIZE 
USTOM,
I OU
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. FIR. TAM- 
arack. Jack Pine. $25 per cord and up. 
Delivered. Telephone 762-7039, 147
MR. MIKE'S 
STEAKHOUSE 
539 Lawrence Avc.FOR SALE - 6‘xl2’ HEAVY DUTY 
utility trailer. Six ply tires. Best offer 
to $200. Telephone 765-7005. 1261—------------- ------------------------------ —------ MAJOR APPLIANCE COMPANY Re­
quires a roprcsentullvo to call on cats, 
blisbcd retail outlets in the Okanagan, 
Applicant must have a vehicle and bo
29B. ANTIQUES
126
ANTIQUES WANTED, ANY CONDI- nble to upend soma nights nwny from 
tlon. Furniture, glassware. pottery, home. Experience not necessary as a 
china. What have you? Telephone 763- full training i> ogram Is provided. Sal-
4394 after «;00 p.m. tf Ary. commission and all expenses paid.
nnirr.c nanWon ah aniT. GIv0 ,,f "K0- marital *nit  roi PRICES PAID FOR ALL AN 11 t p|.|p|1(,0 -j-hl,
que articles. Contact Cn mdlana and An- ( h ])alb, C(lllr) m
tlques Boutique*  1383 hills Street. Tele- -- ----- - ----------_____ ________ ___ _ ______
I’liona 7(<3-63.1B.J30 % <; E L L N T OPPORTUNITY IN
FOR CONVENIENT
HOME DELIVERY
~ Prime Gcnrgo for ambitious Insliillsdoii 
> , and ncrvlen man, Pumps—Water Rys- 
I<■ ms- Softeners. Mochnnlciil and clccirlc. 
nf knowledge an Unset. Apply Box C!1(I7,
of The
Kelowna Daily Courier 
Call 762-4445









7f>3 321U 708 5267 
tf
HI HUI I s ti\\M H IS 
filial *fll,  rimtnm hiilH
tn tut, tnnvifh
Panoramic views, paved 
roads, underground sei vices, 
good soil and trees. (Hone to 
3 lakes,
From $1,250 to $7,500, teiin::. 




W, F, H if
Bl Xi I R
CONS 1 RUI 1 ION I I D.
w nil full bii'e-
iiirnt, xiirideck and 
L ull Pi ice S?|,(HI(I, 




Zip up thin cozy biinlin 
keep bnby :niug and wnrinl
Welcome the new baby 
'this lianibioine, deeply warm,
Im.taut Knit bunting or cnr- 
rlage cover. Ure bulky yarn, 
' big needle;:. Jie;| knit, pml, 
I I’nllern 9118: en:;y directions, 
; SEVENTY-EIVE CENTS for 
; cadi pall<Tii ■ - < a;.h, eheque 
[or money older. Add 15 cents 





SAVE DOI.I-AUS nnd make ACCREDITED 
your own dashing "designer PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
original" ties to please htin- ’ - - -




tn l.auia Wln-eler, 
Tin- Liluwna Dully 
Nci'illcci nft. Di-|)l., 60 
W., Toiiinlo. Ontario
ha i itllii 11'.
('otirier, 
Front St.
Id 4c uiilc:i lux. Print plainly 
ATT’ERN NUMHER, yum 
AMU .md AI >D!( ENN.
All .‘a v (m 19,.'.' E.r li.oii-




l,'...; > JiAiuy I
In bleiidi-, bilk, wool, knits.
Printed Pattern 9381: Tie.-i 4"
frienda! WALTON’S ACCOUNUNG 
, fioiid*;
.SERVICES LTD.
til undnrd and 
He, ascot.
wide, Imiw
S E V ENT Y-l-TVE CENTS 
(7.9c) in colon (no i.t.impn, 
plea-.e) for each pattern--tuld 
15 । enli for ciii h pnllcrn for 
first iT.es inadiug and f.pecial 
liandling. Ontario residents ndd 
•te i.dles tax. Pilot plainly 
JdZ.E, NAME. ADDRESS and 
STYLE NUMBER.
Send order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of 'Du*  Kelowna 
Daily Courier, Pattern Dept.,
$1 (Hl (>0 Front St. W , Toronto,
$1 til) 1(H) Top Fall Winter Patterns 
! 1 (Hl in nil new Fa-liion fo Sew ('at-
if mi I .ibuli-Il i
i'.V, r ' 1
” • ‘ 1 V ’ fl'














769 (f.97 dn? L 7C9 4671
M. W. F tf
DIRECT 7IG-XCH
LO-COST








Ag< nis (m : Meet hl, 
ninl Ifiiilhcr
i::<) Hl.LUO HI). 76a 8759




A.\l I S.v SI RVICE
1 >-. I 11ni <■ A’.
712-3012 tf
$1
AGE 16 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FBI., DEC. 29, 1972 T 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
VANGUARD TRAILERS LTD.
PRODUCTION WORKERS
Camper and travel trailer manufacturer requires personnel 
with general aptitude for carpentry, electrical; plumbing ■ 
and • miscellaneous assembly work. Experience a definite 
as.et. Starting rate $2.75 per houd, top rate $3.85 per hour.
Write or telephone:
MR. J. TWORDIK, PERSONNEL MANAGER, 
BOX No. .280, WINFIELD, B.C. — 766-2411.
tf
35. help Wanted, 
female
FOR'TY-NLNE YEAR OLD GENTLE- 
man looking for live-in ■ housekeeper. 
Mcxt be approximately »ame age. 
honert and broadminded. Free room and 
b'ard to look after new house trailer 
wane away ca construction work. Not 
r..-ce warily abstainer. Please send photo 
o- come for personal Interview. Teto 
j. mas 765-2581. Only those sincere need 
• iswer. Or writs to Stew Culhom. RR L 
Winfield. _________ m
MAJOR INDUSTRY LN KELOWNA 
requires experienced ; person to type 
ecyrespondenc. and compile sales statis­
tics. Please reply including full resume 
to Box C275, The Kelowna Dally Courier.
\ >28
MATURE WOMAN TO BABY SIT. 
my home, lour times,weekly- Vicinity 
of Eldorado Aims. Own transportation. 
Telephone 764-4057. 137
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
W&H
1st
2384 HARVEY AVE, 





CLASS CARS & TRUCKS
Wendt & Hamel
KELOWNA, B.C.
M, W, F tf
RELIABLE, MATURE WOMEN TO 
work at Del’s Malt Bar. Shops Capri. 
Please apply n person between 10 a.m. 
and 12. 126
QUALIFIED GIRL REQUIRED FOR 
general office work (construction). Good 
opportunity for ambitious party. Tele­
phone 765-8866 nr 764-7290. 126
1971 CAMARO Z28. 36Q HORSE POWER.
V-8, turbo hydromatic. Posl-tractlon. 
15.000 Wies. Excellent ehapel!.-Canary' 
yellow.A Telephone 763-6915 after .9 p.m
■">8 DODGE POLARA CUSTOM STA- 
l.un wagon; 383. automatic, power 
steering, ' power ■ brakes radio. ‘ Trade 
considered cn smaller, older car. Tele-
PART TIME SECRETARY FOR REAL 
estate office. Write, giving experience 
and-any other pertinent Information to 
P.O. Box 2038. Rutland. 126
FULL TIME SALESGIRL REQUIRED 
in local-store. For information telephone 
763-6225. 12-6 p.m.. Friday or Saturday.
phone 763-3063. 130
1971 CHEVELLE STATION WAGON. 
Only 26,000 original miles-one owner. 
Full power. S3.000 or nearest offer. Can 
be seen at 250 Prior Road. Telephone
765-8303. 126
36. HELP WANTED, 
MALE OR FEMALE
HAVE COMPANY CAR.. MUST SELL 
1965 Dodge Polara hardtop, automatic. 
Original mileage with good tires and in 






1962 FORD SMALL EIGHT. AUTOMA- 
tic. Good driving condition and clean 
throughout. *195.  Telephone 763-7564.
1969 AUSTIN MINI 1000 STATION 
wagon; 1972 motor, seven tires including 
studs, tapedeck., $750 or best offer. 
Telephone1 762-0705. ; . 129
1971 FIAT SPIDER 124 SPORT. EXCEL 
lent condition throughout. Two studded 
Michelin radial snow, tires included. 
Telephone 763-3378 after 6:00 p.m. 126
NOTICE TO ACCOMPANY ORDER OF HIS HONOUR 
JUDGE WASHINGTON, LOCAL JUDGE OF THE 
SUPREME COURT OF, BRITISH COLUMBIA, DATED 
THE 18TH DAY OF DECEMBER, A.D. 1972.
TO: SANDRA DENISE BENNEWITH.
TAKE NOTICE that an action has been commenced i 
against you In the Penticton Registry of the Supreme Court 
of British Columbia, No. 249/C'72 by CANADA PERMAN­
ENT MORTGAGE CORPORATION, wherein the said Canada 
Permanent Mortgage Corporation is the Plaintiff and. you 
and Clifford James Bennewith and Her Majesty the Queen 
in Right of the’Province of British Columbia, are the 
Defendants, in'which the Plaintiff’s claim is against you 
under and by virtue of your default under the terms and 
conditions and covenants of a certain Indenture of Mortgage 
made on the 20th day of June, 1969 between you and Clifford 
James Bennewith as Mortgagor and. Canada Permanent 
‘Mortgage Corporation as Mortgagee, whereby you agreed to 
repay the sum of Fourteen Thousand, Seven Hundred Dol­
lars ($14,700.00) with interest thereon as is set forth in the 
said Mortgage, to the Plaintiff, Canada Permanent Mort­
gage. Corporation, and wherein the lands charged by the. 
mortgage are all and singular that certain parcel or tract 
of land and premises situate, lying and being in the Vernon " 
Assessment District, in the Province of British Columbia 
and more particularly known and described as Lot 1, Dis­
trict Lot 135, O.D.Y.D. Plan 18974. ’
WHEREFORE the Plaintiff claims to have an account 
taken of what is due and owing to it under and by virtue of 
the said Indenture of Mortgage, for principal and’interest, 
taxes, solicitor’s costs, evaluator’s costs and any other 
monies or charges secured by or payable under the said 
Indenture of Mortgage, for foreclosure of the said Mort­
gage, for Judgement against the Defendant for possession 
of the 'said lands and premises, for appointment of a 
Receiver, for a Lis Pendens and for costs.
AND'THAT IT HAS BEEN ORDERED that service of i 
the Writ and Statement of Claim in the said action upon 
you be effected by this advertisement If you desire to 
defend the action you must within*  28 days from the publica­
tion of this advertisement, inclusive of the day of such 
publication, enter an appearance at the Penticton registry 
of the Supreme Court of British Columbia. In default of 
such appearance judgement may be entered against you.
T. R. BROOKE, .
Solicitor for the Plaintiff. 
284 Main Street, Penticton, B.C. A
WESTBANK
Collen’s Hill Rd., an 1 
. Weatherill Rd.
COMPLETELY RACE PREPARED 
Gremlin X, V-8, four barrel, 39L- posi- 
traction, race tires and rims. Telephone
762-5429 before noon. < 126
PEACHLAND
Downtown and Hwy. 97 N.
Contact 
The Circulation Dept. 




Carriers must be between the 
ages of 11 • 15 years.
. ' ■ . ■ •> : . tf
JANITOR SERVICE REQUIRES 
■ingle men and women. Also married 
couples for evening work. Ot\ly experi­
enced need apply- Must be bondable 
and have own transportation. Write 
Box C274, The Kelowna Daily Courier. 
126
1972 RANCHERO 500, LIKE NEW. LOW 
mileage, winterized. Michelin tires, one 
owner, will take trade. 816 Glenwood 
Avenue, telephone 762-3950. 125
1968 GMC FOUR WHEEL DRIVE. 1971 
Volkswagen Super Beetle. Telephone 765- 
5386. . 130
NOW CALL COURIER 





Moving Saturday — 
$350 includes trailer. 
763-6504 or 765-9815
125
WANTED — CARETAKER COUPLE 
to manage six ; suite apartment block. 
Live ' In luxury suite at- reduced rent. 
Telephone 763-2760 afternoon or even­
ing. '' ' ' . «
WANTED TO TRADE,' 15'/; FOOT 
fibreglass beat with 65 h.p. Mercury 
motor on medium size snowmobile. Tele­
phone 762-5525, Casa Loma Resort. tf
1970 ARCTIC CAT FOR SALE. 399 
Panther, very good condition. Please
telephone 763-2178. 130
VANCOUVER SUN CARRIERS, 11-14 
years, for Bankhead and Richter Street 
nprth areas. Telephone ' 762-6294 after 
6i00-p.m. 129
1971 MOTO SKI SNOWMOBILE, 634 CC. 
Excellent condition, low mileage, electric 
start and other options. Best offer takes.
Telephone 765-6030. 126
TWO TERRITORIES NOW OPEN IN 
Kelowna urea. Above average earnings, 
Fuller Brush Company, 3600 Kamloops 
Road, Vernon. Telephone 542-2942. - 127
EXPERIENCED ORCHARD PRUNER 
required. Own transportation. Tele­
phone "765-5404. ■ >26
1972 ARCTIC CAT LYNX 292, LIKE 
new. Reasonable oilers? Telephone 765-
8267. 126
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
REAL ESTATE SALESMAN - Now is 
the time to moke your move! ! ! 
Licenced <ale,man with ■ proven re­
cord wanted immediately. Max, com- 
. mission split. Contact Erik Lund at
Lund and Warren Realty Ltd.. 416 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 763-4932,^
GADDES REALTY LTD. REQUIRES 
t.vo licenced real estate consultants. 
For conlidentlal discussion call Len
Neave at 702-3227. 130
33. EMPLOY. WANTED
LEGAL TENDER
Sealed Tenders will be received by Vassilaki Holdings Ltd. 
c/o 413 Main St, Penticton, B.C. on January the 5th, 1973, 
at 2 (two) P.M. Pacific Standard Time'for construction of a 
24 Suite Apartment Block.
Working Drawings and Specifications may be obtained from 
Valley Engineering & Design Ltd. No. 201 Capri Office 
Tower, Kelowna,: B.C. on deposit of $25.00 which are refund­
able after returning working drawings and specifications 
unmarked and in good condition. Tenders will be opened in 
public.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
VASSILAKI HOLDINGS LTD.
49. LEGALS & TENDERS 49. LEGALS & TENDERS
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
1962 CHEV HALF TON, REBUILT SIX 
standard, new shocks, tires, clutch. 
Paint and body excellent. Asking *795  
or best, offer. Telephone 763-3921. , tf
1973 GSIC HALF TON, V-8 AUTOMAT- 
ic. Power steering, power brakes, 1,600 
miles. Below cost. Telephone 763-6311.
12C
?960 MERCURY PICKUP. 4x4, 4 
speed. New tires, brakes, front nxles, 
motor rebuilt. Best offer to *800.  Tele-
: NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF WESLEY GRANT 
NEWSOME, DECEASED
Creditors and others having 
claims against the ’ Estate of 
Westley Grant Newsome, late of 
the Province: of British Colum­
bia, Retired, are hereby re­
quired to send them to the 
undersigned on or before the 
31st day of January, A.D. 1973 
after which date the Executrix 
will distribute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled there­
to having regard only to the 
claims of which she has had 
notice.
GIES, SALLOUM, DOAK 
& COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, 
1630 Ellis Street, 
Kelowna, British'Columbia 




1962 CMC HALF TON PICKUP. 283 V-8 
motor, tour speed transmission. *425.
Telephone 760-3638. - 130
1952 FORD HALF TON PICKUP. 8.000 
miles nn mntori heater, good condition. 
1300. Telephone 768-5359 127
MARRIED MAN, 23. DESIRES FULL 
tune employment. Very willing and 
ii.laplabie; also extremely security con­
scious, Own transportation. Box C276,
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
7 he Kelowna Dally Courier. 127
WILL BABY SIT IN MY HOME NEW 
A ear's Eve till noun New Year’s Day. 
Spring Valley subdivision, Telephone 
765-8587. 12,1
I'LASTEH ANO STUCCO REI'AIHS 
Old crumbled basements made as now 
Spanish or design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 76j-H272. It 
PAmii^"?^NTEHioir^'NO Y:x 
terlur, Free batlmalei Telephone K.Z
TRI-LAKE
MOBILE HOMES
Exclusive dealer for PARK 
MANOR, SAFEWAY, FRON­
TIER & SHELBY mobile homes 
m 12' and doublewides.
Painting, 71.3-5278. M, W. F
WILL RABY SIT NEW YEAR’S EV
ti
B







40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
Kill SALE. MALE TOY PO.MEIIAN.
Un. »lx mouths old Partly home 






call at No, th Okwiuiuuii Mobile
I ekpbotui
HOME WANTED Hill l-IVi-l 
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U
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IWO MONTH Ol.l» I KMAl.i: CO( KA- 
poo pi-Tpy, Iff* In kihmI home, rplephone 
7(04611. 12/
WT-I-SH COIKil. IIAITV ANO HIVING, 
y » ng male l<rd mid while. A drm
1 “Iffpibone 7(*.l J2*d!. I2h
BOIINO 1.1*  < IU>SS MALE. VAN-






2 miles north of Vernon.
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Financing
HOW WE LOOK OUT THERE
fantastic view of the
sphere of the Earth as photo­
graphed from Apollo 17 space­
craft during the final lunar 
landing mission in NASA’s 
Apollo program. This photo
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF IDA MAY 
GUTHRIE, DECEASED
Creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of 
Ida May Guthrie, late of the 
Province of British Columbia, 
Retired, are hereby required 
to send them to the undersigned 
on or before the 31st day of 
January, A.D. 1973 after which 
date the Exeoutors will dis­
tribute the said ? Estate among 
the parties entitled thereto 
having regard only to the claims 
of which they have had notice.
GIES, SALLOUM, DOAK 
& COMPANY 
Barristers & Solicitors, 
1630 Ellis Street, 
Kelowna, B.C, 
Solicitors for the 
Executors
Harold Ormond Evans and 
Helen,, Kathleen Evans
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER'OF THE 
ESTATE of JOHN CURTIS
HARRINGTON EDY, formerly 
of 2475 Abbott Street, 
Kelowna, B.C.
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above estate 
are required to send full parti­
culars of such claims to the 
MONTREAL TRUST COM­
PANY, 466 Howe Street. Van­
couver, British Columbia on or 
before the 8th day of February, 
1973. after which date the es­
tate’s assets will be distributed, 
having regard only to claims 
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from the Mediter- 
Sea area to the Ant­
south polar ice cap.
the continent of Africa is
Note the heavy cloud cover 
in the Southern Hemisphere. 
Almost an entire coastline of
clearly delineated. The Ara­
bian Peninsula can be seen at 
the northeastern edge of 
Africa. The large island off 
•the southeastern coast of Afri-
ca is the Malagasy Republic. 
The Asian mainland is on the 
horizon toward the northeast. 
The picture was released this 
week.
Air Crash Survivors Justify New York's Finest
Turning Cannibal To Survive Irate At Charge
MONTEVIDEO, Uruguay 
(Reuter) — The survivors of an 
air crash in the Chilean Andes 
Mountains have admitted eating 
the flesh of their dead col­
leagues in order to keep alive.
The young Uruguayans, most 
of them members of a rugby 
team called the Old Christians, 
spent 10 weeks isolated on a re­
mote mountain side before they 
were rescued last week.
Ten of the 16 survivors re­
turned here Thursday night and 
a group spokesman told a news 
conference their means of sur-
000 people on the airport ter­
race cheered, clapped, wept 
and waved Uruguayan and Chil­
ean flags. ।
The Bond newspaper Bild Zei- 
tung published an interview 
with, one of the survivors who 
said he and his comrades ate 
the flesh of their dead col­
leagues because “God wanted 
us to live.”
Antonio Vizentin, 22; told the 
mass-circulation daily: “We did 
it because we had. to. We swal­
lowed the little bits of flesh with
NEW YORK (Reuter) — A 
furious New York City police 
force cried foul today after an 
official report alleged that a siz­
able majority of the 30,000 men 
in uniform had indulged in cor­
rupt practices.
The report, prepared by a 
commission headed by former 
Wall Street lawyer Whitman 
Knapp, alleged that high police 
officials ignored the corruption
money and their house keys. 
Once the keys were found, the 
report said, it was not uncom­
mon for the police to rob the 
victim's homes.
WANTS NAMES
McKiernan called this and 
other Knapp revelations “the 
wild ravings of a sick man with 









Classified Advertisements and Not­
ices for this page must be received 
by 4’36 pm. day previous tn publics 
lion except 12 noon Saturday tor Mon­
day publication.
Kelowna phone 763-3228 
Rutland phone 7«.5-74O*  after 1 p.m.
WANT AO CASH RATES
One or two days 6c ‘per 
in-rrtloii.
Three conseculli a daja, 
word per Insertion.
Hix rnnsccutlvs days, 4c 
per Insertion,
Minimum charge baaed on
Minimum charge for any 
mrnt la *1.00.
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vival was comparable to 
Christ’s Last Supper,
“If Jesus, at the Last Supper, 
offered His Body and blood to 
all the disciples,' He was giving 
us to understand that we must 
do the same,” said the spokes­
man, Alfredo Delgado.
The meeting was attended by 
about 500 people, including the 
Roman Catholic archbishop of. 
Montevideo, Msgr. Carlos Par- 
telli, as well as relatives and 
friends of the survivors.
Of the 45 persons oh board 
the plane, 29 died.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
GOLDWIN ANGUS WEPPLER, 
late of
' 1156 Brookside Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that creditors and others having 
claims against the Estate of the 
above deceased are hereby re­
quired to send them to the 
undersigned Executors at 248 
Bernard Avenue, Kelowna, B.C. 
on or before the 19th day of 
February, 1973, after which 
.date the Executors will distri­
bute the said estate among the 
parties entitled thereto having
regard only to the claims 
which they then have notice.
THE ROYAL TRUST 
COMPANY 
EXECUTOR
BY WEDDELL, HORN, 







Births. I'.iiRnitrmenH. M»rrl«ses 5r 
per won!, minimum »25O.
Drnth Notices. In Meniorlains, Cards 
ot Thanks. 5c per word, minimum *2.50.
'I paid prior to Initial hilling. ■ 
dlx'ount may ho deducted
LOCAL < l.ASSU H'.p DISPLAY
Applicahla within circulation rone 
anlv
I,leadline 4.30 p m. 
publn aiion. extepl 11 
MnmUy imlilii alien
One ln**ril|on  I? 01
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nn inch.
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fxn.lMe ter more then one tncotreil 
I Inverllon.
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BOc Chur Kt O»r Ibe • Courkr
number.
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THE GOVERNMENT OF HIE 
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
NOTICE
PRIVATE BILLS 
Notice Is hereby given
The Uruguayan 
Friendship plane, on 
from Montevideo to 







The survivors were dis­
covered Dec. 21, after two of 
them struggled for 10 days 
across mountains and rivers, 
eventually to toss a message 
wrapped around a stone across 
a torrent to a lone muleteer.
The 10 survivors later flew 
over the scene of the tragedy 
where they prayed for the souls 
of the dead.
When their chartered Chilean 
plane landed here, the wife of 
Uruguayan President Juan Bor- 
daberry welcomed them, and 2,-
the feeling that God demanded 
it of us . . ,.We felt like Chris­
tians.” '
Vizentin said in the interview 
in Santiago that the survivors 
had chosen a medical student, 
Roberto Canessa, 19, as their 
leader, ,
“He told us we needed protein 
to survive. After two days he 
convinced us. that we would 
only find enough protein in the 
human brain.
“To keep our strength up, we 
also needed the muscle flesh of 
the arms and legs.
“There was nothing criminal 
about what we did. It was a 
communion for us, like a ritual. 
We Christians see the body of 
Christ in the host."
Tae 16 men marked out a gi­
gantic cross of footprints in. the 
snow to- justify themselves be­
fore God, Vinzentin added.
Vizentin told the newspaper 
that shortly ' after the plane 
crashed, the group had at- 
empted to hunt down animals, 
but had only sighted one bird 
“which was probably as hungry 
as we were."
They had foup'd It impossible 
to survive on melted snow wa­
ter because it did not contain 
salt. The herbs beneath the 
snow were too deeply buried, 
Vizentin said.
which ranged from rifling 
through dead men’s pockets to 
acting as armed guards for 
dope dealers.
Mayor John V. Lindsay 
praised the report, even though 
it was highly critical of two of 
his former aides and his city 
council president, but the head 
of the association representing 
policemen denounced the docu­
ment.
Robert McKiernan, president 
of the Policemen’s Benevolent 
Association, called Knapp a 
“liar” arid said' his report was 
“a fairy tale concocted in a 
whorehouse arid told by thieves 
and fools."
• One of the tales which had 
New Yorkers talking today was 
an allegation that some police 
had the habit of going through 
dead men’s pockets looking for
Knapp should be disbarred if he 
could not name the policemen 
who allegedly robbed the dead.
Also furious: at the commis­
sion was City Council President 
Sanford Garelik, accused by the 
report of accepting gifts from 
businessmen while a police field 
officer. ,
Garelik, an unannounced can­
didate in next year’s mayoralty 
election, said the report also 
“almost smacks of being a 
cheap political shot.”
Police Commissioner Patrick 
Murphy received praise in the 
report for his attempts in the 
last two years to rid the depart­
ment of corrupion.
The worst case of corruption 
Murphy said he ever encoun­
tered was revealed earlier this 
month. About 300 pounds of her­
oin and cocaine wore reported 
stolen from the police depart­
ment's property vault.
China Had A Good Grain Crop 
In Spite Of 'Worst' Drought
Hint,
pursuant to Stiuiding Orders, no 
Petition for any Private Bill 
shall be received by the House 
in its forthcoming Session after 
Monday, the 5th day of Feb­
ruary, 1973.
Dated November 20, 1972.
E. K. DeBeck
Clerk of the Legislative 







Worsening Faster Than In U.S
TORONTO (CP) - The prob­
lem of inflation Is worsening 
more rapidly in Canada Ilian in 
the United States., Dr. John 
Young, head of the now-dis­
banded federal prices and In­
comes commission, said Thurs­
day,
Dr. Young, who returned last 
fall to tcacliing economics at 
tlic University of British (’olunj.- 
bia, said gixiwing inflation soon 
mliy cmific “n deepening sense 
of disquiet” among Canadians, 
lint it will be difficult to deal 
witli it because of political iln- 
eertaintirs in Ottawa.
He was speaking to a session 
of the Allied Social Sclent e As- 
sociatlon convention which has 
drawn nearly 8,(Hid delegates
here, prlnclnally members of 
the American Economic Associ- 
Hllon.
Martin E. Esle>\ of the Uni­
versity of Pennsvlvnnin told the 
same session that Presidon! 
Niyon’s nricr*  and wage control'1 
in the U.S. have bad a sl''nlf|- 
ennt effect, in slowing down 
wage increases under Inbor- 
management ronlrncls, b'ears 
that wages would bounci' m> 
again during tbo casing of tbo
TOKYO (AP) — China had a 
good grain harvest this year of 
240 million tons despite the 
worst drought in years and 
other natural disasters, the 
Hsinhua news agency reported 
today. ।
The output of hemp, silk co­
coons, ten, sugar crops, tobacco 
and fruit also increased 10 to 40 
per cent,, while peanut and se­
same production was slightly 
below 1971 figures, Hsinhua 
said.
A Hsinlma broadcast moni­
tored. In Tokyo said 14 of 29 
provinces, municipalities apd 
autonomous regions, excluding 
Taiwan, reported excellent 
grain harvest.
Hsinhua said China this year
suffered the most seriou 
drought in several il'icnik’S nnc 
some areas were also hit by 
floofi’ng, frost, windstorms, |r,:l 
and insects. The drought in 
Shanl province was the nnt 
serious since 1877 and that in 
Hopie province the worst since 
1920, ILsinhua said.
Ilsinlmn said Chinn rcnnctl 
rich harvests from 1902 to j‘:7l 
when grain output reached 250 
million tons.
China exported three mlll'on 
tops of rice to friendly countries 
while ImiKirtlng five million 
tons of other cereals, chiefly to 
meet the needs of friendly coun- 







By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National
Buffalo 8 ('liiciago 2
World
New I'higland 5 Quebec 3




Answer: Y o n r I. o c a I 
Courier Caincr on Collec­
tion Dav. Ate you piepar­
ing to ask him lor a loan?
TOMORROW IS •
COLLECTION DAY
CiKul.iiion 1 >;-p iitinrnt
wi'll f'iiindcd, ho .irlfletl.
Di'. Yoiinq snirl flint when tho 
ni'teo'i mid liiciniios coin in ission 
In Oltnwn <,onip1,'toil Ils work 
iJx months ago, it bt'Uovotl t’io 
time would come when this 
countrv would have to ndont 
form,si wngo and nrico re­
straints, but public opinion fl>on 
would not siipuort such coiitrol;;,
Now, he said, Iho US Is "o-
"'I'll'' 111’.*'lilvuXI  of a I,! "I 1 f<
'll
I Linoiii*  ('.'fiiiidian?;
r (if di' 'pII'
1
1
Mimie.sota 4 Los Angeles 2
American
Nova Scotia 4 Rochcatfr 0
Central
Foil Worth 4 Portland (Will,)
Western
Fort Worth H'lll.) 4 Portland
Phoenix 7 Scaltli' 1
IntcrnaUonal




Nil a sv m '.'.hi ■> Mont i ill 1 3
Central Junior
Oilau a f> Hull
Ontario Junior
.Soiitlx rn Ontario Junior
(luclpli 5 \Viiul"or 5
I’n.vim ial Junior
> , <■ - fi U< -.mu .’
Manitoba Junior
Wesl Kildonan 8 Dmiphin 2
Wlnn'pog 5 Portage 3
St. James 5 Kcnorn 1!
Selkirk 7 St. Bonlfaci' 1
Saskatchewan Junior
Prince Albert 3 Estevan 2 '
Brlti'di Columbia Junior
Namilm-i 10 Vancouver 2
I’lnllctmi (I Chilliwack 3
U.S. College 
BPI Invitational 
RPI 7 Carleton 5 
Denver 10 Sask,ifcliewan 1 
Boston 14 New Brunswick 2
M iiiii-Mila-Diilulli Pi i»vl-
IMA
Mli'liii;.'in State 4 Air Fiircf 1
1 M H'h. |;a II <li; imp. on-
Weilern IahkIuii 8
Great l.alics Invitational
II.h viikI 4 Mli-togim Ti'cli 
(Ifarvaiil whim iTiampioii .iiip)
। H i'iti n D '■ r i 'I." '.J
II. n>Hi। n 11<> 11'> i
BMC, Kin/.'I'iii, (a,;, a < .1 
0
(l-.wego Slate (> Itamillon 4
St. I.ouh
V» i- CHi-.fj G




Mars Recently 'Warming Up
LOS ANGELES <AP) - Two 
California Institute of Tech­
nology scientists says Mars long 
may have been a dead plaiet, 
only recently' wanning up inter­
nally and producing an atmo­
sphere.
Dr. Bruce Murray said: “For 
a large part ot its history. 
Mars may have been more like 
our moon than the earth, with 
-no atmosphere at all.”
Robert Sharp said at the an-
tomia that the American satel-
lite Mariner 9 showed Mars to 
be a living planet, the cc*e  of 
which may have begun heating 
only within the last ICO million 
years.
OFFICE CLOSED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Britan­
nia Airways has closed its Van­
couver office and suspended op­
erations into Vancouver for 
1973. A spokesman for the com-
pany blamed the suspension on.. « 1 i ~ al.— eJ dlllLvl lllv. Ulinual winter meeting of the the uncertainty of Canadian reg- 
American Physical Society at ulations regarding charter
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TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Poison Centre 
Not Much Help
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_ . , . . u-w Yesterday’s Answer
Dear Dr. Thosteson: You 
wrote about calling the nearest 
poison control centre if a child 
ate or drank something poison­
ous. Well, at 7 o'clock one 
morning our l^-year-old son 
walked in carrying a can of 
charcoal starter,
We could smell some on his 
breath but didn’t titnk he ac­
tually drank any. I couldn’t get 
hold of our doctor or his asso­
ciate and called the poison con- 
triol centre. They said they were 
sorry, they couldn’t give us any 
information or tell us what to 
do. We finally got in touch with 
our doctor and it turned out 
fine. ..
But would you please tell us 
what good is the poison centre if 
they will not say a thing but 
“I'm sorry’’ when you need 
help?—Mrs. J.T. Jr.
with doctors
MANOEL PERBIRA < 
X1574-1666) THE DISTINGUISHED ES3.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
or other trained
n»
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, FRT-, DEC. 29, 1972 PAGE IT
YOUR HOROSCOPE
18,'Malarkey! 6.Curva- 

























































It's still a lot of use when a 
doctor needs to know what is in 
some product or another, from 
shoe polish to hair tonic, that 
some toddler has'swallowed. If 
he knows what's in it, he can do 
a lot more than he can if he has 
to work blind. So don’t sell 
centre too short.
However, you and many other 
readers may profit by knowing 
that not all poison centres work 
the same way. Some supply in­
formation only to doctors. At 
the other extreme, some centres 
guide people from the first 
phone call. What did the child 
(or adult) swallow? How much? 
How is he reacting?
Then they can say, “Get your 
doctor at once,” or in many 
cases, “Go fast as you can to a 
hospital emergency room.” Or, 
if the case is obviously not seri­
ous, They tell what to do at 
home—saving time, trouble and 
money, if the matter doesn’t re­
quire hospital care^——.
Some centres conduct re­
peated educational campaigns: 
others, don't. Some are staffed
personnel; some aren't.
They all serve a purpose. All 
are good. But the extent of serv­
ice depends on how much finan­
cial support they have, and a 
variety of other factors. Do they 
have a staff qualified to give di­
rect advice? Or are they limited 
to a staff that can dig out refer­
ence material for physicians 
who need it?
Poison centres aren’t federal 
agencies. They are local—al­
though they have a network by 
which information can be fed 
into centralized files.
Centres are set up to suit the 
communities in which they are. 
How great is the need? In large 
cities there may be several 
dozen calls, a day. In smaller 
communities there may be only 
a few emergencies in a week or 
a month.
Whatever type and amount of 
service a centre is qualified, 
and financially able to give, 
they all serve a good purpose. 
How much they can do depends 
on what the community needs 
and wants to support.
There is no way to generalize.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I had a 
hysterectomy 15 years ago and 
am now in my middle 40s. I 
have been taking hormones, 21 
days, then stop for seven, but 
have heard this causes cancer. 
Every time I take one it scarces 
me. ■ P l e a s e answer soon.— 
L.F.S.
No, it doesn't cause cancer. If 
some types of cancer are 
present, the hormones can ac­
celerate growth and then it is, 
of course, necessary to stop the 
hormones. But it doesn’t cause 
cancer.
Hijack Victims
PORTUGUESE SCULPTOR. , 
BECAME TOTALLY BLIND 
AT THE AGE OF -40 AND 
FOR THE NEXT 52 YEARS WORKED 
SY sovse or touch alone.
D°-80WLED 
PIPE 
SMOKED BY THE LENGUA
INDIANS OF SO. AMERICA'S GRAN CHACO
HIAS INSPIRED 8Y.THE WW SMOKE- 
STACtCS OF A R/YER STEAMBOAT
I I I i,
FRAME OF A DWELLING 
IS BUILT BY THE NANDIS
OF KENYA. AFRICA • 
AS A HOME FOR THE 
SP/R/TS OF DfSEASE
CONTRACT BRIDGE
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work it: 
AX Y D L BA A X R 
ll LO NGFEL L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters,' 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each dav the code letters are different.
CRYPTOQUOTES
'KOEM NXVHM KVVKX LBFNH FNFJ
FK MRMIJKXOBL MAHM, OH YVNMIAMHH
FLFOBHK KICKX.-KXVEFH XCQAJ1J
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: THE OLDER I GROW THE MORE 
I DISTRUST THE FAMILIAR DOCTRINE THAT AGE 
BRINGS WISDOM.-H. L. MENCKEN
(01972 King Features Syndicate, Inc.)
U.K. Airlines 
Receive Threats
LONDON (AP> — Arab ter- 
rorists, believed to be the fanat­
ical Black September organ­
ization, were reported today to 
have warned the British govern­
ment they will attack British 
airlines and companies unless 
ari Arab arrested here at 
Christmas with a suitcase full 
of explosives is freed.
The Daily Telegraph said the 
ultimatum came only a few 
hours after the Arab, named by 
police Wednesday as 24-year-old 
Palestinian. Mohammad Abdul 
Karin Fuheid, was grabbed by 
police at Heathrow Airport 
Christmas Eve. He also had a 
gun, police said.
VICTORIA (CP) - British Co­
lumbians injured in any Cana­
dian plane hijacking will soon 
be, able to receive compensation 
from the provincial government.
In a cabinet order made pub­
lic here, the government adds 
three crimes to the list under 
the Criminal Injuries Compen­
sation Act.
They are: hijacking an air­
craft, endangering the safety of 
an- aircraft in flight and taldng 
on board a civilian aircraft of­
fensive weapons or explosives. 
Also added is the crime of 
failing to provide the necessities 
of life to one’s dependents.
The crimes are added to the 
list under the act effective Jan. 
1/
By B. JAY BECKER
You have the following hand, 
neither £ide vulnerable;
’♦K9 VAQ73 ♦ J2AKQ1085
■1. Partner bids One Club,, you 
respond One heart, and partner 
bids Two Notrump. What would 
you bid now?
2. Partner bids One Heart, 
you respond Three Clubs, 
partner bids Three Diamo ids, 
and when you respond Three 
Hearts he bids Four Hearts. 
What would you bid now?
3. You deal and bid One Club, 
partner responds One Diamond, 
you bid One Heart, and partner 
responds Three Notrump. What 
would you bld now?
4. You deal and bid One Club, 
partner responds Two Spaaes, 
you bid Three Hearts, and 
partner responds. Three Spades.
spades to the ace and you would 
owe partner one more; bid, 
preferably four spades.
•Partner almost surely has a 
minimum opening bid on this 
sequence. He may have one of 
these three hands:
1 A 74 VJ8652 ♦AK983' *A  
2.4* AQ VKJ986 ♦Q10854 *1  
5AQ3 VKJ854 4AQ97 *J4
What would you bid now?
1. Six clubs. Partner indicates 
18 or 19 points by his jump to 
two notrump and you should 
therefore bid a slam, knowing 
the combined point count comes 
to at least 33, As your hand may 
be expected to provide one or 
more ruffing tricks, it is better 
to bid six clubs than six no­
trump, though the chances are 
that partner can make either 
contract/
2. Pass. You have already 
made a jump-shift, showing 17 
or more points, and partner has 
shown no interest whatever in a 
slam. Therefore, with nothing 
further to add to your story, you 
should pass. Change the king of
WEEKLY EDITIONS
There are more than 800 
weekly newspapers in Canada.
SATURDAY, DEC. 30 ।
Aries (March 21-April 19): ■ 
The brightest idea now is to get 1 
done with whatever you must do 1 
so early and then organize un- , 
hurried.
Tauras (April 20-May 20): 
Spread the work as well as the 
rewards for doing it, get cover­
age on all fronts. Social activity 
flows readily, enjoy it.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): Be 
tactful but get others to join you 
in getting a move on; it’s time 
and for some things overtime, 
Pursue romantic aspirations.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Today promises a generally 
pleasant atmosphere. Gather 
your friends and neighbors for 
fun, share your favorite pas­
times; .
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): As you 
make the most of a good day, 
look about you, see how much 
you have going for you, what 
luck you’ve had in getting there.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Younger people around you 
bring both cheer and a new puz­
zle to solve. Parties naturally 
crowd out business efforts.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Now 
that it’s both weekend and the 
year's end, there may be people 
handy who are not normally ac­
cessible.
Scorpio (Oct. 22-Nov. 21): A 
touch of showmanship hurts no­
body, and spur of the moment 
ventures have a better than 
usual probability of success.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21):
Being yourself and being in an 
appropriate place doing the sen- 
sible things attracts interesting 
: personal rewards.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
There are good ideas in plenty
QUEENIE
3. Four notrump. No suit 
having been agreed upon as 
trump, this is not Blackwood— 
it is merely an invitation to a 
slam. Ordinarily, partner will 
have 16 or 17 points for his jump 
to three notrump (two notrump 
would have shown 13 to. 15). 
Partner will usually pass four 
notrump but, if he has excep­
tionally good values, he will 
continue towards a slam.
4. Four spades. The K-9 are 
more than ample support lor a 
suit that has been bid twice. You 
certainly have the values rep­
resented by your three bids, 
perhaps a shade more, and the 
only real question is whether 
partner has the wherewithal to 
carry on further. A slam is 
imminent, but the next move 
must come, voluntarily from 
partner. .■ :
TELEPHONE SERVICE
The Trans-Canada Telephone 
system serves about 8.5 million 
telepnones.
ENGINEERED CAKE
CARDIFF, Wales (Reuter) — 
An engineer was called in to 
help cook Josephine Doherty’s 
wedding cake. She wanted a 20- 
tier cake, 16 feet high and 
weighing 504 pounds. Baker Don 
.Job was worried about subsi­
dence so he asked engineer 
John Ellis for help,. The cake 
was finally supported, with 
wooden plugs and held in place 
with ribbons.
going the rounds now. You can 
sort them out better if you are 
making some travels of your 
own.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): 
Talents you didn’t fully appre­
ciate come to the surface natu­
rally when you extend yourself 
to please others.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Your energy and will to be cre­
ative should be thoroughly ex­




OTTAWA (CP) — Now regu­
lations aimed at controlling vis­
itors to Canada were announced 
today by Immigration Minister 
Robert Andras.
Under the new Yules, visitors 
to Canada who wish to work 
must obtain employment visas. 
Those who plan to stay in Can­
ada longer than three months 
must register with an immigra­
tion officer.
The measures—effective Jan. 
1, 1973—will protect the labor 
force against “the unwarranted 
short-term use of foreign labor 
and introduce a measure nf con­
trol over the long-term visitor,” 
Mr. Andras said.
Visitors will be unable to ob­
tain employment Visas, he said, 
if there are Canadian or .landed 
immigrant workers qualified 
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WHERE ARE YOU 
TAKING ME, MR. 
CANTRELL?
L MEVE2 HEAR? 
0= if, 5ut THEN, 
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BETTER STAY AT 

















ARG YOU MRS. LORENA GRAY? YOU'RE MRS. LORENA GRAY?
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j HAVE ONE EAR 
'> I'M not using/ ,
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I THOUGHT 
SHE DID THAT 
SO THEY
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said in a statement that the 
. government is carefully consid-
ment will total $30 million, and jering the recommendations. He 
that the amount disbursed from termed the report "a very com- 
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BOBBI I! J Ml In Canada, on Ilir other hind.
In spite of the adversities 
and uncertainties of war the 
people of Saigon still enjoy
un.on 
been
the union and I'Bl’, 




in Notre Danie Bay ncxl w 
Meanwhile mi ale Ia\l
have erected. Motor bikes I 
are gaily decorated too and I 
even some pedestrians deck I 
themselves out gaily. I
VANCOUVER (CP) - A man 
about 25 years of arte escaped 
with $1,500 from a Royal Bank 
branch Thursday. He fold a tel­
ler he had a gun.
U 
f'.i
bote, said the contract was 
three years and provided a
this festive season. Here is 
a downtown scene showing 
decorations that storekeepers
Mi Mill< i IndiI'.dciI that Im |
cd by UBC, Then agie-mciit ex- 
pi. r Sundai, .mil .1 spokesman 
("i local ks.’ ,,t the lute; mit .oiial 
Un on of Opci.iting Enp.iiicei•• 
said a wage d.Hcicure of one 
pcricntftgc i^'.iit 'till sep.ii.ilcs
White. Bed about 39” wide x 78” long x 31”
"Posluremale"
Advertised prices in effect 'til 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, December 30
48" set. Reg. 179.98. .....
54" set. Reg. 179.98. .....
EOGO, Nfld. 
ferry service
(CP) - The 
linking Fogo
The Malo's bed includes o dccp-comforl, 252 coil 
mattress, posture board and bed that includes two
4
-.1 uidaiib . h< Mio. i| would be) »’•» Bnme-t, owner of (,an.!ei 
5’103.!, However, the C.ilifiH ma , A' !"dd he hope* to < Ira: 
Public Utilities ('omnii'c ion rx-l " bHcklog of «') passenger.s nu.l $ 
eiei'T-i jurisdiction over this p10’10 |x»‘mds of mail by th" end : 
to'iti'. and th" actual fare Is;*^ the day.
•a.|i<| wood and veneers. The Colonial unit it. finished 
in moi resi'.lant Salem maple with handsome brass 
pulls. The l ienih Provincial is finished i\ attractive
VICTORIA (CP) — Ayear^ld 
report released Thursday by the 
provincial government says cul­
tural development in British 
Columbia is in a sad state and 
strong leadership with healthy 
infusions of provincial funds are 
needed.
Written by D. Paul Schafer, 
director of the Arts Administra­
tion program at York University 
in Ontario, the report contends 
the arts are "held in disregard 
and disrepute by many and are 
even looked on with positive
contempt in many parts of the 
province.
It says many of B.C.'s artists,, 
writers, musicians, actors and 
dramatists experience consider­
able financial difficulty in fol­
lowing their professions.
Mr. Schafer travelled several 
thousand miles through the 
province in the summer and 
fall of 1971 to research his re­
port.
He concluded that artists 
make rightful contributions to 
the economy of a society as well 
as its overall social well-being,'
but artists continue to consti­
tute the major subsidizers of the 
arts through low salaries and 
inadequate working conditions.
Mr. Schafer criticizes the 
"degrading and frustrating so­
cial climate and milieu" in 
which cultural activities are car­
ried on in B.C. and calls for 
"positive action and active lead­
ership” by the provincial gov­
ernment.
At present, he says, the gov­
ernment priority placed on cul­
ture is too low, with funds grant-
ed to culture by the government 
varying from $2.5 million to $3.8 
million and between ’ .3 and .6 
of one per cent of the gross 
provincial budget in the four 
years from 1967 to 1970.
$5 MILLION ANNUALLY
Mr. Schafer recommends an 
annual increase in the govern­
ment’s cultural fund of $5 mil­
lion so that by 1975 its endow-
increased by $500,000 each 
year.
This would mean that by 1975. 
the government would havai 
about $4 million available.
The report' also calls for r 
full-time director of the cultural 
fund and establishment of a 
federation of community arts 
councils in the province to de­
termine cultural needs and pri- 
orities for the fund.
There should be expanded op­
portunities for Canadian and 
B.C. artists to work "through 
increased performances and ex. 
hibitions and a system of ad- 
equate awards and commis­
sions.” ' .
Provincial secretary Ernie 
Hall, who released the report,
Study Starts In Managuar 
Of Plans To Re-Build City
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP,) 
—Experts began a study today 
of the feasibility of rebuilding 
earthquake-shattered Managua 
on its present site.
Teams of geologists and 
seismologists arrived from the 
United States Thursday as spe­
cialists Iron} Mexico and Vene­
zuela announced preliminary 
findings.
Demolition crews were still 
dynamiting and bulldozing in 
the downtown area next to Lake 
Managua, clearing it of dam­
aged structures and the rubble 
of buildings and homes that 
were flattened in seconds by the 
severe quake early Saturday. 
An estimated 2,000 to 5,000 per­
sons were killed and 20,000 se­
riously injured.
Although Managua has been 
hit twice in 40 years by murder­
ous earthquakes, a group of 
Mexican experts led by Dr. 
Cinna Lomnitz reported to Nica­
raguan authorities that there
capital city.
"Most of the city is located on 
hard volcanic tuff—solid stuff,” 
said Lomnitz, director of the de­
partment of seismology at the 
University of Mexico. “Its sub­
soil is sounder than that of 
Mexico City, for instance.”
Tuff is fragmentary volcanic 
rock.
He said the damage was sQ 
great because the epicentre of 
the quake was right underneath 
the city.
“It was like a direct hit by a 
bomb,” he explained.
SUGGEST GREEN ZONE
The Mexican experts sug­
gested that the damaged area 
be turned into a park or “green 
zone.”
An estimated 15,000 persons 
were still roaming the city 
centre despite its designation as 
an “emergency” or “con­






centre 3rd has' 
'flexolator’ steel 
mesh over coils
CBS To Switch Fully On Again 
As Striking Employees Return
NEW YORK (API — Tele­
vision and radio technicians 
were returning to work at the 
Columbia" Broadcasting System 
today after voting to accept a 
new contract and end their 
eight-week strike.
Picket lines set up by the In­
ternational Brotherhood of Elec­
trical Workers (IBEW) at CBS 
facilities here and in six other 
cities were taken down within 
an hour after the 561-to-509 vote 
was announced Thursday.
Details of the pact were not 
announced, but it was said the 
union, made concessions on sev­
eral key negotiating issues in­
volving jurisdiction over oper­
ation of new electronic devices 
and automation.
Arthur Korff. who is business 
manager for IBEW's Local 1212
per-cent wage increase in each 
of the three years.
The strike, which began Nov. 
3 when about 1,200 cameramen; 
technicians and engineers 
walked off the job, was funda­
mentally over the jurisdictional 
and automation issues.
The union was reported to 
have agreed that under certain 
conditions personnel other than 
technicians may feed instruc­
tions and information to a com­
puter involved in the operation 
of a broadcast facility.
In return, CBS agreed to dis­
close its automation plans at 
the earliest possible date and 
increased benefits for tech­
nicians who voluntarily retire 
or are laid off due to future au­
tomation.
On other key Issues, the union 
was said to have agreed to al­
low non-technicians who have 
unusual talents to operate "in­
nut devices” Hint generate let­
ters, drawings or illustrations 
on television screens.
The technicians will maintain 
basic jurisdiction over a con­
troversial new electronic editing 
devices but will allow some 
nondochnicians to onerate the 
"editing pen” under certain 
conditions, it was said.
as national guard- patrols tried 
,o drive off looters, but it ap­
peared that mostly they were 
shooting over their heads. Unof­
ficial 'reports said 32 persons 
had been treated for bullet 
wounds since Saturday. There 
were rumors of looters being 
killed, but no confirmed re­
ports. . ' ■ . • 1
About 190 looters were de­
tained in army camps.
Col. Jorge Barker, security 
chief of the 6,000-strong national 
guard, said the looters had to 
be held in army camps because 
all the capital’s. jails were de­
stroyed. ■ ■ ' . ' . ■
Nicaraguan strongmen Gen. 
Anastasio Somoza, commander 
of the national guard, has 
warned in a radio broadcast 
that looters would be shot.
Asked if the prisoners also 
would be shot, Col. Barker said | 
“We have hot reached that ex-1 
treme.”
MANY COMPLAIN
Despite the huge foreign re­
lief operation and the tons of I . 
food being flown in, many in I 
the city complained they had I 
received no food or assistance I 
of any kind. II
In an attempt to drive all sur- I 
vivors from the city to facilitate I 
the clearing operation, Gen. So- I 
moza, the country’s ruler, or-I 
dcred that food be given out I 
only at distribution points out-I 
side the city. , I
A fire department official es- I 
tlmated that one-Third of Man- I 
agua’s 300,000 population still I 
disregard the orders to get out. I
The others have moved on to I 
towns and villages in a radius I 
of 75 miles arqiind Managua, I 
Many were given temporary I 
refuge in schools and stadiums, I 
but the distribution of food and I 
medicine over the large area I 
was slow because of a shortage I 
of trucks. I
Dr. Abraham Horowitz, direc- I 
tor of the Pan American Health I 
Organization, who flew in from I 
Washington for talkscvith Nica- I 
raguan officials, told reporters I 
a typhoid epidemic was pos- II 
sible. . f I
Horowitz said the Incubation II 
period for typhoid was about I 
two weeks and “for all we I 
know, there may already be I 
people who have It.” . II
Nfld. Ferries 
To Sail Again
Queen size set. Reg. 229.98i Sale Price $169
"Ppsturemate” Firm set. Has both mattress 
and foundation. Sisal pads, -White felt 
md Serofoam provide insulation and softness. 
ani-Guard rayon print cover, Sears Edge 
□-sag borders, eyelet borders for ventilation 
nd heavy-duty coil construction.
TRIAL ORDERED
VANCO II V E R (CP) - A 
woman shot in the arm Inst 
.Inly in Montreal during an at­
tempted slaying was committed 
Thursday to trial on a charge 
of possession of heroin for the 
pui|K)se <f ti.((tiikiig. Vicky 
.1.lines. 22, was wounded July 8 
when a gunman attempted to 
k<ll her eompani.in Ke,th Curti ., 





TORONTO (CP) Higher air 
fares result from goveriiinmit 
regulation of Pie aviation in- 
loshv, Prof, William A. Jordan
said Thursday.
Prof, Jordan was speaking to 
,i Panel on transportation regu- 
latiop in Canada and the United 
States, sponsored by 1hr Society 
of Government Economists
Prof. Jordan, in a nieliini-
Island, Change Island and St. 
Brenden's with the rest of New­
foundland Is exacted to be re­
stored today.
Patrick Miller, owner of the 
ferry Eogo Transport, said ‘he 
Eogo Transport will sail today 
if an Icebreaker expected from 
St. .John's reaches the area and 
opens a channel between Sel­
dom and Carinenville. However, 
he expressed concern over 
whether the icrlnenker Is large 
enough to do the job.
The Eogo Transport has bcm 
icclwslind in |x>rl at Seldom
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